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Abstract
Introduction and Review of the Literature. The academic community has made it
priority to determine best practice in the clinical education (CE) of physical therapist (PT)
students. The perspective of various stakeholders has been considered in the profession’s
pursuit of excellence. Previous research highlighting the characteristics of expert clinicians
and clinical instructors in physical therapy has served as a model for those who strive for
excellence. The student and critical stakeholder, however, has not been given the
opportunity to be heard. To date, no literature has explored the experience of physical PT
students who demonstrate excellence. This study aims to understand the lived experience
of the exemplary PT student in CE.
Participants. A sample of 26 students from across the United States who were in their
terminal clinical experience or within six months of graduation were recruited.
Methods. This study utilized a phenomenological methodology. Data was collected via oneon-one semi-structured interviews. Interviews were analyzed using constant comparison.
The trustworthiness of the findings was supported through the use of peer reviewing, thick
description, and member checking.
Results. One overarching and nine themes represent the lived experience of the exemplary
student. A desire to serve was the overarching theme of the study. The nine themes
include: 1. Being empathetic, 2. Being adaptable, 3. Being receptive to and seeking feedback,
4. Being reflective in clinical practice, 5. Using the past experiences to inform current
performance, 6. Embracing challenges and seeking opportunities, 7. Engaging in a
collaborative relationship with their CI, 8. Being skilled at self-care, and 9. Coming into my
own as a PT.
Discussion and Conclusion. This study’s findings student echo that of contemporary
research related to being internally motivated, having a growth mindset, and being
resilient. The results of this study can be used to inform admissions, student preparation
for clinical practice, and professional development training in professional physical therapy
programs.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
Introduction
The overall aim of clinical education (CE) in the health professions is to cultivate
knowledge, skills, and behaviors essential for the provision of competent care. In physical
therapy, the structure, process, and outcomes of CE vary among professional programs
with little consensus on what is best practice (Jette & Nelson, 2014). To complicate matters,
the healthcare landscape has changed dramatically, which has promoted physical therapist
professional education programs to examine their current mode of implementing a CE
curriculum and respond to these change (Deusinger, Crowner, Burlis, Stith, & Burlis, 2014).
The need for interprofessional care, the introduction of government regulations on
healthcare coverage, and the prevalence of major health conditions have significantly
impacted the way students experience CE (Deusinger, Crowner, Burlis, Stith, & Burlis,
2014).
Over the past several years, the academic community has made the quest for best
practice in CE of Doctor of Physical Therapy professional programs a priority. Best practice
is based on current quality research that can be translated into direct patient care and has
been widely accepted by the profession (Brenner & Iafrati, 2014). The pursuit of best
practice for entry-level CE was set into motion in 2014 by the American Council of
Academic Physical Therapy (ACAPT), an organization dedicated to promoting academic
excellence in PT education by exploring innovative models of curricula, including models of
CE. The membership of ACAPT is comprised of institutions with accredited physical
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therapy programs as well as individual academic and clinical faculty (American Council of
Academic Physical Therapy, n.d.).
In October 2014, ACAPT sponsored a summit as an initial step in the process of
developing a shared vision for CE. Various stakeholders including clinical instructors (CIs),
academic faculty, directors of clinical education (DCEs), healthcare administrators, and
program directors were invited to participate in the conversation (American Council of
Academic Physical Therapy, 2014a). The student, who is an equally important stakeholder,
was afforded limited input in the dialogue. Of the over 400 attendees, only two physical
therapist (PT) students were invited to the summit and involved in the discussions
(Commission on Accreditation in Physical Therapy Education, 2015). It is reasonable to
assume that these two students could not adequately represent to the entire body of PT
students and communicate the student experience in CE to hundreds of attendees over the
course of the summit.
The voice of the student needs to be part of the process because they are a critical
stakeholder in the shared vision of CE. Gaining an appreciation of the lived experience of PT
students will provide a unique perspective of CE from the person who is at the core of it,
the PT student him/herself. Researchers, clinicians, and academicians are witnesses to the
student experience and can conjure up assumptions based on those observations (Keeley et
al., 2016) which can lead them to formulate research questions, implement CE models, and
measure educational outcomes using assumptions about the student experience, but they
risk overlooking important variables that may not have been anticipated. Utilizing an
incomplete picture of CE can draw away from the intended purpose of a shared vision and
alienate the needs of the student. This qualitative study has the potential to discover
2

factors meaningful to the students such as barriers, motivators, and challenges that may be
relevant to the applied practice of CE. Until the students’ experience in CE is investigated,
the profession cannot develop a comprehensive shared vision for best practice. An
understanding of the lived experience of PT students in CE is an important, yet overlooked,
piece of the puzzle.
In order to move towards a shared vision of best practice in physical therapist CE,
there needs to be an understanding of how students approach learning, construct
knowledge, and what factors impact their clinical performance. The clinical environment
presents with many opportunities and challenges prompting students to become an agent
of their current experience rather than a passive bystander (Albert Bandura, 2001).
Medical educators use exemplars to provide positive examples of professional behaviors
and clinical skills. Rather than focusing on lapses, or negative behaviors, the emphasis on
positive exemplars provides medical students with tangible examples of performance they
can strive to attain (Curry, Cortland, & Graham, 2011). Using a qualitative approach, the
aim of this study is to understand the lived experience of PT students in CE, specifically
exemplary students who demonstrate excellence during clinical education experiences.
The works of Jensen et al. (2000) and Buccieri et al. (2013) highlight the
characteristics of the expert clinicians and CIs in physical therapy. Their findings serve as
models for clinicians and educators who strive for excellence. It is the contention of the
investigator of this study that the road to excellence does not start with licensure; it begins
during the entry-level training of physical therapists. Similar to the research on expert
clinicians and CIs, this study focuses on expert, or exemplary, students because they
successfully navigated the waters of CE by demonstrating superior performance beyond
3

the minimal standards. Just like the expert clinician and CI, the exemplary student can
serve as a model for students who seek excellence and educators whose aim is to foster
exemplary performance in their pupils.
Understanding the CE experience from the perspective of the exemplary student can
provide valuable information in the assessment and implementation of pedagogical
approaches in CE as the profession seeks best practice and a shared vision. It can guide
how academicians facilitate professional growth in PT students and prepare them for entry
level practice. The characteristics and behaviors of the exemplary student may also inform
admission practices. Gaining an appreciation for the exemplary student’s interaction with
the clinic can highlight behaviors and traits associated with success in the CE environment.
Professional education programs can apply what is learned from this study to seek out
candidates who exhibit these traits and behaviors during the admissions process.
Relevance and Significance of the Study.
In 2015, the American Physical Therapy Association (APTA) developed the Excellence in
Physical Therapist Education Task Force to identify best practice for PT education, including
CE in professional programs, to meet the evolving needs of society. The task force
examined current models of CE in health care, appraised related literature in physical
therapy as well as other professions, and advised the profession on currents issues.
According to the task force, the profession is facing challenges in its pursuit of excellence.
Some of those challenges include:
Multiple stakeholders in physical therapist education have different priorities,
approaches and engagement resulting in duplication and divergent perspectives and
activities
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There are widespread concerns that students are not optimally prepared for clinical
education, practice, and the evolving health care environment
Accreditation for physical therapist education programs promotes minimum standards
that neither drive excellence nor distinguish between developing and established
quality programs
There is unwarranted variation in student qualifications, readiness, and performance
across the professional educational continuum that impacts academic and clinical
faculty’s ability to plan and implement a quality educational experience that will
optimize patient outcomes
Research and evidence to support best practices, innovation, and excellence in physical
therapist education is very limited (Herr et al., 2017)
The Editors of the Journal of Physical Therapy Education have also acknowledged the
need for robust educational research to guide the pedagogical approaches used in physical
therapy curricula and beyond (Gwyer & Hack, 2016). At this point, the current physical
therapy educational literature lacks well designed studies that can provide a deeper and
broader understanding of the theoretical underpinnings of teaching, learning, and
outcomes (Jensen et al., 2016). By understanding the exemplary students’ lived experiences
in CE and potentially identifying their characteristics, behaviors and approach to learning,
the present study has the potential to contribute quality research to the body of knowledge,
which may then inform best practice in CE, student readiness for CE, and admission
criteria.
Exploring the accounts of exemplary students will shed light on the student
experience, and possibly reveal what beliefs and behaviors impact their performance.
Development of new approaches to best practice in CE should aim to train students to
achieve the highest level of excellence in CE by demonstrating those behaviors exhibited by
the exemplary student. Excellence is one of the Core Values of professional practice and the
profession defines it as:
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… Physical therapy practice that consistently uses current knowledge and theory while
understanding personal limits, integrates judgment and the patient/client perspective,
embraces advancement, challenges mediocrity, and works toward development of new
knowledge (American Physical Therapy Association, 2003).

The information revealed by studying the lived experience of exemplary PT students
will help academicians and clinical faculty understand the student perspective in order to
develop strategies to prepare them for and support them during their clinical education
experiences. When entering a CE experience, CIs expect students to have a baseline of
knowledge, technical skills and professional behaviors. Clinicians are experiencing major
changes in healthcare delivery, which is influencing their expectations of students. It has
become imperative that students have particular attributes when they enter into a clinical
experience so they can quickly engage as a learner and as a clinician (American Council of
Academic Physical Therapy: Student Readiness Task Force, 2017; Hill, Wolf, Bossetti, &
Saddam, 1999). Technical knowledge and competence, although important, is not enough.
Personal attributes such as good communication skills, awareness of limitations, eagerness
to learn, empathy, and independent learning are several of the traits clinical educators have
identified as indicators of student readiness in CE. A recent report of ACAPT’s Student
Readiness Task Force (2017) has identified 14 themes that reflect the minimal knowledge,
skills, abilities, and professional behaviors that students must demonstrate prior to their
first full-time clinical experience. The majority of those themes reflect professional
behaviors and include: taking initiative, engaging in self-assessment, utilizing constructive
feedback, demonstrating effective communication abilities, being prepared to engage in
learning, and recognizing professional standards.
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Physical therapist students may already possess these traits when they enter
professional programs and continue to cultivate the traits as they develop into entry-level
practitioners. These non-cognitive skills are considered essential to success in the
workforce across many sectors including business, education and healthcare (Mitchell,
2007). Applicants who do not possess the desired affective skills upon admission may have
a difficult time acquiring them in conjunction with learning the technical skills of the
profession. Although models of professional behaviors training are being implemented in
physical therapy professional programs (Macdonald, Cox, Bartlett, & Houghton, 2002),
there is limited evidence to support an effective pedagogical approach to developing noncognitive skills and behaviors (Passi, Doug, Peile, Thistlethwaite, & Johnson, 2010). There is
no certainty that students will be able to develop these affective skills over the course of
their education.
Professional medical and physical therapist education programs acknowledge the
value of including an assessment of non-cognitive qualities in their admissions practices
(Crampton, 2012; Fraser, 2012; Ingrassia, 2016; F. Lievens, 2013; Roll et al., 2018) but
there is no consensus on what those qualities should be and which ones can predict success
in the clinical environment. Physical therapy professional programs do not have
universally accepted admission practices. Aside from core academic prerequisites, each
individual academic program determines their own standards for admission used to
forecast success. The literature has shown that past academic performance measured by
grade point average (GPA) is predictive of future academic performance (Crampton, 2012;
Dockter, 2001). Unfortunately, there is no evidence to support a relationship between
academic performance and the desired traits of professionalism that academicians and
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clinical faculty want to see in their students. There is preliminary evidence to suggest that
scores on admission interviews and personality inventories may have value in predicting
future student clinical performance (Agahi, Speicher, & Cisek, 2018; Stratton & Elam, 2014)
but the research is limited to small, single program cohorts of subjects and lack the
methodological rigor and generalizability to significantly influence admissions.
The information derived from the lived experience of exemplary students may give
us the opportunity to recognize student traits and attitudes associated with exemplary
clinical performance, which academic institutions can then apply during the admissions
process. Identifying applicants who possess the traits of exemplary students upon entry
into a physical therapist professional education program could maximize student
development of professionalism and clinical competence and result in students who
demonstrate the knowledge, skills, and behaviors necessary for clinical practice.
Recognizing these students in the admissions process also has the potential to minimize
the demand placed on academic and clinical faculty when a student is ill-prepared for the
rigors of the clinical education curriculum.
Problem Statement and Goal
To date, no literature has explored the experience, attitudes and traits of exemplary PT
student in CE. Attitudes are beliefs, emotions and behaviors related to a particular topic or
event (Chaiklin, 2011). In his case, the research will be focusing on the attitudes and traits
of exemplary physical therapist students in CE. Educators can use the information about
the exemplary student and how they experience CE to better prepare future PT students
for their clinical experiences and ultimately, their careers as clinicians. What the
investigator discovers in this research may also have the potential to influence physical
8

therapy program admission criteria. The unique qualities and attitudes of the exemplary
student may be extracted during the application process and serve as potential predictors
for clinical performance. Medical education has increasingly incorporated non-cognitive
assessments in their admissions process, with preliminary results demonstrating a link
between an applicant’s interpersonal skills and their success in the clinical environment,
which may be used as a model for physical therapy admissions (P. Lievens, 2013).
The aim of this study is to understand and interpret the lived experience of
exemplary PT students in CE. The “exemplary student” consistently achieve ratings above
the minimally required performance expectations across clinical experiences as evidenced
by the Clinical Performance Instrument (CPI). He/she also demonstrates professional
behaviors consistent with the APTA's Professionalism: Physical Therapy Core Values.
Chapter 3 provides Additional description of the exemplary student.
Research Questions
1. What is the lived experience of exemplary physical therapist students in clinical
education?
2. What are the traits and attitudes of an exemplary physical therapist student in
clinical education?
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Definition of Terms
Physical Therapist Professional Education Program: A curriculum designed to
provide the student with the knowledge, skills, and behaviors required for entry-level
practice of physical therapy. The core and clinical education faculty, including directors of
clinical education and clinical instructors, present the professional curriculum (American
Council of Academic Physical Therapy Common Terminology Panel, 2017; Commission on
Accreditation in Physical Therapy Education, 2014).
Clinical education: The portion of a professional physical therapy program that
provides students with a formal supervised learning experience in the clinical
environment. The purpose is to provide students with the opportunity to apply, develop,
and demonstrate competent patient/client-centered skills and professional behaviors in
order to prepare them for independent practice (American Council of Academic Physical
Therapy Common Terminology Panel, 2017; American Physical Therapy Association,
2014).
Director of Clinical Education (DCE) - The core faculty member(s) responsible for the
planning, coordination, facilitation, administration, monitoring, and assessment of the
clinical education component of the curriculum. They are responsible for assigning student
to clinical placements and tracking progress (American Council of Academic Physical
Therapy Common Terminology Panel, 2017; American Physical Therapy Association,
2014).
Clinical education faculty: Clinical education faculty engaged in providing the clinical
education components of the curriculum and can include clinical instructors and Site
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Coordinators of Clinical Education (American Council of Academic Physical Therapy
Common Terminology Panel, 2017; American Physical Therapy Association, 2014).
Clinical Instructor (CI) - A licensed physical therapist charged with directly
supervising, guiding, instructing and formally assessing students during the students’
clinical education experience. This person is expected to have a minimum of one year of full
time clinical experience (American Council of Academic Physical Therapy (American
Council of Academic Physical Therapy Common Terminology Panel, 2017; American
Physical Therapy Association, 2014).
Clinical education experience - The portion of the professional physical therapy
curriculum during which students are immersed in “real-life” learning experiences within
physical therapist practice. These experiences allow students to apply classroom
knowledge, skills, and professional behaviors in a variety of clinical settings and across the
lifespan (American Council of Academic Physical Therapy, 2012; American Council of
Academic Physical Therapy Common Terminology Panel, 2017; American Physical Therapy
Association, 2014).
Full-Time clinical education experience: A learning experience for physical therapist
students that takes place in a clinical environment for a minimum of 35 hours a week. At
the completion of the clinical experience, students return to didactic coursework
(American Council of Academic Physical Therapy, 2012; American Council of Academic
Physical Therapy Common Terminology Panel, 2017; American Physical Therapy
Association, 2014)
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Terminal full-time clinical education experience: A full-time clinical education
experience(s) that follows the completion of the didactic coursework for the Doctor of
Physical Therapy degree. Students are expected to achieve entry level performance in a
terminal full-time clinical education experience (American Council of Academic Physical
Therapy, 2012; American Council of Academic Physical Therapy Common Terminology
Panel, 2017)
Clinical education site: The health service delivery setting where clinical education
experiences take place. This can include, but is not limited to, hospitals, schools, healthcare
agencies, home environments, and offices (American Council of Academic Physical Therapy
Common Terminology Panel, 2017)
Clinical education environment: The physical space, structures, policies, procedures
and culture within the clinical education site (American Council of Academic Physical
Therapy Common Terminology Panel, 2017)
Physical Therapist Clinical Performance Instrument (PT CPI-Web Version 2006)- A
web based instrument consisting of 18 clinical performance criteria used to assess physical
therapist student performance during clinical experiences (Roach et al., 2012).
Exemplary physical therapist students- Students who their DCE identifies as a top
performing student in their cohort. This includes PT-CPI ratings above the minimally
required performance expectations across clinical experiences and also demonstrates
professional behaviors consistent with the APTA's Professionalism: Physical Therapy Core
Values. See chapter 3 for additional details on the definition of the exemplary student.
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Summary
Physical therapy CE is in need of reform. Academicians and clinicians have concerns over
student preparedness, qualifications, and performance in CE and the burden students place
on clinical sites. The APTA and ACAPT have spearheaded a movement to address the issues
faced by clinical education stakeholders, but there is a lack of quality evidence to propel
this movement forward and establish best practice (Jette & Nelson, 2014a; Lekkas et al.,
2007) Programs aim to accept students who are ready for the rigors of a physical therapy
professional program and graduate competent entry-level clinicians who not only have the
technical skills but also embody the core values of professionalism, demonstrate
excellence, and are prepared to enter a complex, ever changing workforce. Thinking with
the end in mind, this study aims to understand and interpret the lived experience of
exemplary PT students in CE. Interpreting the CE experience of students who embody the
desired behaviors, values and skills may provide a framework for educators and employers
to develop best practice. The findings of this study can serve as a model for students and
educators who strive for excellence. It is an area of research that has not been investigated
and can provide valuable evidence to inform admissions and enhance student
preparedness for clinic education and as well as the workforce.
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Chapter 2: Review of the Literature
Introduction
Chapter two presents an overview of clinical education (CE) including its unique design
compared to that of classroom learning and the multifaceted experience it presents to
students. Student performance expectations in the area of CE and their relationship to the
Core Values of physical therapy practice will then be explored from the perspectives of the
profession as well as clinical and academic educators. This chapter delves into exemplary
performance in healthcare and the characteristics of those who exhibit such performance
in the clinical environment. This will be followed by a description of the Social Cognitive
Theory and its application to student performance in professional programs in healthcare.
Finally, gaps in the literature will be identified further supporting the need to understand
clinical education within physical therapy education from the student’s perspective.
Overview of Clinical Education
The professional physical therapist education curriculum has two components: didactic
and clinical. The didactic component typically occurs in the classroom and includes
laboratory experiences. This is the time when students are instructed by academic faculty
in the foundational knowledge, skills, attitudes, and behaviors needed to become a doctor
of physical therapy (American Council of Academic Physical Therapy Common
Terminology Panel, 2017). The CE component of the program, which can constitute up to
45% of the curriculum (Commission on Accreditation in Physical Therapy Education,
2015), is when students apply the foundational knowledge learned in the classroom in real
world, patient care settings including hospitals, homecare, private offices, and schools
(American Council of Academic Physical Therapy Common Terminology Panel, 2017). The
14

Commission on Accreditation of Physical Therapy Education (CAPTE) describes CE as a
critical component of the development of competent entry-level physical therapists
(American Physical Therapy Association, 2014). Various models of CE exist with the most
traditional format including multiple experiences spaced out during the professional
curriculum where one student is directly supervised by a licensed physical therapist for the
duration of the clinical experience (Lekkas et al., 2007). More recently, other models of CE
have been proposed including the year-long internship that occurs at the completion of the
didactic portion of the professional curriculum (Rapport, Kelly, Hankin, Rodriguez, &
Tomlinson, 2014) as well as the clinical experience that is integrated into the didactic
curriculum (Hakim et al., 2014).
The education of PT students must stand up to the expectations of the academic
institutions as well as the profession, regardless of the adopted model. Knowledge of facts,
theory, and techniques are learned in the classroom, but the application of that knowledge
and the development of a professional identity occur in the clinical environment. As a
critical component of all physical therapy programs, CE is the part of the curriculum that
teaches the student to think, act, and perform like a physical therapist (Shulman, 2005). In
this regard, CE is the signature pedagogy of physical therapy professional education.
The transition from the very controlled, predictable environment of the classroom
to an unpredictable clinical setting can pose challenges to students. The characteristics of
the didactic curriculum include having an organized learning framework, clear and specific
expectations, a designated teacher, objective assessments, and specific outcomes. In this
formal learning environment, deliberate learning dominates the process of acquiring
knowledge (Eraut, 2000). Students know what to expect and can plan for future learning
15

events. Although the clinic may share some of these characteristics, there is more
variability introduced into the clinical learning experience.
Clinical learning cannot be completely structured due to the unpredictable nature of
clinical practice, differing demands between clinical settings, and even inconsistencies
within a single clinical experience. The variability in the patient caseload, the organization
of the facility, and the characteristics and teaching style of the CI are a few of the inconstant
factors that can impact a clinical experience (Mccallum, Mosher, Jacobson, Gallivan, &
Giuffre, 2013). There are some characteristics of structured learning in CE in that it is a
course with explicit objectives and performance expectations. The actual environment,
however, more closely reflects non-formal learning that includes a blend of implicit,
explicit, and deliberate knowledge acquisition.
The complex workings of the clinic expose students to a barrage of tacit information
that educators may not overtly teach nor do students consciously recognize.
Subconsciously, this information provides a foundation for a student’s perception of
his/her environment and how to act within it (Eraut, 2000). For example, the culture of the
clinical setting and how a physical therapist demonstrates compassion and caring may be
part of the informal curriculum and implicitly learned (L. Dutton & Ough Sellheim, 2014).
Students are not aware that they are acquiring knowledge of the clinic’s culture, but this
knowledge is shaping their perceived role as a student and, ultimately, a professional.
Unplanned events that may prompt learning are also common during a clinical experience.
In this case, learning is explicit in response to a spontaneous, present situation (Eraut,
2000), commonly referred to as a teachable moment. To be able to be successful in this
dynamic environment, students must not only possess knowledge and technical skills, they
16

must also be able to adapt quickly and view each new challenge as an opportunity to learn
(Jensen, Hack, Nordstrom, Gwyer, & Mostrom, 2017).
Expectations of Student Performance
Non-cognitive skills are the values, attitudes, behaviors, and strategies that are necessary
to foster success in school and in the workplace (Morrison & Schoon, 2013). Professional
education should put forth effort to align the values, standards and purpose of the
profession with the teaching of professional knowledge and skills (Colby & Sullivan, 2008).
If programs fail to link professional identity to the cognitive and skills based instruction,
they run the risk of graduating clinicians who are unable to adapt to the challenges of the
healthcare environment, lack a sense of purpose, and put self-interests ahead of the
mission of the profession (Colby & Sullivan, 2008).
In CE, the expectation is that student performance goes beyond that of technical skill
and didactic knowledge. The clinical environment also challenges the student’s ability to
exhibit the attitudes and values characteristic of a professional physical therapist. As cited
in the Physical Therapist Clinical Performance Instrument (PT CPI-Web Version 2006),
students are expected to “value the dignity and individual needs of their patients,
demonstrate a readiness to learn, seek and accept feedback, communicate in a professional
manner congruent with situational needs, and engage in self-assessment” (American
Physical Therapy Association, 2006).
In the late 1990s, Cross designed a series of studies aiming to identify the traits that
clinical and academic faculty found to be desirable among physical therapist students in CE
Cross,

; Cross & Hicks,

; Cross,

. In Cross’ initial study, the author
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interviewed 20 randomly chosen clinical educators who were involved in the CE of second
and third-year physical therapist students at the time of the study. Participants identified
characteristics of ‘good’ and ‘bad’ students that elicited

constructs. Through content

analysis, those original constructs where then categorized by the investigator based on the
degree of similarity and narrowed down into 8 composite constructs. After a factor
analysis, Cross (1997) found that the top three constructs ascribed to a ‘good’ clinical
students were: commitment, communication, and general disposition. Professional skills,
safety, knowledge, and approach to learning were relatively equal, but they did not hold the
same weight as the top three constructs. ‘Bad’ students were perceived as demonstrating
poor performance in those areas (Cross & Hicks, 1997).
In 1998, Cross conducted a similar study as the previous one, including both
academic and clinical faculty as participants. Consistent with the original findings, clinical
faculty continued to view commitment, communication, and general disposition as the top
three attributes of ‘good’ students. Academic faculty, however, identified knowledge,
approach to learning, and commitment as key characteristics of ‘good’ physical therapy
students in CE (Cross, 1998).
Cross’ third study (1999) used the Delphi Technique and included a sample of 113
physical therapy academicians and 108 physical therapy practitioners across the United
Kingdom. The two groups attained general agreement on the attributes listed below in
Table 1-1.
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Desirable

ca T e a ist Students
Undesirable

Safe

Unsafe

Good communicator

Unaware of own limitations

Aware of own limitations

Unwilling to learn

Able to apply theory to practice

Arrogant

Eager to learn

Poor learning skills

Good practical skills

Unenthusiastic

Empathetic

Poor knowledge base

Critical thinker

Insensitive

Conscientious

Poor practical skills

Good knowledge base

Unprofessional manner

Independent learner

Poor communication skills

Competent

Unable to apply theory
Lack of critical thinking skill
Incompetent

Table 1.1: Attributes of physical therapist students (Cross, 1999)
Each group, however, ranked those attributes differently. Both groups agreed that being
safe, a good communicator, and able to apply theory were desired attributes in ‘good’
students. Academicians, however, placed more emphasis on independent learning and
critical thinking, whereas clinical educators valued an eagerness to learn and awareness of
limitations (Cross, 1999). These studies support the Excellence in Physical Therapist
Education Task Force’s position that the multiple stakeholders in physical therapist
professional education have varying expectations. It also highlights the notion that
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expectations of clinical excellence go beyond performance of core clinical skills and didactic
knowledge. Physical therapist students must also demonstrate non-cognitive attributes
and professional behaviors consistent with the Core Values of the profession.
It is important to note that these studies have limitations in their generalizability.
The first two studies collected data from only one academic institution, and all three were
limited to participants in the United Kingdom. These populations may not adequately
reflect the perspective of educators in other schools, countries or the professional of
physical therapy as a whole. The studies were also conducted almost 20 years ago, so the
results may not reflect the many changes that have occurred in the provision of healthcare
as well as contemporary physical therapy education, particularly in the United States.
A Delphi study conducted by Chipchase et al. (2012) explored the characteristics of
student preparedness for clinical learning among physical, occupation, and speech therapy
students from the perspective of 161 clinical faculty. The participants described key
characteristics of a well-prepared student for a clinical experience. Consensus was
achieved on six themes: willingness, professionalism, personal attributes, skills,
communication and interaction, and knowledge. Among those six themes, willingness,
professionalism, and personal attributes were valued highest. According to the operational
definitions identified in the article, willingness referred to the students’ willingness to
engage, assist, learn, and practice. Professionalism was defined as students’ demonstration
of professional skills and behaviors, and personal attributes was broadly defined as the
students’ personality traits (Chipchase et al., 2012).
Jette et al. (2007) interviewed 21 CIs in order to define entry-level performance of
PT students from the perspective of CIs. A thematic analysis resulted in nine attributes that
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describe a student who has the ability to practice at the entry-level. Those attributes closely
resembled Chipchase’s findings (2012) and included knowledge, clinical skills, safety,
clinical decision making, self-directed learning, interpersonal communication, and
professional demeanor.
In 2017, ACAPT passed a motion delineating the knowledge, skills, abilities, and
professional behaviors a physical therapist student must demonstrate before entering a full
time clinical experience for the first time (American Council of Academic Physical Therapy:
Student Readiness Task Force, 2017). The motion was based on a Delphi study conducted
by the Student Readiness Task Force and included 14 student readiness themes along with
corresponding knowledge, skills, and abilities. The themes set forth in the motion
correspond with the finding by Chipchase (2012) and Jette (2007) with the addition of
three levels of competencies associated with each behavior. The competencies range from
at least familiar, to at least emerging, and proficient. The motion recognized the need for
physical therapist students to accomplish curriculum requirements such as minimum GPA
and practical examination expectations in addition to having foundational knowledge in
didactic material, engaging in self-assessment, utilizing constructive feedback,
demonstrating effective communication skills, being eager to learn, engaging in safe patient
care, exhibiting clinical reasoning skills, following professional stands and demonstrating
specific clinical examination and intervention skills (American Council of Academic
Physical Therapy: Student Readiness Task Force, 2017).
Employers also have expectations of recent graduates entering the workforce. A
survey of 400 employers across the United States representing a variety of sectors
including education, local and federal government, business, and service organization cited
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the most essential skills of a recently hired graduate include: professionalism/work ethic,
communication, teamwork, and critical thinking/problem solving (Mitchell, 2007).
In each of the studies mentioned, the desirable qualities in health sciences students
and employees closely resemble the APTA’s document, Professionalism: Core Values of
Physical Therapy. The seven Core Values include: accountability, altruism,
compassion/caring, excellence, integrity, professional duty, and social responsibility
(American Physical Therapy Association, 2003). In a survey of academic educators in
professional physical therapy programs across the United States (Davis, 2009), 98%
agreed that professionalism is an important component of a physical therapy curriculum. A
majority, 89% of the respondents, had concerns about the professional behaviors of one or
more of their students with the most common negative behaviors being: tardiness, lack of
responsibility, violation of dress code, nonverbal disrespect, and failure to meet deadlines.
Hayes et al. (1999) conducted a qualitative study investigating the behaviors and
characteristics that would cause CIs to question a student’s clinical competence. Their
analysis revealed three categories of behaviors: inadequate knowledge and skills, poor
communication, and unprofessional behavior. Within the latter two categories, sample
behaviors included inappropriate interactions with patients and CI, inappropriate response
to feedback, poor work ethic, and poor commitment to learning. These lapses in
professionalism reflect a dissonance between an allegiance to the core values set forth by
the profession and the students’ self-interests.
The literature supports the idea that non-cognitive traits are equally, if not more,
important as the level of knowledge, understanding, and technical skill demonstrated by
physical therapist students. Educators as well as employers value non-cognitive traits as
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part of their assessment of student readiness and employee job performance. None of the
studies, however, adequately explored the student experience in CE when students apply
those qualities and develop a professional identity. Educators and employers have
expressed the skills, abilities, and professional behaviors they want to see in students and
employees as well as those they consider inappropriate, but this is an extrospective
assessment of a student’s internal consciousness and may include assumptions and biases.
Directly examining the exemplary student’s personal experience in CE will provide a new
voice to aid in the profession’s quest for excellence in physical therapist education. What
the exemplary students reveals about their experience in practice-based learning in the
clinical environment has the potential to influence how educators promote those desired
traits in physical therapist students. The findings may also guide admissions criteria by
providing a framework of qualities applicants must exhibit, in addition to academic
requirements, to ensure academic institutions are admitting individuals who have the
potential for excellence in the profession.
Admissions and Predictors of Success
The admissions process of professional medical, nursing, and health science programs aims
to admit applicants who demonstrate the professionalism traits and cognitive ability
necessary to handle the rigors of their respective academic institutions and graduate as
competent entry-level clinicians. In the majority of studies related to admissions criteria
and predictors of success, ‘success’ has been defined as the students’ ability to pass a
licensing exam. There is substantial evidence to support the predictive value of preadmission grade point average (GPA), scores of standardized admissions tests such as
Graduate Record Examination (GRE), Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT), profession specific
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entrance exams (i.e. Medical College Admissions Tests) and success on professional
licensure examinations in nursing (Grossbach & Kuncel, 2011), physical therapy (Bayliss,
Thomas, & Eifert-Mangine, 2017; Galleher, Rundquist, Barker, & Chang, 2012), and
medicine (Julian, 2005; Silver & Hodgson, 1997). The typical format of these licensing
exams is multiple choice questions primarily used to test knowledge applied to clinical
problem. These tests, however, lack the authentic variables that influence actual
performance, or how one behaves in the context of real practice (Wilkinson & Frampton,
2004).
In a study conducted by Kosmahl (2005) a regression analysis examined predictors
of success on the National Physical Therapy Examination (NPTE). The results revealed 47%
of the variance was attributed to academic performance. Clinical performance scores
measured using the CPI, which encompasses skills, abilities and professional behaviors,
was not a significant factor in predicting success on the NPTE (Kosmahl, 2005). A more
recent study confirmed that the CPI was not a good predictor of first time pass rates of the
NPTE (Bayliss et al., 2017). Personality traits, coping skills (Galleher et al., 2012) and
scores on a non-cognitive questionnaire (Guffy, Farris, Aldridge, & Thomas, 2002) were
also not found to be significant predictors for passing the NPTE. Based on the evidence, it is
reasonable to postulate that past cognitive ability measured by GPA and standardized tests
can predict future cognitive performance on licensing exams. There is limited evidence,
however, to support the use of non-cognitive measure as predictors of cognitive success.
Despite the poor empirical support, medical, nursing, and health sciences programs
have increased their emphasis on applicant’s non-cognitive attributes (Grapczynski &
Beasley, 2013; Guffy et al., 2002). The qualitative impression of the successful student as
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expressed by clinical and academic educators goes beyond that of academic knowledge.
Educators cite particular professional behaviors that embody the basic tenets of their
profession that are not measured by a licensing exam but are regarded as important
aspects of clinical competence (American Council of Academic Physical Therapy: Student
Readiness Task Force, 2017; Chipchase et al., 2012; Cross, 1998, 1999). The definition of
success in a professional physical therapy program should reflect a holistic assessment of
physical therapist students including academic knowledge, clinical performances as well as
the demonstration of professional behaviors. Traditional admissions methods used to
measure non-cognitive traits include essays, professional references, interviews, and
volunteered experience but there is limited evidence to support the validity of the
measures. Furthermore, there is little evidence to support which non-cognitive traits are
predictive of academic and/or clinical success (Ingrassia, 2016).
Social Cognitive Theory and Exemplary Performance
The professional education of physical therapists is in a phase of transformation. Since the
beginning of the profession, the roles, responsibilities, and professional expectations of the
physical therapist have evolved dramatically, but the education of physical therapists has
not kept up with pace of these changes. In an effort to bring physical therapist professional
education into the 21st century, a national qualitative study of excellence and innovations
was conducted (Jensen, Nordstrom, Mostrom, Hack, & Gwyer, 2017). The study resulted in
a conceptual model of excellence, which provided a foundation for the development of 9
action items included in a transformative agenda for physical therapist education (Jensen,
Nordstrom, et al., 2017).
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Included in this call to reform, the authors have suggested that academic and clinical
faculty should include the development of adaptive learners as part of the innovative
didactic and clinical curricula (Jensen, Hack, et al., 2017). Adaptive learners assess their
performance, bring attention to their thought process (Meta-cognition), and seek and
embrace feedback (Schumacher, Englander, & Carraccio, 2013). These learners use the
information they have gathered and engage in reflective practices in order to impact their
future performance. They exude a sense of confidence and motivation and engage in
continuous learning (Jensen, Hack, et al., 2017; Jensen, Nordstrom, et al., 2017; Schumacher
et al., 2013). The characteristics of the adaptive learner echo the principles of the social
cognitive theory developed by Albert Bandura. Bandura proposed that human behavior
and learning is a process of self-regulation and is influenced by feedback, belief in one’s
abilities, and development of personal goals (Albert Bandura, 1991).
Social cognitive theory provides the theoretical framework for this study. Bandura
suggests that human behavior is influenced by external stimuli, as well as the individual
acts of the agent him/herself who has self-generated influence over their actions (Bandura,
1989). Within the unstructured learning environment of the clinic, students have the
opportunity to exercise a certain level of personal influence over their CE experience
(Bandura, 1991, 2001). For one to exercise personal influence, or agency, over a situation
he/she must demonstrate intentionality, forethought, self-reactiveness, and selfreflectiveness (Bandura, 2001). Success is the product of a desire to do well
(intentionality), to create an appropriate course of action (forethought), to take action and
regulate their execution (self-reactiveness), and to self-examine motivations, values, and
outcomes (self-reflectiveness) (Bandura, 1991, 2001).
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What guides one’s ability to take action and achieve goals is their degree of selfefficacy or the beliefs about one’s ability to learn or perform a certain task (Bandura, 1991)
Those that harbor self-doubt about their abilities tend to lack goals, seldom use selfreflection, and can become frustrated when they sense they are not meeting external or
personal expectations. They tend to prematurely give up in their pursuits and settle for
mediocracy (Bandura, 1989). Those that have high self-beliefs of efficacy commonly
develop specific goals, practice self-reflection and demonstrate forethought. They remain
committed to their goals and become motivated when they are challenged, even if they fail
to reach those goals because they can self-regulate and adapt in ways that are selfenhancing (Bandura, 1991, 2001). They do this through the metacognitive process of selfreflection. They analyze the outcome of their actions by comparing it to their original
intent, course of action and consequences, and through personal agency and self-efficacy,
make necessary adjustment for future performance (Bandura, 2001).
Social Cognitive Theory and Clinical Performance
There is evidence to suggest that the attributes of excellence as described by the
social cognitive therapy are related to clinical performance. Opacic (2003) examined the
predictive values of cognitive factors (previous experience and grade point average) and
noncognitive factors (self-efficacy and student outcome expectancy) on clinical
performance among physician assistant students. The results indicated that self-efficacy
was the only significant predictor of good clinical performance.
The relationship among the intrinsic academic motivation, engagement in reflection
in learning, and academic achievement has been described in third year medical students
(Sobral, 2004). Students who demonstrated amotivation, or lack of motivation (measured
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by the Academic Motivation Scale), and poor reflection skills had less intention to continue
their studies in medicine compared to their more motivated counterparts (Sobral, 2004). A
possible explanation, although not assessed in this study, is that those with low motivation
may also have low self-efficacy beliefs that can then lead to poor self-regulation. May,
Chung, Elliott, & Fisher (2012) found that forth year medical students who scored higher
on the clinical performance exam were those that sought meaning in didactic material,
related new ideas to previous experiences and critically used the literature (measured by
the Approach and Study Skills Inventory for Students). This was opposed to the lower
scoring students who used a surface approach to learning that reflects memorization
without understanding.
The literature on the expert clinician and CI in physical therapy highlight
characteristics and behaviors that are parallel to the characteristics and behaviors Bandura
has attributed to one who has attained success in a given activity. Jensen et al., (2000)
highlighted the characteristics of “expert” physical therapy clinicians who were nominated
by peers as demonstrating superior performance and skill in the areas of pediatrics,
geriatrics, orthopedics, and neurology. The authors identified four dimension of expert
practice including knowledge, clinical reasoning, motivation, and virtues. These four
dimensions contributed to the experts’ understanding of their primary role as a physical
therapist, which is to meet the needs of the patient. Their findings indicate that clinicians
who engage in expert clinical practice have a sense of intentionality and are motivated to
continue learning and stay current. These experts welcome knowledge from various
sources including mentors, colleagues, and their patients, they seek out challenges, and
they engage in self-reflective practice (Jensen et al., 2000).
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Recent studies have reported similar findings on the “expert” clinical instructor.
Buccieri et al. (2013) found that ongoing reflection was a strategy used by CIs to identify
the needs of their students as well as themselves, and prepare an optimal learning
environment. When CIs have less than optimal outcomes, they use reflection to improve on
future episodes of learning. New knowledge was a valuable component of the CI’s
development as “expert.” This knowledge came in the form of feedback from peers and
students, attending conferences and examining the literature (Buccieri et al., 2013).
In the unpredictable, complex world of the clinic, students’ self-efficacy is tested and
their perception of the amount of self-influence they have over their situation varies. Some
students meet those expectations without difficulty, others struggle to meet those
demands, and few do not meet them at all. Yet in some cases, students exceed those
expectations throughout their clinical experiences. These students consistently receive
high ratings on their clinical performance assessments and CIs give them positive remarks
regarding their performance. Academic and clinical faculty distinguish these students from
their counterparts and view them as exemplars. Unfortunately, there is limited literature
identifying the traits of exemplary PT students in clinical education.
The investigator conducting this study has served as a director of clinical education
in physical therapy education for ten years and has experience with students who have
performed exceptionally well in the clinical setting. Anecdotal experience suggests that
students who take ownership over their own learning, reflect on their experiences and try
to influence what is within their control tend to be more successful in the clinic than those
who attribute external factors as the driver of their learning. The investigator of this study
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could not identify current literature that describes the lived experience of an exemplary PT
student during a clinical experience.
The Decision to use Qualitative Research
Physical therapy educators are in pursuit of knowledge and an understanding of the
clinical education experience of PT students so they can prepare students to transition into
professional practice. The profession cannot propel the practice of physical therapy forward
to meet national health demands without sound, evidence-based, educational approaches.
Quality physical therapy educational research, however, is not abundant (Berliner, 2002;
Cooke, 2013; Gwyer & Hack, 2016). According to the editors of the Journal of Physical
Therapy Education JOPTE , educational research in physical therapy is “not at the level
needed to face the complex societal changes in higher education expected in the decades to
come” (Gwyer & Hack, 2016).
There are also many challenges in conducting high quality educational research.
Quantitative research methods seek to control variables and establish cause and effect.
This form of research has been viewed as the standard in seeking answers to educational
questions and has been afforded governmental funding based on its scientific methods
(Berliner, 2002). Various models of CE have been researched using quantitative
approaches without a definite conclusion as to what is the best model of CE (Lekkas et al.,
2007). The focus of many of these studies was on one particular CE model, and short of the
occasional survey or open-ended questions commonly, yet incorrectly, labeled as
qualitative data, those studies fail to capture the lived experiences of students in CE.
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Some argue that “scientific” research is easier to conduct than that found in social
sciences because the researcher has a level of control over the study. In seeking control
over the research, however, other details of the phenomenon may be missed. Educational
research, a form of social science, seeks to investigate a phenomenon without stripping it of
the context that surrounds it (Berliner, 2002). The essence of what it means to be an
exemplary student during a clinical experience will provide a deeper understanding of CE
and will inform decisions about student preparedness for patient care as well as the
provision of training in the clinical environment. That is not to imply qualitative research
is the only methodology appropriate to investigate educational inquiries. A marriage of
both quantitative and qualitative research is necessary to provide us with the evidence to
enhance physical therapy education. Refer to chapter 3 for an in-depth description of the
methodology used for this study.
Summary
Chapter two presents an overview of the existing literature on student performance in
professional physical therapist education. A description of clinical education orients the
reader to the portion of physical therapist education that is the focus of this study.
The current literature on physical therapist student performance and what
constitutes excellence was explored. Although it has been widely accepted across medicine,
nursing and the health sciences that non-cognitive attributes are an essential aspect of the
admissions process and student performance assessments, there is a lack of evidence to
support which non-cognitive attributes are most important for success in clinical
education.
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The social cognitive theory provides the theoretical framework for this study and is
discussed in detail in this chapter. The literature regarding characteristics of practitioners
who exhibit expert performance is explored and related to the social cognitive theory. The
APTA, ACAPT, and higher educational institutions strive to promote a profession made up
of practitioners of excellence. Educators assume to know what non-cognitive traits lead to
clinical success and how students who are consider exceptional achieve that level of
performance, but evidence is needed to support these assumptions. At this time, no study
has explored exceptional clinical education performance from the perspective of the
students themselves. Perspective, or point of view, is based on beliefs, values, and
understanding of phenomena or life experiences. These are inner constructs that are
unique to each individual, and therefore not easily measured through objective
methodology, such as quantitative research, alone. Therefore, a qualitative research design
is the best method of inquiry in order to gain a better understanding of exemplary
students’ experience in CE.
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Chapter 3: Methodology
Introduction
Chapter three focuses on the methodology used in this research study including the
philosophical framework of phenomenology, the procedures used to execute the project as
well as to strengthen the trustworthiness of the findings. The chapter begins with a
comparison of qualitative and qualitative research followed by a more detailed exploration
of the origins of phenomenology. The philosophical framework of Husserl’s descriptive
phenomenology and its methodological application is presented along with Heidegger’s
Hermeneutic approach to phenomenology. The investigator compares and contrasts these
two phenomenological methodologies and includes her rationale for using Heidegger’s
interpretive approach for this project.
The second half of the chapter focuses on the specific methodology applied to this
project. This study used a cross sectional qualitative design using hermeneutical
phenomenological methodology influenced by the work of van Manen to gain an
understanding of the lived experience of exemplary PT students in clinical education (CE).
A personal account of the investigator's relationship and prior experience with the
phenomenon is provided as a statement of her positionality made her biases explicit before
data collection began. Participant recruitment, the identification of exemplary students,
and data collection in the form of one-on-one semi structured interviews and field notes
are described. An explanation of how the data has been analyzed using descriptive and in
Vivo coding in the context of the constant comparison method is also offered. This chapter
concludes with the identification of study limitations, a description of trustworthiness and
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how the investigator established credibility, dependability, confirmability, and
transferability.
Overview of Qualitative vs. Quantitative Research
Researchers are in pursuit of knowledge in an effort to explain the world they live in. This
knowledge can be attained using a positivistic, quantitative methodology or a
constructivist, qualitative approach. Both approaches are equally valuable and complement
each other in the pursuit of new knowledge. They provide different views of a particular
phenomenon and together can tell a rich story.
Quantitative research.
Quantitative research uses the scientific method to discover information about a particular
phenomenon through direct observation. The process starts with a specific research
question that identifies variables suspected to have a relationship. The quantitative
researcher aims to control confounding variables that can bias this relationship (Ritchie,
Lewis, Nicholls, & Ormston, 2013). Deductive reasoning is used to develop a conclusion
that either supports or rejects the hypothesis under consideration. Some argue that this is a
superior method of inquiry because of the focused nature of the process and ability to draw
conclusions from the data analysis (Ritchie et al., 2013).
Qualitative research.
Qualitative phenomenology research takes a different approach to data collection and
analysis by embracing the experiential reality of one’s lifeworld (van Manen, 1998). The
individual experiences and values of each participant are respected features of the
qualitative process rather than factors to control. This approach views the complex
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lifeworld in which subjects find themselves as rich and fluid data based in language (van
Manen, 1998). Whereas quantitative research hones in on particular variables within a
phenomenon and tries to extract a cause and effect relationship, qualitative research
investigates the phenomenon as a whole through the vantage point of the people who are
living it. Qualitative research explores the context within which the quantitative
relationship exists. It allows the researcher to develop an in-depth understanding of the
participants and their experience within a specific situation. In doing so, the qualitative
approach can also help investigators identify those variables that can later be tested with
qualitative methods. In essence, qualitative research fills in the lived details that a
quantitative study cannot capture. It provides the color to a black and white image and
makes a phenomenon come to life for the investigator as well as for the reader of the
investigator’s interpretation of that phenomenon. There are many qualitative
methodologies one can employ. The usefulness of each methodology depends on the
research question and the data needed to best answer that question. The purpose of this
study is to explore the lived experience of PT students who have been identified as
exceptional performers in CE using a hermeneutical phenomenological approach. This
methodology is most suitable for understanding the lived experience of a particular group
within their context (Richards & Morse, 2013).
The origins of phenomenology.
Phenomenology originated as a philosophical perspective before it was used as a method of
inquiry. The word phenomenology can be traced back to the Ancient Greek era and is
interpreted as meaning “the logical interpretation of the phenomenon.” This interpretation
is based on one’s personal experience with the phenomenon and is expressed using
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language (Vivilaki & Johnson, 2008). As a person interacts with the world, they develop
meaning of those interactions in their consciousness. Phenomenology seeks to understand
the basic question, “What is that experience like?” from the perspective of those living it
(Laverty, 2008; van Manen, 2017). The German philosopher, Immanuel Kant, suggested
that what exists in reality is not the same as what the human mind perceives. They are
distinctly separate constructs (Converse, 2012). This idea leaves room for preconceptions
in the individual’s interpretation of an experience, so the reality of one person may not be
the reality of another. Traditional scientific method was not equipped to delve into a
phenomenon and understand it from the perspective of the person who lived it. Qualitative
data, however, consists of a subjective account of an experience and could not be easily
controlled using experimental designs (Moustakas, 1994). Investigators sought an
approach that would allow them to gain insight into one’s consciousness, elucidate their
interpretation of the phenomenon, and understand the lived experience. Since the 19 th
century, the philosophy of phenomenology has evolved into an inductive methodology with
the primary aim of understanding the lived experience (Vivilaki & Johnson, 2008).
Over the last two centuries, philosophers applied their own interpretation of
phenomenology to the study of experience, which is ironic when one considers that the
underpinning of this philosophy emphasizes individual interpretation. This is evident in
the different approaches of Edmund Husserl and Martin Heidegger, two philosophers who
greatly influenced the development of phenomenology as a method of inquiry. Husserl, the
father of phenomenology, viewed the phenomenon as an entity that can be extracted from
the consciousness of the individual who experienced it. He was a proponent of bracketing,
or suspending all personal bias and beliefs, in order to describe the pure essence of the
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phenomenon. This brought an objective element to understanding of the experience of a
particular group. Heidegger, on the other hand, viewed the context within which the
phenomenon is found to be a valuable component in understanding the phenomenon. He
was less concerned about isolating the phenomenon from its context and emphasized the
interpretation of the phenomenon within its context (Converse, 2012). This context also
includes the position of the investigator and their experience with the phenomenon (Koch,
1995; van Manen, 1998). The application of different phenomenological approaches
highlights the emergence of phenomenology as a methodology from its philosophical roots.
Husserlian phenomenology.
Edmund Husserl did not aim to determine a cause and effect relationship between a
stimulus and an outcome. He argued that applying methods of natural science to
understand human issues creates an unnatural situation that ignores important variables
and context (Laverty, 2008). If one wants to understand a phenomenon, it is not enough to
study the physical world. One must delve into the mental world of individuals because, as
Husserl argued, there is an interdependent relationship between the physical and mental
phenomena.
The emphasis of Husserl’s philosophy was to know the world through people’s
consciousness. Objects and their meanings cannot exist without one’s subjective
interpretation. An understanding of human behavior occurs by being attentive to one’s
conscious awareness. The external stimulus itself does not result in understanding,
however, it is the perception of that stimulus that creates understanding of a phenomenon.
This is what is known as intentionality (Dowling & Cooney, 2012; Koch, 1995; Laverty,
2008; McNamara, 2005). Intentionally, or becoming conscious of our lifeworld, will then
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reveal the essence of a phenomenon. Essence is what defines the phenomenon and sets it
apart from other phenomena (Laverty, 2008; van Manen, 1998).
An essential component of Husserl’s approach to phenomenology is bracketing, or
suspending the researcher’s biases and beliefs about the phenomenon (Annells, 1996;
Dowling, 2004). The purpose of bracketing is to look at the phenomenon with “fresh eyes”
(Annells, 1996) and avoid distorting the essence of the lived experience with the
investigator’s assumptions, bias or prior experiences. According to Husserlian
phenomenology, there is no room for interpretation and the product of the inquiry is a
description of the phenomenon (McNamara, 2005). The attempt to bracket the researcher’s
subjective experience accompanied by their aim of producing an objective description of
the phenomenon creates an interesting paradigm in Husserl’s phenomenology that many
believe is impossible to achieve. How does a researcher completely set aside all of their
previous experiences, biases, and perceptions? Could these experiences and biases be a
valuable part of the phenomenological process rather than a distraction?
The Hermeneutical approach.
Since the inception of phenomenological inquiry, the method has branched out into
different schools of thought. Whereas Husserl took a more eidetic or descriptive approach
to understanding human nature, Martin Heidegger, a student of Husserl, adopted a more
hermeneutical philosophy (Dowling, 2004; Lopez & Willis, 2004). Hermeneutics means to
interpret and find meaning in language or the written word and was originally associated
with the analysis of biblical text by early monks (Byrne, 2001). The term has evolved to
include an approach to understanding human nature. Although language may not be
adequate to describe our own personal inner life space, the collective language of a group
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can reveal commonalities, or the essence, that will bring an understanding to their lived
experience (Byrne, 2001; van Manen, 1998).
The lived experience is experienced in the moment. One is not conscious of it as it is
happening. It is what it is as we are living it. It is our “pre-reflexive consciousness of life”
(van Manen, 1998; pg. 35). Phenomenology attempts to be reflexive and re-live that
experience in order to bring meaning to it in the form of text “by which a reader is
powerfully animated in his or her own lived experience” (van Manen, 1998; pg. 36).
The Hermeneutic circle.
One of the main differences between Heidegger and Husserl’s phenomenology is how the
investigator enters into the data. As stated earlier, Husserl was a proponent of bracketing,
or setting aside all prior knowledge of the phenomenon and eliminating bias. The
researcher and her experiences are independent of the phenomenon, what Heidegger
refers to as transcendental objectivity (Koch, 1995; Lopez & Willis, 2004). Through
bracketing, the one true objective essence of the experience can be discovered (Lopez &
Willis, 2004).
In contrast, hermeneutical phenomenology values the previous experiences and
lifeworld of the investigator. One of its fundamental concepts is that we are selfinterpretive beings who interact with the world to develop an understanding of it. We
engage in a relationship where the world influences our interpretation and our
interpretation influences the world. We are not always explicitly aware of this prior
understanding, however. Heidegger referred to this as pre-understanding and it is not
something that we can’t bracket because it is what makes us who we are (Koch, 1995;
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Tuohy, Cooney, Dowling, Murphy, & Sixsmith, 2013). One must step into the hermeneutic
circle to acknowledge this pre-understanding and relate it to our new understanding. In
essence, it is this pre-understanding of the phenomenon that orients us to the research
question in the first place. Without it, the inquiry may not have begun. Acknowledgment of
the researcher’s experience can enhance the encounter between the one seeking to
understand and the one expressing their perspective allowing for a deeper interpretation
of the human experience rather than a description (Annells, 1996; Byrne, 2001; Dowling,
2004; Lopez & Willis, 2004).
Study Design
A cross sectional qualitative design using a hermeneutical phenomenological method
influenced by the work of van Manen has been employed to gain an understanding of the
lived experience of exemplary PT students in the clinical education setting and answer the
following questions:
1. What is the lived experience of exemplary physical therapist students in the clinical
education setting?
2. What are the traits and attitudes of an exemplary physical therapist student in the
clinical education setting?
These questions aim to bring understanding to the complex world of CE through the eyes of
the exemplary student. The optimal approach to answering the proposed research
questions is through the oral accounts of the students who lived through clinical
experiences. Understanding gained from this study can inform future studies using other
research methodologies (Richards & Morse, 2013).
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More specifically, the interpretive hermeneutical approach to phenomenological
inquiry was used for this research project to allow for a deeper interpretation of the
phenomenon, rather than description (Annells, 1996; Finlay, 2009; Richards & Morse,
2013). The hermeneutical assumption is that the human experience is one’s pre-reflective
consciousness of the life world and meaning is extracted from that experience through
language (Lopez & Willis, 2004). van Manen postulates that the human experience is only
possible because we have language (van Manen, 1998; pg 38). This study used interviews
as the conduit through which the lived experience of the exemplary PT student in CE
becomes language allowing the investigator to bring structure and meaning to it (van
Manen, 1998). As the participant transformed their experience into language through
reflection, the investigator, by writing and rewriting, constructed an interpretation of the
nature of that human experience. This is not to be confused with the final research report
but as part of the methodology of phenomenological inquiry. This writing is in the form of
field notes and journaling and was documented by the investigator during data collection
and analysis. By writing, the investigator reflected on her thoughts and confronted what
she knows (van Manen, 1998).
The investigator’s prior experience served as a valuable component of
hermeneutical phenomenology (Byrne, 2001; van Manen, 1998). As part of van Manen’s
methodological structure of hermeneutical phenomenology, the initial step in
phenomenological research is to turn to a phenomenon that is of interest to the
investigator. Though one’s interaction with the world and own lived experience, a
researcher becomes intrigued by a particular experience and aims to make sense of it (van
Manen, 1998). The investigator’s extensive experience in the field of physical therapy CE
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has influenced her to ask questions about the exemplary student, making her preunderstanding something to acknowledge, not eliminate. This is in contrast to Husserlian
phenomenology and bracketing, or eliminating all pre-understanding, so as not to impart
the investigator’s bias on the essence of the phenomenon. The interpretive nature of
hermeneutical phenomenology and the importance it places on the investigator’s personal
experience made it an appropriate research method for this study.
Researcher Reflection: Positionality as a Director of Clinical Education
Van Manen (1998) argues that one cannot separate the researcher from their vocational
identity. Before taking on the role of “researcher,” the investigator has roots in their chosen
profession and it is these roots that drive their inquiry. The scholarly work produced
should reflect the original position of the author. In this case, the investigator was a
Director of Clinical Education (DCE) before she was a researcher. The readers of her work
should be able to make a connection between her scholarly product and the commitment
she has made to the education of physical therapist students.
Gadamer warns that one must strike a balance between being open to all possibilities
and staying true to our research question (as cited in van Manen, 1998; pg 43).
Hermeneutical phenomenological inquiry expects investigators to practice reflexivity,
acknowledge their biases and prejudices, and remain open to the meaning grounded in the
participant’s experience (Ritchie et al., 2013; van Manen, 1998). If the investigator falters
in this endeavor, their biases and preconceptions can distract them from the true essence
of the phenomenon. Investigators must balance their use of prior knowledge and position
to enhance the discovery process without imposing their prejudices on the emerging
themes. The following passage is the investigator’s personal reflection about her journey
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that led her to ask questions about exemplary physical therapist students in clinical
education. It is the open expression of the investigator’s pre-understanding of the
phenomenon and her positionality as the DCE prior to data collection and analysis.
I enter this study as a faculty member with over 10 years of experience as a Director of
Clinical Education. Over that time, I have seen students of varying abilities in the clinical
education portion of their physical therapy professional education. Some have struggled with
the rigors of the clinic while others exceled. Through my experience I have developed my own
theories about student performance. I have mentally assembled a set of characteristics and
behaviors that help me determine? who will do well and who will not. The students who had a
mature demeanor and who were embarking on a journey to help others were the students I
knew would do well in the clinic. It was those students who were interested in the answer to a
test question because they wanted to be a good PT and not to just simply pass an exam. They
had personal goals and worked hard towards those goals. They looked to change somethings
within themselves when things didn t go the a the e pected instead of looking to point the
finger at someone else. These were the students I knew would do well in the clinic and knock it
out of the ballpark.
This is exactly what sparked my interest in the exemplary student in clinical education.
In speaking with other DCEs, CIs, and academic faculty members it is obvious we all have our
mental checklist of qualities that will identify a student as exceptional. It is also obvious that
this mental checklist of qualities is not that different between each of those educators. The
problem is no one has ever taken the time to dig deeper past this veiled, pre-understanding
and bring to light what it means to be exceptional. My experience has taken me to the point
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here I ant to ask the question What does it mean to be an e emplar student in clinical
education
Husserl as a proponent of bracketing one s pre-understandings and holding it aside
during the research process (Laverty, 2008; Lopez & Willis, 2004; McNamara, 2005). This
can be a futile task as complete bracketing of prior knowledge and experience is unrealistic.
My own anecdotal experience with trying to actively eliminate certain thoughts only makes
me want to think about it even more! Previous experiences do not pose an obstacle to
understanding the participant; they enhance the encounter between the one seeking to
understand and the one expressing their perspective (Byrne, 2001; Dowling & Cooney,
2012). An alternate approach to taming these pre-understandings is to make them explicit
and acknowledge them from the inception of the study. Instead of trying to disregard them,
e set them aside and ma use them as a source of discourse during data anal sis It s m
prior experience that brings life to my work. I enter this project not just as a researcher, but
also as an academician who wants to advance my students and see them succeed.
I will draw on the work of van Manen and his take on Hermeneutical Phenomenology to
help guide me in my pursuit of understanding the lived experience of exemplary students in
clinical education. The work of van Manen has been especially influential because of the
commonalities of each of our research endeavors. van Manen was oriented pedagogically (as
an educator and parent) to his research with children and how they learn. Similarly, I am
oriented to the experience of PT students in clinical education due to my position as educator
and Director of Clinical Education (DCE). It is because of my own experience as educator and
DCE that I have identified the lived experience of exemplary students as an area of strong
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interest that I ha e sought to ans er the essential question What does it mean to be an
e emplar PT students in clinical education

Participant Recruitment
The investigator obtained approval to conduct this study using human subjects from the
Institutional Review Boards at Nova Southeastern University on August 7, 2018 (see
appendix A). Participants included exemplary PT students who were identified by their
DCE. The “exemplary student” for this study was defined as the student who consistently
received ratings above the minimally required performance expectations (including
professional practice and patient management skills) across clinical experiences as
evidenced by the Clinical Performance Instrument (CPI) and who demonstrated
professional behaviors consistent with the APTA's document Professionalism: Physical
Therapy Core Values (See figure 3.1).
A challenge presented in this study was the lack of objective measures to identify
exemplary students. Clinical experiences are commonly graded on a pass/fail basis
providing an inadequate scale to distinguish student performance beyond that of those
who meet minimal expectations and those that don’t (Andre, 2000). The CPI-Web Version
2006 is able to detect change in scores from midterm to final evaluations and can
distinguish between students on early and final clinical experiences (Roach et al., 2012),
but no research has been conducted to investigate the CPI’s ability to distinguish higher
performers from average or lower performers.
The CPI Web 2006 has 6 performance levels identified on an ordinal categorical
scale. Each performance level, or anchor, is defined using 5 criteria: supervision required,
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quality and consistency, complexity, clinical reasoning ability, and percentage of a full time
caseload (Roach et al., 2012). These definitions provide the clinical instructor (CI) with a
criterion-based framework that did not exist in the previous version of the CPI. Despite this
framework, the evaluation of PT student performance still has a subjective element
embedded within it.
In a grounded theory study conducted by Jette et al. ( 2007), the CI’s process of
identifying entry-level performance was explored. The study revealed a list of seven
student attributes to form a subjective "gut feeling" that a student demonstrated entrylevel performance. The authors noted that CIs would ask themselves questions such as:
"Would I let them treat a relative? Would I hire them as a staff member?" and "Would I feel
comfortable with this person treating one of my patients without me?" It would be
reasonable to infer that there is a balance between criterion-based assessment using the PT
CPI and professional judgment when assessing student performance in CE.
To further identify the exemplary student, the investigator tapped into the DCE’s
professional judgment and asked them to answer the following questions: “If I could only
recommend one student for a highly coveted, highly competitive clinical placement, who
would it be?” “Who would I consider an excellent representative of our physical therapy
Program?” “If I had to provide a recommendation for only one student from this cohort,
who would I give it to?”
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Exemplar

Meets expectations

Performs below expectations

Consistently rated above the
minimally required
performance expectation on
CPI Web criteria (including
professional practice and
patient management skills)
across clinical experiences as
evidenced by the comments in
the CPI, feedback from CIs

Meets the minimally required
performance expectations on
the CPI Web

Demonstrated slow or
stagnant progress during a
clinical experience

May excel in some areas of the
CPI or in particular settings
but the performance is not
consistent across settings or
clinical experiences

Required additional support
from faculty such as tutoring,
remediation and/or a learning
contract in order to complete
a clinical experience

Student who consistently
demonstrate professional
behaviors consistent with the
APTA's Professionalism:
Physical Therapy Core Values

Student who moderately
demonstrated professional
behaviors consistent with the
APTA's Professionalism:
Physical Therapy Core Values

Did not pass a clinical
experience due to poor
performance in either
professional practice or
patient management skills

DCE uses their professional
judgement to identify the
student as a top clinical
performer in their cohort
based on specific questions

Labeled as an average
performer based on the DCE's
professional judgement

Demonstrated inadequate
knowledge and skills,
unporfessional behaviors,
and/or poor communication.

Figure 3-1: Categories of Student Performance

Recruitment began with an email sent to the DCE of each accredited professional
physical therapy program in the United States. The body of the email provided a brief
description of the study and asked the recipient to identify one exemplary student based
on the inclusion criteria (see Appendix B). Once the DCE identified the student, they
were asked to forward the student an invitation to participate in the study (See
Appendix C). The invitation was included in the email to the DCE. If interested in
participating in the study, the student contacted the investigator directly via email.
The inclusion criteria included: PT students of accredited physical therapy
programs who have been identified by their DCE as an exemplary student in CE and are
either on their final clinical experience or have graduated within the past 6 months. The
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final criterion was included in order to avoid the participant being too far removed from
the clinical experience, which may impose recall bias.
Students were excluded for consideration if they had demonstrated behaviors
causing DCEs or program directors to have reservations about their clinical
performance. Those behaviors include: inadequate knowledge and skill, poor
communication, and unprofessional behaviors (Hayes et al., 1999), poor performance on
the CPI, and/or behavior inconsistent with the APTA core values. Students who met
minimal expectations but did not demonstrate exemplary performance were also
excluded for consideration (See figure 3.1). Students who were not in their last clinical
experience or who have not graduated within the last six months were not eligible for
the study.
Faculty from a physical therapy program in Texas inquired about their students’
eligibility for the study based on the inclusion criteria. Physical therapy programs located
in Texas do not use the CPI Web to assess students in the clinical setting. They use The
Physical Therapist Manual for the Assessment of Clinical Skills (PT MACS), 2nd Edition. The
investigator felt that this should not exclude those students from participating in the study
and that the inclusion criteria were robust enough that the faculty could use them to
identify exemplary students in their program. The faculty were asked to apply the criteria
of being beyond the “minimal expected performance criteria” to the PT MACS when making
their judgment about who is exemplary in addition to answering the key questions used to
identify the exemplary student.
Emails were sent to 226 accredited programs in the United States. In response to
the email recruitment, 29 students contacted the investigator. Two of those students did
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not respond to the investigator’s request to schedule an interview. Another student was
excluded because she was the third student from the same academic institution to
volunteer for the study. In efforts to maintain a sample that represented a variety of
participants from varying institutions across the country, she was not invited to be
interviewed. The 26 remaining participants came from schools that represented the nine
regions of the United States designated by the National Consortium of Clinical Education
(see table 3-1).
Location of E e

a

S de

Acade

cI

b Re

Middle Atlantic: DE, MD, PA, WV, DC, VA

6

New York/New Jersey: NY, NJ

5

Great Lakes: IN, IL, MI, OH, WI, KY

5

South Atlantic: FL, GA, NC, SC, AL, PR, MS, TN

3

West North Central: IA, KS, MN, MO, NE, ND, SD, AR, OK

3

West South Central: LA, TX

1

North East Coast: CT, ME, MA, NH, RI, VT

1

Pacific: CA

1

West Mountain States: CO, ID, MT, NM, UT, AZ, OR, WA, NV

1

TOTAL PARTICIPANTS

26

Table 3-1: Location of Participant’s Academic Institution by Region

Within three weeks of starting recruitment, the 26 prospective participants were
scheduled for an interview. Although data analysis was being conducted at the same time
recruitment and data collection were taking place, the interviews were happening at a pace
faster than the investigator could analyze the data and assess for saturation. To minimize
the risk of not achieving saturation, the investigator continued to accept eligible
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participants into the study despite the uncertainty of needing to conduct all 26 interviews
to reach saturation.
Informed Consent
Before each interview, the investigator obtained informed consent from each participant.
Consent was obtained using an online service called Adobe Sign . Through Adobe sign, the
consent document was emailed to each participant allowing them to provide their
electronic signature to confirm consent. Once signed, the consent was sent back to the
investigator through Adobe Sign. All documents were stored in the cloud where they are
encrypted and password protected to ensure participant confidentially.
The informed consent included information about the purpose of the study, the
interview process, use of video recordings, data storage, and confidentiality (See Appendix
D). Prior to the interviews, the investigator verbally reviewed the informed consent with
the participant and provided an opportunity to ask questions. To protect the rights of the
participants and minimize any impression of coercion, the investigator made it clear that
the participants have the right to refuse to answer any questions asked by the researcher
or drop out of the study at any time without reason. They were assured that no information
would be shared with their academic institution or employer and would have no bearing
on their standing as a student or employee. Participants were informed that quotes taken
from their interview may be used in the dissertation as well as any publications that result
from conducting this study, but their identity will be kept confidential and in no way used
to label the interview excerpts (Marshall & Rossman, 2016; Rubin & Rubin, 2012).
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Data Collection
The investigator conducted in-depth, one-on-one interviews to investigate the lived
experience of exemplary physical therapist students in CE. One-on-one interviews are the
primary method for data collection in phenomenology studies because they allow the
investigator to glean the participants' perspective of the world as they experience it in their
own words (Brinkmann & Kvale, 2015). The purposes of the interview in hermeneutical
qualitative research are to:
1. Gather experiential data to develop a deeper understanding of the phenomenon
2. Develop a conversational relationship with the participant (van Manen, 1998)
Field notes were also collected and include as a data source. Field notes are a recording of
the researcher’s thoughts, ideas, observations, and personal reflections. These notes were
collected throughout the research process, including data collection and analysis, and were
used to enhance the trustworthiness of the study (Phillippi & Lauderdale, 2018).
Gathering Experiential Data Using Interviews
The investigator conducted semi-structured one-on-one, in-depth interviews.
Understanding the life world of the participant is at the core of phenomenology. Using
interviews is an ideal approach to understanding the lived everyday world of exemplary
students. It encourages the participants to describe their experiences, provide details on
specific situations and actions, and may promote new insight into their life world. The
investigator, in turn, can assign meaning to the messages gathered from the interview
process. Balancing their sensitivity to the topic with their deliberate naiveté, the
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investigator curiously asks focused questions to reveal the essence of the experience
(Brinkmann & Kvale, 2015).
From a phenomenological framework, setting is viewed as part of the context of the
human experience (Marshall & Rossman, 2016; Richards & Morse, 2013). In keeping with
the phenomenological tradition, it would be logical to have conducted the interviews in the
clinical setting where students have been placed for their clinical experiences. This
approach, although ideal, was not feasible for this particular study because students may
not be interviewed at the same time they are on a clinical experience. The investigator
recruited participants from physical therapy programs across the country making inperson interviews financially and temporally prohibitive. Therefore, interviews were
conducted using a secure, online video conferencing platform called Zoom®.
Before each interview began, the investigator collected demographic data for the
participant using an online survey service called Qualtrics ® (See Appendix E). This data
included age, gender, ethnicity, race, clinical encounters before entering the physical
therapy program, types of clinical experiences while in the physical therapy program,
previous academic degrees, and GPA. The demographic data adds to the description of the
exemplary PT student and helps the reader determine the transferability of the findings.
The results of this survey can be found in chapter 4.
The interviews were video recorded to capture the exact words and expressions
used by the participants and enhance the accuracy of the data collection process. The
investigator used an interview guide (See Appendix F) to keep the interview focused on the
research questions. The guide included the investigator’s opening statement followed by a
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list of topics. Under each topic were predetermined open-ended questions related to that
topic. The opening statement described the purpose of the study and the format of the
interview to the participant (Brinkmann & Kvale, 2015). The semi-structured format
provided a balance between maintaining structure during the interview and allowing for
flexibility to adapt to the participants’ responses. Having predetermined questions in the
form of an interview guide was helpful for the novice researcher to stay focused on the
purpose of the interview and avoid the interaction morphing into a casual conversation
(Walker, 2011). The intent of the questions was to have the participant reflect on their
everyday experience as an exemplary student and to express their account of their
lifeworld (McNamara, 2005; van Manen, 1998).
The interviews started with grand tour questions asking the participants to
generally talk about their clinical experiences. The interviews progressed to more specific
follow-up questions regarding the students’ experience of learning as well as their
impression of exceptional performance. Based on participant’s responses, the investigator
used individualized probing questions to elicit more depth and vivid detail about specific
accounts during the clinical experience. Examples of probing questions used are: "Can you
tell me more about..." or “Do you have further examples of this?” The researcher must be in
tune to the participants' nonverbal communication and interpret the message being
conveyed. Probing questions helped to confirm the researcher's interpretation of the
participants' verbal and nonverbal response. An example of this type of questioning is: "So
hat ou are sa ing is

" (Rubin & Rubin, 2012; Walker, 2011).
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Start with open-ended grand tour questions.
The interviewee shows you around.
Use more specific focused questions regarding the
students’ approach to learning and self-assessment in the
clinical setting. Focus on the aim of the study research
questions

Probing questions was used as
needed to elicit more depth and detail

Figure 3-2: The Interview Process

Developing a conversational relationship.
The investigator’s intent was not to dominate the conversation with a barrage of questions.
Building a trusting relationship with the participant is an important aspect of conducting
an interview. It allows the participant to feel comfortable and safe talking about potentially
emotional topics and gives them the room to choose what to answer. The participant is
intimately related to the topic of the conversation and can be considered a co-investigator
(van Manen, 1998) in the sense that they are also exploring, seeking meaning, and bringing
light to the essence of the phenomenon, just as the researcher is doing. As the investigator
and participant engaged in conversation, the questions and answers were fueled by the
topic and the conversation is said to have hermeneutical thrust (van Manen, 1998). The
investigator spoke in a friendly, nonconfrontational tone and approached the participant as
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a research partner rather than a subject, which helped facilitate a relaxed, open dialogue
(Rubin & Rubin, 2012; Walker, 2011). In an attempt to develop the relationship, the
researcher made efforts to prevent the interview from turning down a path that was not
intended by the research question. Although there were not many instances when the
interview needed to be redirected, the investigator did adapt the interview questions as
needed to follow where the dialogue took her but at the same time stayed true to the
research question.
Field Notes
Field notes are a collection of the investigator’s thoughts, observations, reflections, ideas,
questions, emotions, and biases. These notes are taken throughout the research process
and were initially thought of as private records privy only to the researcher. Within the
past thirty years, field notes have been regarded as a valuable source of data and included
in qualitative analysis and reporting (Phillippi & Lauderdale, 2018). The trustworthiness of
the research findings is enhanced with the addition of field notes. It helps the investigator
identify biases that could taint the data analysis, provide rich description of the
investigator’s encounters with participants, document her thought process during data
analysis, and assists in keeping the investigator organized and focused on the research
question (Marshall & Rossman, 2016; Phillippi & Lauderdale, 2018).
The investigator used two different modes to document her field notes. During and
after the interviews, field notes were hand written in a designated notebook kept by the
investigator. During the interviews, the investigator took field notes that include comments
on the participant’s answers, what she wanted the participant to elaborate on, ideas about
codes, what the investigator was hearing, and probing questions (See appendix G). This
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allowed the participant to continue talking and completing their thoughts without
interruptions from the investigator. A critical reflection immediately after the interview
was also documented in the notebook. This provided the investigator with an opportunity
to recognize feelings, biases, identify tentative codes, and critique her performance in order
to refine her interviewing skills (Phillippi & Lauderdale, 2018).
Data analysis field notes were stored electronically using Nvivo ® software (See
appendix H). This was a matter of convenience for the investigator since the interviews and
codes were organized using Nvivo®. Critical reflections on the data analysis was
documented giving the researcher the opportunity to comment on codes and categories,
record her thought process on how she arrived at a particular code or category, and reflect
on the study’s saturation status. These field notes were valuable when analyzing the data
and creating themes because it helped the investigator organize her ideas. She was also
able to quickly reorient herself to the data each time she approached the project, which
saved time and improved confidence in the investigator’s coding. Field notes were treated
with the same discretion as any data collected to protect the privacy of those involved
(Phillippi & Lauderdale, 2018).

Pilot Interviewing
Prior to the commencement of the study, the investigator tested the interview questions,
practiced using the online meeting service, and refined her interviewing skills by
conducting pilot interviews. The participants in the pilot interviews included one female
and one male student from the investigator’s academic institution who meet the inclusion
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criteria for the study. The interviews were administered in the same electronic manner as
the main study. This allowed the investigator to become comfortable using this online
meeting format, vet her interview guide, ensure the questions are understandable to the
participants, determine the amount of time needed for the interviews, and assess her
interview style (Chenail, 2009). Conducting pilot interviews also provided an opportunity
for the investigator to identify biases and assumptions that could cloud the interpretation
of the data (Chenail, 2009; Tufford & Newman, 2012). Using the pilot data, the investigator
also had an opportunity to practice using the transcription service and data analysis
software. The pilot data was not included in the final analysis because of the relationship
previously established with the researcher and the potential for bias in data collection and
interpretation.
The students in the pilot interview were encouraged to provide feedback on the
questions and the way the investigator conducted the interview. During the pilot interview,
the investigator asked the students to:
1. Identify difficult questions
2. Identify poorly worded questions that may prevent the interviewee from
understanding what the investigator is asking
3. Comment on the length of the interview
4. Comment on the format of the interview (i.e. Zoom )
5. Comment on the interview style of the investigator (Chenail, 2009)
The pilot participants reported having no trouble logging into Zoom

to join the interview

or completing the online survey using Qualtrics. In fact, they both reported that the
technology was very easy to use and convenient. They also felt the interview questions
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were understandable and the length of the interview (about 40 minutes) was appropriate.
At the time of the interview, the informed consent was sent as a word file via email. Both
pilot participants reported that there were too many steps involved in signing the
document. They needed to open the file, provide a signature, save it, and send it back to the
investigator. One participant did not realize there was a consent form attached to the email
and forgot to sign it until they were promoted by the investigator. Based on this feedback,
Adobe Sign was used to administer the informed consent to minimize any burden placed
on the interviewees. The data from the pilot interview was not included in the data
analysis.
After the pilot interviews were conducted, the investigator and the investigator’s
dissertation chair, who is experienced in qualitative interviewing, listened to the pilot
interviews independently. This provided another avenue for feedback about the
investigator’s interview style, wording of questions, the potential for bias, and the general
flow of the interview. After reviewing the two pilot interviews, the investigator’s advisor
provided advice on how to elicit richer responses from the participants by taking the time
to think about the participant's response, and avoid feeling rushed to ask the next question,
which could lead to a missed opportunity to ask probing questions. No changes to the
questions were needed and the investigator was ready to conduct the “real” interviews.
Data Analysis
The data analysis process occurred simultaneously with data collection. As the investigator
took field notes, conducted interviews, and reviewed transcripts, she conducted a
preliminary read through of her initial data and identified units that were of interest
(Lincoln & Guba, 1985; Saldana, 2011). A unit is a single, continuous body of data within a
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textual source that the investigator directs her attention for analysis because it has
meaningful qualitative elements (Chenail, 2012). During this initial read through, the
investigator read the text in a line-by-line manner and assigned initial codes to units. This
is referred to as preliminary jotting. The codes reflect an attribute or salient aspect of the
unit that contributed to uncovering the essence of the phenomenon (Saldana, 2011). The
line-by-line coding can be tedious and the actual text can create a distraction from
meaningful units. To mitigate these distractions, the coding process was documented in the
form of field notes to demonstrate the level of rigor that was maintained and support the
trustworthiness of the findings (Chenail, 2012).
Descriptive coding and In Vivo coding were used in this study. Descriptive coding
uses words or short phrases to identify the basic topic of a unit. This is a fundamental
method of qualitative coding and can be easily executed by a novice qualitative research. In
Vivo coding uses words or phrases found in the actual data. It is germane to
phenomenology where the voice of the participant is paramount to answering the research
questions. When using In Vivo coding, codes were put in parentheses to identify that it was
quoted directly from the data. The combination of descriptive coding and In Vivo coding
allowed the researcher to stay true to the lived experience of the participants’ and also
integrate the theoretical perspective of the researcher (Saldana, 2011).
The initial codes identified by the investigator were the initial markers used for
future reference as data analysis progressed. By continuously identifying, coding and
comparing the units, the investigator identified patterns and connections between the
codes. Codes were modified, eliminated, and combined into new codes. This process of data
analysis is known as constant comparison (Lincoln & Guba, 1985). The codes were
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organized based on the frequency that they appeared in the date, shared ideas or traits
among codes, and the saliency of the code to the essence of the data. As codes became
organized, the investigator began to impart meaning to the data and develop categories
(Lincoln & Guba, 1985; Saldana, 2011). "Rules" or definitions were assigned to each
category to distinguish it as a unique aspect of the reality being investigated. The
categories, now with provisional definitions, became a fluid framework used to classify
data (Lincoln & Guba, 1985). For example, the original code of “work life balance” was
subsumed by another code labeled “personal time management” because the data in each
code was redundant. Through discussion of the codes with a peer reviewer, the title of the
code “personal time management” was more aptly labeled “skilled in self-care” because it
better reflected the theme that emerged from the data.
As codes were assigned and categories developed, the investigator continued to
analytically reflect on the codes and categories, making sense of them and giving them
shape in the form of themes. A theme goes beyond a description of the data; it brings
meaning to the participants’ experiences and represents the essence of the phenomenon
(Saldana, 2011; van Manen, 1998). Themes answer the research question. Based on the
data analysis process, 9 themes with one overarching theme emerged. A detailed
description of the findings can be found in Chapters 4 followed by a discussion of the
finding in Chapter 5.
During data analysis the investigator took precaution to stay focused on the essential
themes and avoid going down an unintended path or become overwhelmed with the
process. The essential theme is one that makes the phenomenon what it is. Without the
essential theme, the phenomenon no longer exists (van Manen, 1998). If the investigator
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succumbed to this derailment, subsequent theme development can become very difficult
and lead the investigator to stray from answering the research question. When the
investigator felt that this may be happening she would stop the constant comparison and
write a memo about her thoughts. Glaser (1965) considers this one of the essential steps in
constant caparison that aids the researcher to get back to the “initial freshness” of the
analysis. Based on the suggestion of van Manen (1998) she asked herself the question, “If I
delete this theme from the phenomenon, is it still the same phenomenon?” She also
reflected back on the transcripts to ensure the theme was supported by the data. If the
theme could not support the essence of the phenomenon and answer the research
question, it was most likely incidental and not an essential theme.
A retrospective review of the coding process revealed that data saturation was
reached by the fourth interview. Saturation is the point where there is redundancy in the
data collected and no new information is being discovered (Marshall & Rossman, 2016;
Walker, 2012). Across the different qualitative designs there is no standard process to
determine when saturation is reached (Walker, 2012). Immediately after sending the initial
recruitment email, students were contacting the investigator daily to express their
interested in participating in the study. The investigator scheduled three to six interviews a
week over the course of seven weeks. Due to the fast pace that the interviews were being
conducted, the rate of transcription and data analysis was not fast enough to keep up with
the rate of data collection. This made it difficult to determine the exact moment of
saturation. The investigator did not want to turn away participants before she was able to
sufficiently establish saturation. She also wanted to ensure each region of the country was
being represented in the data, so she continued to interview participants as they contacted
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her. After the 26 interviews were completed and data analysis was well underway, the
investigator reviewed her coding process to determine when the codes were developed. It
was discovered that by interview four, no new information was being gleaned from the
data and all subsequent analysis reflected the final themes. See Table 3-2 for additional
information on data saturation and how many interviews demonstrated each theme and
how many themes emerged from each interview. Although the additional interviews were
mostly likely unnecessary since saturation was reached early on in the data collection
process, the abundance of data and the early point of redundancy leaves the investigator
confident in her determination of data saturation.
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Data Saturation
Participants

THEMES
Being empathetic
Being adaptable

x
x

2
x
x

3
x
x

Being receptive to and seeking
feedback

x

x

x

Being reflective in clnical
practice

x

x

x

x

Using past experiences to
inform current performance

x

x

x

x

Embracing challenges and
seeking opportunities

X X

x

x

X

x

x

X

x

x

x

X

x

x

x

Engage in a collaborative
relationship with CI
Being skilled in self care
Coming into my own as a PT
Desire to serve others

1

x

4

5

6
x

7
x

x

x

x

x

8
x

x

x

x

Total
interviews
9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 per theme
x x x
x
x x x x x
x x x x
19
x
x x x x
x x x x
13
x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x

x

x
x
x

x

x
x

x
x

x

x
x

x
x

x
x

x
x

x
x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x
x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

17

x

x

25

x

x

16

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

26

x
x

x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x

x
x

x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x

x

x

x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x

x

x
x
x

25
15
20
26

x

x

x

x
x

x

Total number of themes per
interview
9 8 9 7 5 8 7 6 7 9 8 5 10 7 8 9 9 9 9 5 7 9 10 8 8 6

Table 3-2: Data Saturation
X= When theme was first identified

Methodological Rigor: Establishing Trustworthiness

Components of
Trustworthiness

Methodological Rigor used in this study

Credibility

Member checking, peer reviewing

Dependability

Inquiry audit, pilot interviewing

Confirmability

Inquiry audit

Transferability

Thick description, inclusion of demographic data

Table 3-3: Establishing Trustworthiness
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What is trustworthiness?
One of the challenges of any research project is to prove the trustworthiness of the work.
Both qualitative and quantitative research is read with a discerning eye for the soundness
of the research question, design, analysis, and conclusion. Positivistic terminology such as
“validity” and “reliability” has often been used to assess the rigor of quantitative research.
Many have suggested, however, the elimination of those terms when discussing qualitative
research because they are not in line with the fundamental tenants of a constructivist
approach to seeking meaning. The validity of a quantitative study is a measure of the cause
and effect relationship of the independent and dependent variables. The greater the control
the researcher has over this relationship, the more confident she can be that the results
reflect a causal association and future outcomes can be predicted. The instruments used in
an experiment must prove to be reliable, or can reproduce the same outcome over repeated
administrations.
These standards for validity and reliability that have their roots in quantitative
research are difficult to apply to the world of qualitative inquiry where the research herself
is the instrument and the data is the participants’ interpretation of their experiences. Only
a human being can make sense of the idiosyncrasies of other human beings’ narratives and
tease out the essence of the experience in question (Peredaryenko & Krauss, 2013).
Despite the difficulty in establishing common terminology to describe
methodological rigor, quantitative researchers do put forth efforts to legitimize their work
as reputable or trustworthy. Qualitative work can prove to be trustworthy if the author can
generate confidence in the reader that the findings are true, free of bias, and they are
applicable to the reader’s own situations. Is this data meaningful and can it be trusted?
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Lincoln and Guba (1985) suggested the following terminology to operationalize the
concept of trustworthiness: credibility, transferability, dependability, and confirmability.
These four criteria have been accepted as the essential components of rigor in qualitative
research and will be used as the benchmark of quality in this dissertation. To achieve the
level of rigor necessary to attain trustworthiness, specific techniques were used including
member checking, peer debriefing, inquiry audit, pilot interviewing, and thick description.
Credibility.
This study used member checking and peer reviewing to support the creditability of the
data. Credibility is the believability or truthfulness of the results. It has been equated to the
positivistic term internal validity. Lincoln and Guba (1985) make an interesting argument
that the notion of credibility, or truth, is virtually impossible to prove because in order to
determine the absolute credibility of either qualitative or quantitative findings, one must
know the truth a priori. In that case, there would be no need to conduct the research!
Quantitative researchers use randomization, control groups, and regulate external
variables in an experimental research project to bring them closer to the truth. Qualitative
researchers are also in search of the truth but this can be more challenging due to the fluid
nature of the data. Throughout the process of data collect and analysis, the researcher is
constantly challenging her findings and determining if her interpretations are plausible.
They ask themselves, “Did I get it right?” The raw data supplied by the participants are
interpretations themselves (Lincoln & Guba, 1985). The researcher must take all of the
mental reconstructions of the participants and interpret them into one text that embodies
the essence of the phenomenon. Establishing credibility of the study can be aided by asking
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participants to confirm their presence in the interpretation of the data and having
knowledgeable colleagues review the analysis.
Member checking involves giving the data to the participants as a way for the
researcher to determine if the data is consistent with the experience of the participant.
There are different schools of thought related to member checking. Some support the
process of member checking where the raw transcript is returned to the participant to
check for accuracy of the data. This provides the participant with the opportunity to review
their spoken word in writing and check for accuracy in the transcription. Reading their
spoken word has the potential to provoke uneasiness in the participants and prompt them
to want to change what they had previously said, thus altering their narrative. This
alteration of the original data can be considered a data event, which can cause a researcher
to doubt the validity of the participants accounts (Birt, Scott, Cavers, Campbell, & Walter,
2016).
Another approach to member checking is to present the participants with the
investigator’s analysis of the entire sample of interviews. This approach aims to determine
if the researcher’s interpretation of the data resonates with the experience of the
participants (Birt et al., 2016). Some argue that conducting a member check after the data
analysis has been completed does not support the philosophical underpinnings of
Heideggerian interpretive phenomenology and can artificially influence the participant’s
account. There is the possibility that the participant does not agree with the researcher’s
interpretation or they change their mind about what they originally stated. This may cause
the researcher to have to change her interpretation and possibly be forced to conduct more
interviews to refocus her analysis (McConnell-Henry, Chapman, & Francis, 2011).
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Ownership of the data and its interpretation can also be called into question. In a large data
set that may include interviews from numerous participants, the researcher is tasked with
using their skills in research design and analysis to reveal the essence of that phenomenon.
The individual participant is not privy to the entire data set and has only their own
experience to consider when reviewing the researcher's interpretation. From this
constructivist perspective, there is no predicament if a member check reveals that a
participant disagrees with a researcher’s interpretations. Findings generated by the
researcher are based on a larger source of data and are designed for a wide audience and
therefore can differ from the account of an individual participant simply because of the
different roles of each person in the research, which does not undermine the credibility of
the results Varpio, Ajjawi, Monrouxe, O’Brien, & Rees,

.

Lincoln and Guba (1985) state that member checking post data analysis is the most
crucial technique for establishing credibility. Since the basis for doing the research is to
represent the experience of the participants, it is essential that they are given the
opportunity to provide input regarding the researcher’s interpretation. If the people who
are being studied cannot recognize their lived experience in the researcher’s
interpretation, the credibility of the researcher’s analysis comes into question. Member
checking provides the opportunity to correct errors, confirm data, stimulate additional
data, and produce a record of participant agreement.
In this study, the investigator used a post analysis member check based on the views
of Lincoln and Guba. Initially, the member check was to be executed in a focus group
format using an online meeting platform. When asked to join a focus group in a real time,
the response rate from participants was low with only one participant agreeing to meet
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with the investigator at one of the proposed times. This low response rate could pose a
threat to the credibility of the study (Koch & Harrington, 1998). To solicit feedback from
the participants, they were given an additional option of reviewing the analysis on their
own time and providing a written response sent via email.
An email was sent to all of the participant with a cover letter (See appendix I) and
an attachment that included the list themes that emerged from the data along with a
description of each theme, anonymous quotes taken directly from the interviews, and a
visual depiction of the analysis. Participants were asked to read through the results and
respond to the following questions:
Does this sound like your experience in clinical education?
Do you think the themes represent the exemplary student?
Is there anything that you disagree with?
Do you have feedback or additional thoughts to add to the analysis?
What do you think of the visual representation of the data? Do you think the visual
reflects your experience?
The participants were asked to comment on two specific items:
The title of the last theme is “Ready to be my own PT”. What do you think of that
title? Do you think it adequately represents the theme? Do you have any suggestions
for an alternate title?
What are your thoughts on the theme “Being reflective”? Do you feel that you were
reflective during your clinical experiences? If so, how?
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A single member check was done online in real time. Nine additional participants
provided their comments in writing via email for a total of ten member check responses
out of 26 participant. All participants who participated in the member check were in full
agreement with the analysis. Ted’s statement supported the investigator’s intended use of
the results of this study as a model for educators and students when he said:
“I think every student should read this prior to CE. It's very important and I don't
think there are a lot of good resources to know what you're getting into and how to
optimize the experience.”

The investigator also used peer debriefing to establish credibility. The purpose of
peer debriefing is to reveal investigator bias, propose alternate explanations, and/or
confirm that the themes are substantiated by the data (Lopez & Willis, 2004). van Manen
(1998) is a proponent of collaborative discussions or what he calls hermeneutic
conversations to generate deeper insights into the phenomenon. He cautions that the
conversation is less about trying to harshly critique the research and more about bringing
out strengths and revealing limits so the researcher can overcome them.
The peer reviewer for this study is a colleague of the investigator and a member of
her dissertation committee. She is a physical therapist who serves as the Director of
Clinical Education for a physical therapy Program. The peer reviewer has extensive
experience in academia as well as qualitative research and has demonstrated the ability to
express honest and relevant feedback in a tactful way based on past collaborations. This
peer reviewer did not hold a position of authority related to the investigator so there was
no risk of a power gradient posing any challenges (Lincoln & Guba, 1985). She is regarded
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as a peer and her contribution to the study was not viewed as anything less than
trustworthy and valuable.
The peer reviewer helped the investigator take a step back from the data so she can
look at the analysis with fresh eyes. Her feedback on the preliminary themes confirmed
that that overall analysis was grounded in the data but she felt that the investigator’s initial
organization of the themes into two groups (1. The characteristics of the students and 2.
the clinical experience itself) did not represent the phenomenon as best as it could and
dividing the themes in categories took away from the essence of the finding about the
exemplary student. The peer review process also helped the investigator refine the
wording of some of the themes to better reflect what the data was saying. For example, the
investigator initially used the term “personal time management” to describe how the
students made time for themselves outside of the clinic. After discussion with the peer
reviewer, the theme title was modified to become “skilled in self-care” which better reflects
the essence of that theme. The discussion also revealed that, although the students were
patient-centered, their motivation to do well in the clinic was a deep-rooted desire to help
people. It was who they were at the core. The theme of “patient centered” was subsumed
by the overarching theme “Desire to serve”. The peer reviewer also enlightened the
investigator to the similarities between the data and growth mindset, which will be
discussed further in Chapter 5.
Dependability and confirmability.
Dependability is often related to the quantitative concept of reliability and refers to the
stability of the data. Confirmability refers to the accuracy of the data. Dependability and
confirmability are closely related and the same techniques are used to support each of
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these criteria for trustworthiness so they will be addressed together (Houghton, Casey,
Shaw, & Murphy, 2013; Lincoln & Guba, 1985). This study used an inquiry audit and
conducted pilot interviews to support the dependability and confirmability of the study.
In the quantitative research process, the researcher enters the experiment with a
clear hypothesis. They know what they are seeking to find and they have a predetermined
systematized approach in order to prove or disprove the hypothesis. There is very little
room for deviations from the methodological path. Phenomenological researchers,
however, begin the research journey without the guidance of a hypothesis. They come into
the research without knowing what their inquiry will reveal. During the process,
investigators are making regular decisions about methodology, analysis and
interpretations, which can be very exciting. The abundance of data and the decision to
distinguish between the relevant and irrelevant can also distract the researcher from the
original purpose of the study. To stay focused on the purpose of the study, the investigator
followed an inquiry audit and conducted pilot interviews.
Lincoln and Guba (1985) equate the inquiry audit to a fiscal audit. The purpose of
the fiscal audit is to evaluate the financial recordkeeping system and determine if those
records accuracy represent the financial position of the company. The qualitative audit
process is similar in that the auditor first determines if the inquiry process represents the
position of the researcher. This helps support the dependability of the study. After the
process has been examined, the product (data, interpretations, field notes) is audited for
confirmability (Lincoln & Guba, 1985). This study applied the audit procedures developed
by Edward S. Halpern (as cited by Lincoln & Guba, 1985, p 319-327). The first step in the
process was to identify the items that will be included in the audit trail. They included
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video recordings, transcripts, field notes related to data collection and analysis, codes and
themes, the proposal, and the final paper. The second step is the audit process and it is
divided into five stages: pre-entry, determination of auditability, formal agreement,
determination of trustworthiness, and closure. Despite their sequential appearance, these
stages may overlap or be visited more than once. A detailed description of the audit process
can be found in Appendix J.
The auditee/investigator is responsible for collecting the audit trail items and
presenting them to the auditor/dissertation chair. The auditor must be familiar with the
study and determine if the audit trail sufficiently supports the findings. This study, which
is investigating the lived experience of exemplary PT students in CE, is in partial fulfillment
of a PhD in physical therapy. It was logical that the dissertation chair served as the auditor.
The major role of the chair is that of advisor. Her formative assessments assisted in the
entire research process by imposing a system of checks and balances through the audit
process. In addition, her expertise in the area of qualitative research proved to be
invaluable to the novice investigator. These qualities mimic the role of auditor and in a
sense “chair” becomes synonymous with “auditor.” The auditor examined the research
process at various points from conception to dissemination.
In qualitative research, the instrument used for data collection is the investigator.
Due to the human nature of this “instrument”, bias and inexperience can negatively impact
the rigor of the study. Human performance, however, can be learned and improved upon
through practice and feedback (Lincoln & Guba, 1985). To calibrate this human instrument,
the investigator conducted pilot interviews prior to the commencement of the study. The
pilot, or practice, interviews accomplished three goals: to test the interview guide, practice
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using the online meeting service, and allow the researcher to refine her interviewing skills.
The pilot interview was conducted with students from the primary investigator’s academic
institution who met the inclusion criteria of the study using the same online meeting
service that was used for the main study (Chenail, 2009). Detailed information on the pilot
interviews is provided in the section on interviews in Chapter 3.
Transferability.
Transferability is whether or not the findings can be generalized to a group or situation
that is similar to the research topic. Providing a thick description allows the reader to judge
if the findings are applicable to a similar context. Thick description is a detailed text that
reflects relevant themes grounded in the experience of the participants. Only after
comprehensive data collection, disciplined analysis, and reflective interpretation can the
investigator glean the essential elements of the phenomenon. The final report is more than
a superficial account of participants’ experience. The investigator’s task is to construct a
linguistic interpretation of the phenomenon that encompasses the entire scope of
significant information within the time and context of the phenomenon. The readers must
be able to relate to the researcher’s interpretation of the phenomenon, build upon their
previous knowledge, and find their own meaning in the final text (Lincoln & Guba, 1985).
To further enhance the thick description the investigator also included exemplars.
Exemplars are passages from the transcripts that support the interpretation of the research
(Houghton et al., 2013).
The inclusion of participant demographic information also contributes to
transferability. This data includes age, gender, previous clinical history before entering PT
school, types of clinical experiences they had in PT school, previous degrees, GPA, rank, and
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GRE scores. This information will allow readers of the study to decide if the source and
interpretation of the data is applicable to their interests. Results of this survey will be
presented in chapter 4.
Resources
The researcher was awarded $4953.32 though the New York Physical Therapy
Association’s Arthur J. Nelson Research Designated Fund. The investigator used the funding
to purchase transcription services, qualitative data analysis software licenses, software
training, incentives for participants, and a research assistant.
The qualitative data management software purchased for this study was NVivo®.
The program allowed the researcher to organize transcribed interview data, codes, themes
and field notes in order to make significant discoveries in the data in a more systematic and
meaningful way. The researcher took a course offered by QRS Nvivo® to ensure the she has
an adequate skill level to utilize the software.
To assist with transcribing the interviews the investigator used a transcription
service called transcribeme.com. The transcription process can be time consuming, tedious
and lead to errors in the raw data. Using a transcription service minimized the time and
errors so the investigator could focus on the analysis. The transcripts proved to be accurate
with minimal errors noted when the participant used technical terms. These errors were
easily corrected by the investigator. The files of transcribed interviews provided by
transcribeme.com were compatible with the NVivo® software. The transcription service
uses secured web servers and all of their transcribers sign nondisclosure agreements
“Privacy Policy for Transcribers - TranscribeMe!,”

.
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Within the grant funds, money was allocated for participant incentives. They were
asked to spend their own time completing the online survey and participating in the
interview. As a token of appreciation for their participation in the study, the investigator
gave them a $50 Amazon gift card via email after the interview was completed.
A research assistant was hired to assist with the data collection phase of the study.
She was a physical therapist student at the investigator’s academic institution. She was
tasked with gathering up to date contact information including names, email addresses and
phone numbers of the program directors and DCEs of every accredited physical therapy
program in the United States. She also organized those contacts by regions and formatted
an excel file that was used by the researcher to track participants. She was paid for her
services using grant funding.
All data including recordings, transcripts, field notes, and results were saved on the
investigator’s personal computer. The computer is password protected and was only
accessed by the investigator. Any data that was in electronic format (hand written
interview field notes) stored in a locked cabinet in the investigator’s office. The investigator
deidentified the participant in the final report to protect his or her identity.

Summary
This chapter focused on the methodological approach to the research question seeking to
be answered by this study. The chapter begins with a comparison of qualitative and
quantitative research followed by an in-depth exploration of phenomenology. The history
of phenomenology and the different phenomenological methods were described to support
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the decision to pursue qualitative methodology in order to understand the lived experience
of exemplary physical therapy students in CE. A description of the methodology used to
conduct this research project followed and included specifics regarding participant
recruitment, inclusion and inclusion criteria, the process for obtaining informed consent, as
well as making the researcher’s biases and prejudices explicit. Data collection, through the
use of one-on-one interviewing using an online meeting service, was explained in detail.
The data analysis phase using constant comparison was described along with strategies
that were implemented throughout the study to enhance methodological rigor and
establish trustworthiness of findings.
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Chapter 4: Results
Introduction
The purpose of this study was to understand the lived experience of physical therapist (PT)
students in clinical education (CE), specifically exemplary students who demonstrate
excellence during CE experiences. The results of the qualitative analysis are presented in
this chapter. The themes that emerged from the data aim to answer the research questions:
1. What is the lived experience of exemplary physical therapist students in clinical
education?
2. What are the traits and attitudes of an exemplary PT student in clinical education?
Twenty-six semi-structured interviews were conducted using an online meeting platform.
The online option allowed participants to be interviewed at a time and place that was
convenient for them. The majority of the participants were in their homes. One participant was
in his car because he had just finished his shift at the hospital and another was in the clinic
during a lunch break. Prior to each interview, demographic information was collected using an
electronic survey link that was emailed to the participants. All students were on time for their
scheduled interview and appeared ready to talk about their experience in CE. Participants
reported no difficulties accessing the electronic survey, informed consent, or the online
meeting platform. This was evident in the fact that all of the informed consents and surveys
were successfully completed prior to the interview and all participants were present for their
online interview at their scheduled time. Interviews ranged from 33 to 68 minutes long. The
range in the length of the interviews is attributed to the variations in how the participants
responded to the questions. Some were more precise in their responses while others were
more garrulous. The length of the interviews does not reflect the quality of the interviews
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(Brinkmann & Kvale, 2015). Each interview in this study was valuable to the data analysis and
contributed to the development of the final themes.
At the start of the interview the investigator reviewed what was about to happen,
encouraged the participants to be honest with their responses, and reiterated that the
information was only to be used by the researcher in fulfillment of her dissertation
requirement and would not be reported back to their academic institution or employer. The
participants were given the opportunity to ask any questions before the interviewed
commenced. No participant asked questions and all expressed readiness to begin. The
interview transcripts served as the raw data for the project, which was analyzed using
constant comparison. Field notes were taking during the interviews to document the
investigator’s observations and thoughts as the participants answered the questions. Field
notes and investigator reflections were also recorded during the data analysis process.
During the interviews, the participants appeared happy to reflect on their clinical
experiences. At no time did any of the participants give the investigator the impression that
they did not want to be interviewed or that they were being coerced into participating. On
the contrary, all the students had a pleasant demeanor. They made eye contact with the
investigator and had a relaxed, open posture. The investigator did not have to probe too
often because the participants were very forthcoming and candid with their answers. They
were eager to share their experiences with the investigator. Their faces expressed a sense
of excitement and joy as they described their time in CE. This is consistent with what van
Manen (1998) refers to as a Hermeneutic Interview. Participants were invested in the
dialogue and explicitly expressed appreciation for the project.
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(Julia “I mean, it s really cool that you re doing this laughter . What made you want
to pick this? Were you like, "Oh I want to look at "
(Cathy “I appreciate everything you are doing. I think that that s very beneficial, for
sure.”
(Sean) “So what's been your biggest challenge? I guess, how did you come up with
this idea? Because I do think this is a really good idea.”
(Anthony “I can appreciate that you're doing what you're doing. It's always nice to
re-visit some of these things on my mind, so I definitely appreciate the opportunity.”
Ted, one of the participants, had a cold that was impacting his voice at the time of the
interview. As the investigator I was concerned for his comfort. When asked if he wanted to
continue, his response was “It s good. I m glad that we re getting it done for you.”

The themes that emerged from the interviews are discussed in detail in this chapter but
the snapshot of participant quotes above is quintessential of what the investigator
discovered about the exemplary student. Their very nature is that of curiosity and service
to others, which became evident early on in the research process. The investigator noted
physical expressional of emotions such as smiling or crying when participants described
their experiences. You could hear the elation in their voices as they spoke about a patient
they helped or their frustration for those that they couldn’t. They were not just talking
about a job; they described a vocation that they have made a part of who they are as a
person.
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The one overarching theme of this study is: Desire to serve others. Nine themes emerged from
the data. They are as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Being empathetic
Being adaptable
Being receptive to and seeking feedback
Being reflective in clinical practice
Using past experiences to inform current performance
Embracing challenges and seeking opportunities
Engaging in a collaborative relationship with their CI
Being Skilled at self-care
Coming into my own as a PT

Findings
Demographics
Included in this study were 26 participants representing each of the nine regions
designated by the National Consortium of Clinical Education (See Table 3-1). Their
demographic data are listed in table 4-1 as reported by the students. Demographic data
of participants was compared to national demographic data provided by the
Commission on Accreditation of Physical Therapy Education (CAPTE) when available.
The demographic make-up of the participants closely reflected the demographic
makeup of physical therapist students in the United States at the time of data collection.
This study represented slightly more females, African Americans, and White students
compared to national demographics. Hispanics or Latinos, American Indians, Asians, or
Pacific Islanders were not represented in this study. These groups, however, are a small
percentage of the larger population of physical therapy students (Commission on
Accreditation in Physical Therapy Education, 2018). The odds of having a student in
one of those groups who also demonstrated the qualities of an exemplary student and
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who was made aware of the opportunity to participate in this study were slim. Students
also reported their undergraduate majors and clinician encounters prior to entering a
physical therapy program. The majority majored in kinesiology (30.8%) and exercise
science (26.9%) (See Table 4-2)
CAPTE
2017-18

PARTICIPANT DEMOGRAPHICS
Status
Graduated with last 6 months
19 (73%)
Last clinical experience
7 (27%)
Age
Average
27.75
Range
24-31
Gender
Male
7 (26.9%)
38%
Female
19 (73%)
62%
other
0
.0003%
GPA
Average GPA
3.67
Range
3.10-3.88
Ethnic Origin
Non-Hispanic or Latino
26 (100%)
93.75%
Hispanic or Latino
0
6.25%
Race
American Indian or Alaskan Native
0
.43%
Asian
0
8.21%
Black or African American
2 (8%)
3.26%
Native Hawaiian or Other Pacific Islander
0
.32%
White
24 (92%)
75.9%
Other
0
2.42
Table 4-1: Demographic Data of Participants Compared to National Demographics
Provided by the Commission on Accreditation of Physical Therapy Education
(CAPTE).
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Undergraduate Major
Kinesiology
8 (30.8%)
Exercise science
7 (26.9%)
Exercise and sports sciences
2 (7.7%)
Health Science
2 (7.7%)
Kinesiology and exercise science
1(3.8%)
Pre-PT/Exercise science
1 (3.8%)
Exercise physiology
1 (3.8%)
Neurobiology
1 (3.8%)
Dance
1 (3.8%)
Physical Therapy
1 (3.8%)
Bachelor of Science
1 (3.8%)
Clinical Encounter Prior to Physical Therapy School
Volunteer experience required for entry into the program
26
Paid, non-clinical, position in a physical therapy clinic
8
Paid, clinical position in a physical therapy clinic
7
Paid, non-clinical position in a health care facility not related to
2
physical therapy
Paid, clinical position in a health care facility not related to physical
1
therapy
Table 4-2: Participants’ Undergraduate Majors and Clinical Encounters

Participants also reported the settings they were in during their clinical experiences. The
categories used in this portion of the survey was based on the APTA workforce categories
(American Physical Therapy Association, 2017). The majority of the students reported
having experiences in private outpatient clinics and acute care hospital (See Figure 4-1).
Those who reported “academic institutions” as one of their clinical experiences were
referring to pro-bono clinics based out of their programs.
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Figure 4-1: Clinical Experience Settings as Reported by the Participants

Themes.
During data analysis nine themes emerged from the data. Those nine themes
support one overarching theme of “Desire to serve”. A description of each themes with
supporting exemplars will be presented below. Additional exemplars to support each
theme are included in Appendix K.

Overarching theme: Desire to serve others.
Exemplary students have an internal sense of responsibility and compassion that drove
them to serve others. This was who they were at the core. It became their “why”. It is why
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they stayed late at the clinic, why they spent extra time looking up a diagnosis, and why
they chose physical therapy as their career. Serving the patient, their clinical instructor
(CI), the clinic, and even the investigator gives them meaning and purpose. When asked
about being exemplary, the participants did not think what they were doing was anything
extraordinary. On the contrary, they seemed humbled by being labeled as exemplary. Many
participants were surprised that they were identified for this study and expressed a sense
of humility. They felt that as a physical therapist, it was their duty to serve and that this
distinction of being extemporary could have gone to any number of students in their class.
The humble nature of the participants was apparent. As Patricia stated “You're in this
career for the patient. You're not in it for yourself.” Exemplary students also recognize their
role as a student in CE and the gratitude they had for their CIs. To show their appreciation
for the opportunity to work under their CI’s license, students felt a duty to serve the clinic
and their CI by lightening their CI’s load and take on more responsibility in the clinic. They
want to serve those who are serving them. Anthony said it well when he stated “...go in
there and really make your [CIs] job easier for a period of time. You can use me as a tool...
I'm not there so I can get something from you. I m there to help you succeed.”
The student’s desire to serve was heavily motivation by the patient. Students
expressed a passion for the profession because of the patient. You can hear the elation and
excitement when a student described a patient who got better, you can see the sorrow and
empathy in the students’ face when describing an emotionally challenging case. You could
also feel the pride in the students as they recall a situation when they were able to make a
difference. Ted’s excitement was apparent as he described his physical reaction to thinking
about treating patients; “My leg is bouncing because that makes me excited to go to work in
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the morning... knowing that I can help people make a change.” The patient was never a
means to an end. The patient was the end. Everything the exemplary student did was
ultimately for the patient. Their desire to learn, their choice of profession, and their
successes and failures were related to how they can positively impact the patient. The
participants discussed how they put the needs of the patient at the center of their
motivation to learn. They expressed a feeling of satisfaction and accomplishment by
achieving positive outcomes in their patients, and those outcomes were used as a
benchmark of success.
Exemplary students’ perception of the CE experience wasn’t about achieving the
highest grade or impressing their clinical instructor. Their focus was on helping others.
They looked at the bigger picture which was expressed so nicely by Cathy, “in our
profession, just not being self-centered...not doing it for really selfish reasons, but more so
focusing on the outside and what others want and need.” Participants recognized the need
to make a living or do well in school, but that was not their sense of purpose. The
exemplary student knew the influence physical therapists can have on a person, not only in
the brief moment they are with the patient, but in the lasting effect they have on a patient’s
life after they leave physical therapy. They were fully invested in helping the patient and
equally celebrated small and large gain in the patient’s progress. They measured their
personal success in the clinic by how well the patient was doing. If the patient was making
gains, the students felt a sense of accomplishment. If the patient was not, it motivated them
to try harder and find a way to help them.
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Shira “My motivation I think was being able to see those differences and being able
to see the patient also be excited about seeing the differences. And I think hearing
even those little things, of like, "Oh, wow, I got to stand at work for an hour today
without being in pain when I used to only be able to do it for a half-hour." And I
think that was a lot of the drive for me of like, "Wow. I love seeing these people
happier and more satisfied. And I liked being a part of that too. And just giving them
different ideas of things to do or ways that they could, you know, carry it on after
just are 30 minutes 45 minutes an hour. How can you also help yourself in order to
carry it on? And I know not everyone is super motivated as I experienced, but I think
it does become more motivating for them as well to see a little bit of a difference.
And then they want to carry it on more.”
Lucy “This is going to be a very barny answer. And I swear this is
genuine
because this is kind of just how I live my life. But it's really hard just being a human
being, right? And we have an opportunity to lighten that load for people and to do it
in a way that is not quick and easy and, "I'll inject you here. I'll slice you here." We
have an opportunity to help people through movement but to also talk to them, and
joke with them, and get to know them. And I think, for me, and I kind of have always
been this way, but now finding a profession that allows me to do that, it's just so
rewarding being able to do all of those things. Hard enough getting up on a Monday
morning. So we're getting paid for it, you're there already. Just help someone out get
through this day a little.”
Patricia “There s nothing that makes my day better than when I m discharging a
patient and they just kind of say, "I can't thank you enough. I'm back to running," or,
"I'm back to this." And to me, that makes the job 100%. That's what I work for every
day, is just trying to touch people's lives. And whether it's helping them daily or in a
long-term basis. Sometimes people just need to come and vent, and they just want to
talk to you, and that kind of helps too.”
(Ralph) I mean, that all comes down to kind of why we do this. Having patients come
out and feel good that-- the numbers and the paycheck mean way less to me than a
patient being able to get back to running or getting back to rugby or knitting or
whatever floats their boat. I had one of my old patients-- I actually just saw her
running down the street the other day, and she was so excited. She stopped and
hugged me because she couldn't run for a long time. And it's those kind of things
where it's keeping in mind that what we're doing is getting people back to what they
love to do.
Terri “And I think, always, for me, I want to be the best physical therapist that they
could have, and so just being able to learn new things is also a driving force of
knowing that there's always more to learn that could help someone. If I had this
knowledge, like maybe that could have helped this person, so-- or if I have this
technique, maybe that would have really worked for that person. So I think one, I
want to keep getting better. And two, I just want to keep helping people. “...right
now, I have a patient with back pain. She's not improving, and she just has this
constant back pain, and I know there's a lot to chronic pain, and I don't understand
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that realm very well, but it's just really challenging for me, because I want her to get
better, and I feel like we're just kind of staying at the same level. The ones that get
better, it's very exciting. But these ones that stay the same, it pushes me to research
and learn things, so I can hopefully help her.”

Theme 1: Being empathetic.
The exemplary student had a deep understanding of empathy and viewed it as a critical
element to providing quality patient care. The students looked beyond the diagnosis and
saw a person in need of help. The emotional state of the patient resonated with the
students which in turn motivated them to take a leading role in the patient’s care. Elizabeth
spoke as if she was addressing her patient and trying to understand what her patient was
going through, "I can't even imagine how you feel right now. You probably feel like we just
ganged up on you. You're struggling. You're not sure what's going on. You don't feel like
you're getting better. You're scared. So, I can appreciate and understand all of that.” The
participants recognized the biopsychosocial aspect of comprehensive patient care and
considered it critical to achieving the patient’s goals.
The exemplary student put themselves in their patient’s shoes. Even if they could not
fully relate to the patient’s experience, they made efforts to connect with the patient by
asking questions and listening. They scratched beyond the surface to expose the patient
experience, which may have revealed more than functional loss. Participants described
cases that involved drug and alcohol abuse, mental illness, neglect, or end stage disease.
These were situations where they did not share the same personal experience with their
patient, but that did not deter them from trying make a connection with them. Each
treatment session was an opportunity to make a difference in that patient’s life and one of
the ways the participants did that was by trying to understand the patient’s experience.
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Due to their ability to empathize, the participants were emotionally invested in their
patients and took the time to connect with them on a personal level. Some of the students
became visibly upset when they spoke of a patient that was in a difficulty situation. Cathy
teared up during our interview as she spoke of a patient encounter she felt personally
invested in. The students were faced with challenges related to insurance, patient
motivation, and lack of resources. They put a lot of pressure on themselves to help and at
times were frustrated when they couldn’t do more. As the students described these
situations, the investigator heard the frustration in their voices and could see the sadness
in their faces. They also rejoiced in patient successes, partly because they felt success as a
skilled clinician but more so because they understood what this success meant for the
patient. They shared in the patient's joy of being able to achieve a goal.

Shira “I had a few patients where it wasn t challenging necessarily treatment wise,
but some who had been abused or were there because they were previously in the
hospital from an overdose. And that was challenging in the fact of, "Okay. Wow. I
don't have too much in common with this patient, but what ways am I going to find
to make them feel comfortable, to make them want to work with me?" I really
enjoyed kind of not even the challenge, but just, "Okay. How can I make this patient
feel 100% and comfortable in this environment and also that I am respecting them?"
Yocheved “I think that s when it comes to patient-centered care, yes, lines and
tubes intimidate me... but I'm not treating lines and tubes. I'm treating a person. Yes.
Ulcers might be gross but there's a person behind it. It's just seeing them just like
helping them, they come in and they know they're in pain. They can't walk. They
can't do anything. I mean, I'm there standing and staring at these lines and tubes and
I'm intimidated but you kind of pass through that. You kind of get through those
lines a little bit and you see the person that is so thankful of what you do for them.”
Julia “You have to be a people person and you have to-- you're not just treating the
person for, "I have shoulder pain, or I have back pain." You're treating the whole
person. I mean, the amount of times that I had a patient come in and they're telling
me about their knee pain, and then as I'm sitting there assessing them, they're
telling me about their dog that just died or their family member. And there's so
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much more to patients than there is-- than what you read in a book. And that's
something I feel like you can't learn in school. You have to learn that. You have to
meet people and hear their stories and feel their pain with them in order to truly
learn what it means to be a healthcare professional.”
Sam “So I think I just made a good connection with my clinical instructors, the
patients, understanding where they're coming from. I worked with patients I could
really connect with. Although I didn't have the experiences they did, I think I just
showed that empathy which I think is really key as PTs to be able to just show that.
You may not have gone through that experience but to show that hey, I'm hearing
you. I understand where you re coming from, and I get what you re going through.”
Isabel “Being in the moment and trying to help them in the moment but also trying
to still think long term. Because for them, this is just a moment in time. For you,
yeah, you do this every day. It can quickly become routine. So just trying to
remember that this person's coming from somewhere completely different. This is
new for them. And just trying to make sure that they understand the importance of
what you're trying to do for them... So, making sure you're constantly staying
professional, being empathetic, but then also encouraging them and challenging
them.”

Theme 2: Being adaptable.
Students recognized that CE is fluid and there are times when they must adapt to a person
or a situation in order to build relationships and be effective as a health care provider. They
expressed a willingness to adapt for various reasons. Some noted that as a student it was
their responsibility to adapt to their CI's teaching style, treatment approaches, or
personality. They expressed the idea that they were a guest in the clinic and that they do
not have the authority come in and insert themselves as a decision maker. It was the
student’s responsibility to be flexible in order to respect the ways of the facility and their
CI, but they also felt it was important not lose themselves in the process. Finding a balance
between appreciating the CI’s approached to a case or situation and respectfully voicing
their own perspective that may differ from their CI’s was something the exemplary
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students tried to do. As Ted states, “Flexibility is so important. You're working with a CI and
the CI's license is on the line... so if they disagree with something, I feel like it's really okay
to voice why you're doing the things that you're doing...but at the end of the day you need
to be flexible knowing that...my [CI’s license is on the line.” They were able to take in all of
the information and discern what was important to them and what was less critical. This
does not imply that they resented the need to adapt. On the contrary, students saw this as
an opportunity to learn a new way of doing something and add to their clinical “tool box”.
As Cathy puts it, “... being more open to the way the CI does something, even if you don't
necessarily agree with it or think that it's best practice, but you're willing to listen to their
ideas and reasonings behind why they do what they do.”
Adapting to the fluctuations within a patient encounter or the flow of the clinic was
also mentioned by the students. There was no expectation that what they learned in school
or what they read in a text book was going to recreate itself in the clinic. They recognized
that the skill was not in what you knew, it was in how you used the information in the
moment to meet the needs of the patient.
Isabel “So that learning of you have a plan in your head and it’s not going to go that
way. And I’m very much a planner so I knew going in I was going to be pushed again
out of my comfort zone. Have multiple plans in your head and be flexible with
what’s going to go down once you’re in the room.”
Liv “Yeah. I think exemplary doesn’t mean that you know everything in the book.
It means that you know how to apply it and how to change things whenever the
situation changes. So everything doesn’t happen the way you practiced it in school.
Lucy “Honestly, the perfect word to describe the entire CP was adapting or
adaptability. It was constantly doing that working with the nurses, the physicians,
the PAs. And I'm more often the person that will accommodate other people, which I
think is also the student's role in a little bit of a way because you're not a full-time
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staff there so you're not going to go in and say, "We're doing it this way." We're
going to find a way to kind of support that but also input your opinions about the
situation."
Tracy “I think it’s being open-minded. PT is such a growing field. I think you have
to be able to adapt, whether that’s to new CIs, whether that’s to new research,
whether that’s to physicians wanting things a particular way, any of that. I think
kind of being able to adapt while keeping your core values strong."

Theme 3: Being receptive to and seeking feedback.
Exemplary students expressed a desire for feedback. Feedback was used as a tool to
determine CI expectations, correct errors, receive assessments of performance, and
enhance learning. Although it did not matter if the feedback was used to point out
performance that was pleasing to their CI or something the CI felt could be improved, the
students seemed to place high value on feedback in the form of corrections. They were not
shy about making mistakes and, in fact, they expected to. They also expected that their CI
would provide them with constructive criticism in order to correct those mistakes.
If students were not receiving the feedback they needed, they asked for it. They
wanted specific information regarding their performance so they knew how to improve for
the future. They described moments when they initiated the conversation, which required
confidence and good communication skills. As Reema recalled, “One of my CIs wasn't giving
me a lot of feedback, so we talked about that and developed a plan to make some extra
goals and communicate a little bit better.” Jill also attributed good communication as a
component of getting good feedback, “I always asked for advice on how I could be better or
what I could be doing better. So communication is definitely a big key in that.”
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Students gave off a sense of confidence during their interviews when they described
their desire for feedback. At times the students spoke as if they were giving their CIs
permission to provide feedback that may not be favorable. Isabel noted, “I learn best by
feedback. Specifically, negative feedback... I tell my instructors always, I don't mind being
called out mid-action if I m doing something wrong.” It was as if they were saying to their
CIs, “bring it on, I can take it.” The source of feedback was not limited to their CIs. They saw
the value in feedback from multiple people including other healthcare professionals and
the staff, “You want to do well...have good feedback from patients, office managers, people
who are seeing your day-to-day interactions with people” Sam . Patient feedback was
especially valuable. As Ted states, “...and then there's patient feedback on top of that. That's
everything. I d rather get good patient feedback than good CI feedback laughter .”
Reema “I wasn t sure where I was in the clinical. I wasn t sure if I was meeting my
clinical instructor's expectations. He kind of let me go off on my own pretty quickly.
So we just kind of took a step back and talked about how I was doing. And I made
sure...at the end of every week I would say, "Okay. How do you think I did this week?
What can I improve on? What can I do better with? What should I look over this
weekend?" So I approached him because I wasn't sure where I was in terms of his
expectation.”
Liv “I don t have any issue with criticism, or telling me, You did that and you
should do this." Cool, because I'm a student and I don't know what I'm doing, so I
don't have any issue with that. I just like to feel like a sponge. I'm just taking it all in
and trying to do my very best."
Lucy “I think the role of that CI-student] relationship is transparency and honesty.
And I've always entered all three rotations really asking them [CIs] to constantly
give me feedback. I'm more uncomfortable going into things that I haven't done yet
without knowing that I'm being really watched and going to get feedback
afterwards."
Amy “They CIs want to give you feedback, and they re able to. Don t feel bad
about giving me feedback if I'm wrong or I'm not doing something right. And there's
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a way to present it. There's a way to not present it. And tell me when I did
something because you don't know. This is your first time for everything. "That was
totally wrong, let's try this--" there's totally ways to do that."
Terri “So I think, during my clinicals, my CIs probably saw that, that I always was
seeking their help, seeking their feedback, and trying to apply it and improve it...but
I always just try my best, and I try to take any feedback given to me and apply it
really quickly. ...seek feedback from, or suggestions from other people who know
more than you do, so that you're able to help [patients] in a greater way."

Theme 4: Being reflective in clinical practice.
A contributing factor to the success of this research study and the rich information gleaned
about the lived experience of exemplary students lies in the participants’ ability to take
step back and reflect on their experiences. This skill seemed like second nature to the
participants. They were able to describe their thoughts, feelings, traits, and actions with
ease. The importance they placed on being self-reflective became apparent as they
explicitly spoke about how they used this skill in CE.
Deliberate engagement in self-evaluation gave the exemplary student the
opportunity to identify their strengths and weaknesses and relate those findings to their
performance. The participants knew how to find the gaps between where they are now and
where they want to be, which influenced their learning. Isabel said it best when she stated
“Constantly working at all those different CPI characteristics and trying to do it better
each day, not just from one clinical to the next but every day trying to ask yourself, "What
can I do better? What did I do wrong yesterday, or what can I learn from yesterday to be
able to be a better?” This cyclic process of self-awareness and self-improvement occurred
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throughout all stages of clinical education. It motivated them to seek feedback and make
meaningful changes to their practice.
Students reflected on a small as well as a large scale. They assessed particular patient
interactions in the moment. They wanted to make sure what they were doing was the best
approach for a patient, and if they were not getting the results they were seeking, they
changed course. Chad describes this process as it related to the experience of trying to
figure out what to do when a current treatment approach is not working for a patient,
“...and then also taking that to the next step of past experiences of what you did, what
worked, what didn t work, and why it didn t work.” They constantly asked themselves,
“Could I do this better?” They also reflected on a larger scale and saw the importance of
looking back on their entire clinical experience to acknowledge how far they have come
and the progress they made. This helped build their confidence as a clinician. As Sam states
“Looking back it was like wow. That was a lot of learning that went on. I feel a lot more
comfortable and confident. And looking back at those goals and seeing [how] I've grown a
lot over that experience.”
By reflecting on their clinical experiences, they gained insight into who they were,
which shaped the type of physical therapist they wanted to be. They described CE as a
process of self-discovery. This process helped them determine which area of clinical
practice they wanted to enter into even if it was different than what they initially thought.
Yocheved “You ll definitely learn whole new things about yourself. Like I said,
even though you might not like it, you might not enjoy initially, you're like, "This is
not me," but you'll surprise you. It'll surprise you how much you might love it, how
much you might care about it...you learn a lot about yourself too and it helps you to
really grow inside outside... you can use the tools in any of the setting in the future.
You would be surprised what you can learn from clinical experience definitely."
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Tracy “...reflective practice, kind of being able to take a step back and look and be
like, "Am I improving?" ...that reflective practice was something that has kind of
become part of me, and I think some of those reflective aspects are what allowed me
to kind of find those mistakes with the amputees and a number of other patients
where I can keep doing this but doing the same thing over and over again expecting
different results is kind of the definition of insanity. So being able to step back and
make sure that I'm adjusting and giving everything I've got. So reflective practice I
would say is a big one."
Isabel “I m very honest with myself and I like to do that self-reflection and think,
"Okay. Isabel, you just went through a whole week. You didn't look at your notes
once. Let's think back. What things did you do well that you want to continue
doing?" Maybe it's with a specific patient population... so I could kind of categorize
in my head, "Okay. This diagnosis, let's think back. What did I do with patients that
worked really well, that I want to keep in my toolbox for later?" And then think,
"Okay. I attempted this this week. Didn't go as I thought. Maybe that patient wasn't
the appropriate patient or maybe what I did wasn't appropriate for that diagnosis."
So I think I just have that tendency to self-reflect and constantly question myself,
"Did I do this right?" Or, "Why did I do this?" Defend why I did something. And then
just always looking at the pros, the cons, outweighing all of that to continue to grow
as an individual.”
Anthony “So that, to me, was what clinical education was, a chance to really branch
out. And I learned more about myself than I did about anything clinical or anything
educational. It was who I was, who I really didn't know I was until I got the
opportunity. And for me, that's what clinical education does, is give you that great
opportunity to-- because you may never know if you're going to be someone who
works well with kids, or someone who can do a Berg Balance Scale without thinking
about it, or just help someone who just wants to not fall down, or help an athlete get
back to performance. And you may not know what your niche is, but you get that
opportunity to find out."

Theme 5: Using past experiences to inform current performance.
The aim of the interviews was to uncover the exemplary student’s lived experience in CE,
but with each interview students mentioned how their experiences prior to PT school
helped shape who they were as clinicians. The students spoke of a variety of interactions,
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experiences, and relationships from different aspects of their lives that influenced their
development into a clinician.
A large number of these roles were not associated physical therapy or healthcare but
the exemplary students was able to see the value in these experience as it related to their
development into entry level physical therapists. Examples include being a resident
advisor, the president of a sports club, an athlete, a coach, a member of student
government, or a babysitter. They found themselves in situations when they had to lead
groups of people, handle conflicts, or manage a difficult situation. During my interview with
Chad, he recalled his role as the president of his volleyball club and attributed his good
communication skills to that experience, “So being in that role I had a lot of power, as well
as a lot of responsibility... making people aware, this way they knew what to expect and
what was coming.” Others had personal experiences with family members or friends that
made them reflect on how others should be treated, not just in healthcare but as a human
being. This is evident In Lucy’s reflection on her personal experience with her family,
“Growing up I came from a very mixed family. I have just a lot of different races, ethnicities,
religions within my family... I have this strong connection to people that deserve more... I've
never been more motivated when I know the people that I am either treating, working for,
doing research for are such a deserving population. It's incredibly motivating to know that
I'm contributing to something that is helping out people that normally wouldn't get those
services or have someone speak on their behalf because they don t have that opportunity.”
Other students had past experiences directly related to health care and physical therapy
specifically. They described experiences that went beyond the requirements needed to
apply to a physical therapy program. They sought out opportunities that would expose
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them to a variety of settings and roles within healthcare such as rehabilitation technicians,
physical therapy aides, and shadowing physical therapists in unique clinics.
They spoke of their past roles as being a primer for their role in healthcare and
harkened back to their desire to serve others. This was clearly stated by Jill in our
conversation about her past experiences, “I think a majority of it came before PT school just
being raised with, "Take care of everybody. You got to put others in front of yourself and
take care of them."…So I think a lot of it came from the way I was raised and my
experiences prior to PT school, and then PT school just kind of helped boost that up a little
bit.” These experiences gave them the opportunity to work on their communication skills,
increase their comfort with patient interactions, and develop a sense of empathy. As
results of their past experiences, some participants reported feeling more mature, which
readied them for clinical practice. As Reema recalls “I had some experience as an aide,
communicating with patients and making sure they know that I'm empathetic and I care. So
I would take that and what my clinical instructor, [taught me] and I just kind of combined
them.” Through their descriptions, it became evident that their desire to serve was present
before entering a professional physical therapy program and was a factor in their decision
to enter healthcare.
Ted “And I ve had a lot of experience as an RA. I was an RA for three years prior to
doing this. So, I feel like really that's helped with my bedside manner, so to speak.
Just in understanding people and knowing where people come from. And I think the
social aspect of this can be so underplayed and I think that's just really powerful [as
a physical therapist]."

(Maggie) So I always bring it back to being an athlete. I was an athlete in college, and
I just think being an athlete and stemming from that sports world has always helped
me in so many ways whether it's my time management, my ability just to jump on
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different things or tasks and just kind of go all in. So, I think that's helped me but I
think it's grown more now that I'm in PT school, and I give that to account that I'm
learning what I want to do in life.”
Tracy “I spent a lot of time working with a really great PTs when I was
shadowing... I worked for a PT when I was in high school. I was a tech and then
spent time shadowing with them to get hours, and there's still things he said to me
in those days that I still think about with patients. And I think it's just I've put myself
into a ton of situations kind of even before PT school of learning from all sorts of
realms. I even spent time doing animal PT on horses and dogs, and I feel like I even
pulled some of that stuff in with my work now.”

(Terri) But I've kind of always been-- that's kind of why I went into PT school is because
I wanted to help people move better and feel better, which I know is what everybody
says. I'm really passionate about movement, because it got me through a lot growing up,
through dance, and I just wanted to help people get back to whatever their movement is,
e en if that's just alking.
Brian “Honestly, my motivation is knowing that the care that my grandpa had,
before he passed when he had his stroke, was subpar. And it kind of breaks my heart
to know that there are therapists out there that just kind of go through the motions.
My other grandma had PT, and she loved it. I mean, she absolutely-- she was so
excited to hear that I was going to be a physical therapist because of how great it
went. And so it's always nice to use a personal experience to really hammer it home.
I mean, any of these Medicare patients could be my grandma or my grandpa. So it's
someone's grandma or grandpa out there that is hurting.... it's such an important
profession, especially with the aging population. And if people are doing their full or
at least trying to do more than just the motions, I think we're kind of harming our
patients. And it breaks my heart a little bit, so it's a little tough. So that's my
motivation.”

Theme 6: Embracing challenges and seeking opportunities.
Clinical education is full of opportunities and challenges. Some may shy away from these
situations out of fear or inadequacy while others chase these experiences with fervor. In
the experiences described by the participants, there were challenges that presented
themselves unexpectantly and challenges that the student was looking for. Some were
positive challenges such as an interesting patient case, and others were negative, like a
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difficult CI situation, but all challenges were welcomed and viewed as an opportunity to
improve. Feelings of nervousness, lack of confidence, and apprehension were expressed.
When approaching a new situation, these feelings were acknowledged by the participants,
but they did not serve as a barrier to their desire for experiences to learn. Despite these
feelings, they welcomed the challenges.
Stepping out of their comfort zone and to do something for the first time did bring
uncertainty and fear, but they welcomed it and knew this was how they were going to get
better at their skills to become the therapist they want to be. Knowing it won't be perfect
and owning it was clearly expressed. As Brian puts it, “If you want to be a good PT, you
can t really have an ego.” All of the ups and downs, struggles, and range of emotions they
had to endure was ultimately for the benefit of the patient. Even in the face of failure, the
exemplary student saw the value in that experience to become a better physical therapist.
Students took advantage of opportunities to learn from PTs who were not their
assigned clinical instructors as well as other members of the rehabilitation team. They
knew there was a lot of experience, expertise, and knowledge to tap into and they did not
want to waste an opportunity to learn from someone other than their CI. Exemplary
students did not discriminate based on degree earned or occupation. They valued the role
of each member of the team and recognized the contribution these individuals can make to
their development into an entry level physical therapist. Students welcomed feedback and
information from rehabilitation aides, nurses, patients, office managers, other students, as
well as members of other professions. They acknowledged how theses interactions
enhanced their ability to treat their patient and build relationships with other
professionals. Jill’s experience in a pediatric clinic highlights this, “I went out of my way to
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talk to the speech therapists, occupational therapists, teachers to better treat the child as a
whole versus just their physical therapy impairment. So I was able to incorporate speech
techniques in my sessions."
Exemplary students appreciated and seized opportunities that presented
themselves but they also put themselves out there and actively sought out opportunities.
Tracy’s advised “Don't be afraid to try things and push yourself a little farther and see what
you can do.” When planning for clinical placements with their DCE, some students
expressed the desire to go to a clinic that would challenge them or provide them with a
unique experience. In the clinic, students took an active role in asking for particular
learning experiences that may not have been directly offered to the student. For example,
students recognized the variety of specialists that work at a clinical site both from physical
therapy as well as other health care professions. They respectfully communicated their
interest in observing those clinicians in an attempt to expand upon their skillset, which
fueled their hunger to learn more. They didn’t want to let any opportunity pass them by. As
Ted stated “Why not now?”
Julia ” …it s the whole I want to be the best that I can be. I don t want to sit back
and watch my opportunities float away from me...comfort zones are really great, but
you can't grow in your comfort zone. And I kind of picked up through DPT school
and in the first couple weeks of my first clinical that when I was uncomfortable at
the end of the day I felt most proud of myself because it was like, "Okay. Maybe I
flopped on my face, but at least I learned something."
Amy “And taking all of the opportunities to see these things. A patient with tone.
I've never really seen that... And we can sit there and we can feel for tone all day
long [in class], but all I'm doing is cranking my own things and nothing's happening,
because there's no tone in any of us. When you go to a rehab hospital, you know
you're going to see that…and as long as you ask for it, they want you to have a good
experience. So, you re there to learn. You re there to make the most of it.”
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Ralph “No one ever wants to make mistakes, but that's also how you learn. So just
challenge yourself and push yourself to be the best student that you can be in any
different line that you re provided with.”
Emma “I think to get the most out of it, you really have to be able to put yourself
in there, and take on those experiences, and if there's anything that's extracurricular
or supplemental, do it, because there's so much you learn here, like I said, that you
can't have in a textbook."

Theme 7: Engaging in a collaborative relationship with their CI.
Exemplary students did not view their CI's as a person who would spoon-feed them
information and hand out directions. They saw their CI as a mentor, soon to be colleague,
and, at times, a friend. The connection that developed between the CI and student went
beyond focusing on patient care and spanned the gamut of what it means to be a
professional and how to balance their personal life and work. The CI gave them personal
support based on the circumstances that arose during the clinical experience. This include
managing a difficult patient, preparing for the licensing exam, or discussing career plans.
This relationship made the students feel like they were an important part of the clinical
experience which allowed the student the freedom to be more self-directed and influence
the process of learning. This is in contrast to a classroom professor who is more content
focused with within a rigid framework. Their traditional role is to transfer
information/knowledge related to that course’s objectives, which can put the student in a
more passive role. Students felt that they did not want that kind of relationship during
their CE. They didn’t see the need for a hierarchical structure between teacher and learner.
They have a desire for mentorship and were open to engaging in a collaborative
relationship with their CIs, which enhanced the CE experience. Julia stated “I really think it
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should just be like a mentor. I've spent two years sitting behind a desk listening to
somebody preach at me. I feel like I don't need that kind of relationship anymore. I need
somebody who s going to show me how to do it and then push me to do it myself.”
The exemplary student described the CI/student relationship as a partnership. Good
communication was cited as a key element that fostered this partnership. The exemplary
student valued honesty and transparency. When the student was able to engage in a shared
experience with their CI, they felt comfortable asking questions and engaging in
conversation. This seems to lift any apprehension the student had about showing who they
were and could be vulnerable and honest with their CI. Students also recognized that their
CI’s were human beings with their own set of personal issues. Students recounted times
when their CI was facing difficult personal situations and it was through their open
communication that students could understand the perspective of their CI. It was a
personal relationship with professional boundaries. This added a human element to the
relationship allowing for a rich clinical experience. Ted summed it up best when he said
“This is not my experience; this is our experience”.
The students recognized that they were in a position to receive mentorship but they
also had the opportunity to give back to the CI. They acknowledged that, in the spirit of
lifelong learning, their CI can also learn something new. Students saw opportunities to
introduce new research or treatment techniques that their CI may not be familiar with.
There was no sense that the students did this in an effort to flaunt how much they knew or
to impress their CI. Students felt that this was a way they could show their appreciation for
this opportunity and give back to the clinic. They also had the confidence to recognize that
they have something to offer and were not resigned to the role of taker. Jill described it as a
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“team relationship…where we re bringing in the knowledge so we re also teaching them
what's new and the research...different treatment techniques and ideas.”
In the process of CE the student felt that they were leaving the role of student and
developing into a peer. In some instances, the relationship extended beyond the timeframe
of the clinical experience. The CI became a friend to the student if the situation lent itself to
that. There was also an understanding that not all CIs are open to this kind of relationship
and the students responded accordingly. Participants were able to discerned which of their
CIs had in interest in connecting with the student on a personal level or if they preferred to
maintain a more formal relationship.
Reema “I had some really good experiences with my CI. They re more friends.
Mentors and friends. They really helped me go through everything, and they were
always open to questions. I never felt like I couldn't ask them a question, even if I
felt like it wasn't the smartest question. But I feel like, at least from my experience, I
had really good communication with my clinical instructors. And they're more
mentors than instructors. They're there to help us rather than grading us and just
standing there over us.”
Yocheved “They say also it s a two-way street. Share something that you know. Try
to get something from the students as well. Yes, as a clinical instructor, you want to
be, a mentor, teach somebody, share your experience but like I said, I've found that
to be a two-way street. They learn some from me. I'll learn some from them. We get
to teach each other. It's like that therapist/therapist relationship. It was never
something superior and inferior. It was always respecting each other, respecting
each other s thoughts and ideas and just keep an open mind.”
Patricia “So they re CI not going to put in the effort if you re not willing to put in
the effort. So, I think if you're willing to do it, then they're willing to reciprocate
back. But if you're just there to kind of go through the motions and get your grade,
then they re not going to give you the leadership or mentorship that you need.”
Ted “Always, number one, it s a professional relationship. They re your instructor.
But then getting to know them as a person and learning from them with whatever
life skills they can give you because it's not necessarily only about being a physical
therapist. You could learn from them on their experiences of what they went
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through as a student in PT school or, "Hey, I graduated, I got married." Just learning
from their life experiences outside of our professional life is also something you can
hopefully gain access to. Of course, if they want to keep that boundary, respect it.
We're strictly just student-CI? Fabulous. That's fine with me. I'm going to learn what
I can from you. But if they give me a little bit more personal stuff, I'm going to ask
questions and then I'll reciprocate to kind of build more of like a co-worker,
teammate type of relationship.”

Theme 8: Skilled at self-care.
Students were conscience of maintaining a balance between work/school and their
personal lives. They believed that spending all of their time focused on studying and
treating patients would not be beneficial to their mental and physical health. Some students
were able to engage in self-care easily while others had to learn how to strike a balance
between their personal life and work. In either case, it was something they made a priority.
Terri told of her experience entering PT school and feeling overwhelmed with the demand.
She spent more time on school and less on self-care, which negatively impacted her. She
realized she needed to make a change and when she did, she saw an improvement in her
performance in school as well in herself. Terri states “I made sure I took time for myself,
and made sure I went out to dinner with friends, or took a dance class, or did a yoga class,
things that I really enjoyed. And I found myself doing better and being more effective.”
Students mentioned various ways in which to spend their “me time” such as
engaging in a hobby, site seeing, and spending time with family and friends. Many of the
participants, however, found that being physically active was a great source of stress relief.
In addition to helping them clear their minds and shift their focus away from the clinic,
exercise enhanced their physical health so they can meet the bodily demands of being a
physical therapist. The clinical experience made them realize how physically taxing their
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chosen occupation was so they needed to stay fit to meet those demands and prevent
injuries.
All of these approaches to self-care did not happen by chance. The participants were
successful in finding work/life balance because they we deliberate in managing their time.
Specific portions of their day or week were set aside to complete school work, research
topics for the clinic or to study, but they also scheduled time to take care of themselves.
They viewed self-care as a priority rather than an optional task that is completed if time
permits. Yocheved described how she made time for herself during her clinical experiences,
“Afternoons are for me, for my family, for my friends, for my boyfriend, and everything. I
had to make that certainty because, yes, you need your time. You need your fun time. You
can't just constantly be studying."
Exemplary students took their own well-being seriously and recognized the
connection between self-care and their performance in the clinic or in school. They
acknowledged how their performance and sense of well-being can suffer if they did not
make her own health a priority. They mentioned self-care as being critical in preventing
burnout. Being a physical therapist was important to them and they never wanted to lose
their passion for the profession. They also viewed themselves as a role model for their
patients and felt that if they don’t take care of themselves physically and emotionally, they
can’t expect that of their patients.
Cassidy “I definitely like to balance it school and personal life , and sometimes I
just have to step away from school when it's overwhelming me and just take a step
back from that. And I do the same thing with clinical education. I like to exercise a
lot, which I think helps me. So even after an overwhelming day at work, I go to the
gym usually and that usually helps just bring me back as, "Okay, it's going to be fine,"
all that kind of stuff. So yeah, I like to balance all of that out. And my personal life,
same thing, hanging out with my family and my friends just kind of calms me and
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then I'm ready for that next day... I think if you're constantly going in the clinic and
ignoring your personal life, I think that'll wear on you a lot. And like I said, you kind
of get to the point where like, "Oh, my gosh. Why am I doing this? What am I doing?"
And you can have the success of your patients, but if you're not also finding success
in yourself, it's hard to push your patients to that same standard. So I think it's just
really important mental health for yourself, physical health for yourself, then you
can kind of be a good role model to your patients versus ultimately dragging
yourself down.”
Ted “But you have to balance your priorities. And I feel like staying well and
making sure I got to the gym was immensely important. So, if I had to wake up early
or stay up late to do that, I was going to go do that. Especially with this profession.
It's so physical... there's the mind part of preparing for this and there's the body part
of preparing for this. It's so physical. I wish people kind of understood that a little bit
more. You have to be able to take care of yourself so that you're not getting hurt on
the job. Especially when you're doing max assistance transfers and this and that.
You need to practice what you preach. Using good mechanics and training in good
mechanics when you're going to the gym. So you can get stronger in the areas that
you're actually going to be performing all day on your feet. That stuff really clicks
with me a lot. Outside of the fact that it helps keep my stress down, it helps me sleep
better, it helps my brain get away from everything. That is so important. So
important.”
(Maggie “I always try to set aside three different days. There are seven days in a
week, so three days I'd always make sure that I always have a workout. That was my
me time. That was my way to decompress. And then on Sundays, up until the
evening, I would always make sure that was definitely my personal day. That was
the day I would be able to do anything and I would say if I had anything I needed to
do for clinic, I'd save it either for the Saturday in the morning or Sunday night. So I
was prepared to always go into clinic. But I always made sure that there was just
some me time in order to spend with my family or friends just so I didn't completely
go a little crazy.”

Theme 9: Coming into my own as a PT
Exemplary students viewed their time in clinical education as an opportunity to discover
themselves as a physical therapist. The common goal of becoming a competent entry level
clinician was true for all students, but how they got there was different for each one of
them. As they journeyed through their clinical experiences, students were presented with a
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barrage of information from CIs, other practitioners, the clinic itself, and patients. Students
valued this information, but they also had to discern what information was going to lead
them to becoming the PT they wanted to be. They realized that at some point they needed
to become independent of the CI and begin to make clinical decisions on their own. They
described their independent self as having a distinct style as a clinician. They didn't want to
be clones of their CIs. They wanted to be their own physical therapist. As Brian describes
the final clinical experience he states “it's trying to be a full-time physical therapist and
figuring it out, "Heck, I can actually do this,” and trying to get comfortable doing it how you
want to do it, rather than how your CI does it.”
Envisioning the future and taking steps to become less reliant on their CI demonstrates
courage and a strong sense of self. Students engaged in this process of self-discovery by
reflecting on their experiences, values, and characteristic to gain a deep understanding of
who they are so they can develop into the type of therapist they want to be.
(Layla “I mean, I think every PT is going to develop their own preferences to
different treatment style, different treatment techniques. So many different PTs are
certified in different or have gone to different courses. So everyone's kind of
working to the same goal, but everyone kind of has different styles. So I think that's
good for your growth as a PT that you're not just being a cookie cutter of your
teacher.”
(Liv “Students were adapting, appreciating the different approaches to treating but
finding what suites them, how do they ultimately want to treat and be a PT. They are
finding their way. they understand that this is their time to learn from their CIs and
anyone else who is at the clinic, take it all in, take chances, be open to opportunities
so they can become entry level practitioners and ready to be on their own.”
(Lucy “…especially in clinical, I think a big part of being a student is finding out who
you are as your own clinician. So for me, and that was more something in CP3 where
I had a clinical instructor… who wanted me to learn his way and towards the end
we were able to work something out where it was a little bit of a melting of the two.
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But yeah, trying to find at some point in your rotation an opportunity to make your
own decisions and treat your own way despite all these other perspectives that
you've gotten in the process."
(Cathy “I mean to prepare students to be the best evidence-based clinician they can
be, going in as an entry-level doctor of physical therapy. I mean, I think that, without
[clinical education], you couldn't do that at all. And with it, we see various settings,
various types of physical therapy. We're exposed to a lot of different things. So,
hopefully, by the end of your clinical experience, you've been able to see things done
well, see things that are not done well. And you've been able to compile that
experience into…your own ethics, your own…clinical decisions. Once you hit entry
level, you're able to go to the workforce confident in your decision making. So I
think preparing students to be confident clinicians, when they enter the workforce,
is something clinical education should do a good job of.”

Summary of Results

Figure 4.2: Visual Representation of Data
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Clinical education is designed to give students the opportunity to apply what they learned
in the classroom in a real-world experience under the guidance of a licensed physical
therapist. After interviewing 26 exemplary students about their experience in clinical
education, 9 themes and 1 overarching theme emerged. A desire to serve is the principal
quality of the exemplary student.
The exemplary students entered the physical therapy program with rich experiences
that required them to care for and/or lead others. Some had personal experiences with
family members or friends that made them reflect on how others should be treated. Others
took on leadership roles where they had to step outside of themselves and put the needs of
others first. These experiences necessitated them to be empathetic, reflective and sparked
their desire to serve others. Their desire to serve motivated to be a part of a caring
profession. As they entered into the CE portion of their physical therapy curriculum, they
brought these experiences with them, which helped shape their new learning. Those traits
of being empathetic, reflective, and seeking opportunities became further developed.
Once in the clinic, the students welcomed every opportunity to learn. This opportunity
was not taken lightly by the exemplary student. They were committed to their CE. They were
self-directed and recognize the influence they had over their learning. They acknowledged
that CE is a finite period of time and they wanted to take full advantage of any occasion to
hone their craft. The exemplary students had a positive outlook on their clinical experience.
That is not to say they all had ideal experiences. Many described challenging situations with
clinics that provided subpar care or clinical instructions who did not have the time to
dedicate to clinical teaching. Despite those challenges, they were very positive in their
description and extracted whatever value they could from their time in the clinic. The
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exemplary student did not wait for opportunities to present themselves, they sought them
out, even in the face of fear and doubt. At times they encountered challenging situations, but
even those difficult times were welcomed because they knew it would enhance their ability
to care for their patients. Some opportunities were challenging and every challenge was an
opportunity to become a better clinician.
Throughout their CEs the students engaged in reflective practice. They contemplated
their performance and what they can improve upon to better serve their patients. Feedback
was seen as a necessity and if they were not getting the feedback they needed from their CI,
they asked for it. They desired a collaborative relationship with their CI based on mutual
respect. They held their CIs in high regard and valued their knowledge, experience, and
position as a CI. They also understood that they, as the student, can also contribute to the
relationship by bringing a new perspective to patient care. The exemplary student saw this
relationship as a two-way street where both the CI and the student gains something during
the experience.
Students saw CE as having a fluid quality. There were times when they needed to adapt
to their CI, a patient, or the clinic itself in order to build relationships and be effective as a
health care provider. Being adaptable allowed them to respond to challenges and find
solutions. Although they were in the process of becoming more independent, the
exemplary student also had a good sense of their role. They were able to gauge when it was
appropriate to be more assertive, when they needed assistance, and when to adapt to the
clinic or their CI. In the midst of their experience they found ways to care for themselves as
well. They were deeply committed to their work as a physical therapist but they knew they
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had to find a balance between work and their personal lives in order to avoid burnout,
which could adversely impact their patient care.
Exemplary students acknowledge that CE is a time when they are still students who
can make mistakes and fall back on their CI for support. They feel that this time should be
taken full advantage of before they graduate and are in the “real world”. They also take
advantage of what the other members of the healthcare team have to offer and never let an
opportunity to learn pass them by.
(Sam “…be a sponge, be open to everything versus dreading it. If you re dreading
your clinical internship huh, good luck in the real world, right?"
With each interview, it was clear that the time and effort the exemplary student put into CE
was for the primary goal of helping patients. They never lost sight of their role in the
patient’s life and the impact they have as a physical therapist. The patient was always at
the core of any decision they made. Being empathetic and demonstrating that empathy was
just as important to the patient’s care as was any treatment technique. They were truly in
this for the patient. That desire to serve others and putting the patient first carried the
exemplary student through their training so they could ultimately transform into the
independent clinician they wanted to be.
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Chapter 5 Discussion
Introduction
This qualitative study attempted to understand the lived experience of exemplary
doctor of physical therapist (PT) students in clinical education (CE). In this chapter each
theme will be discussed within the context of current literature related to being internally
motivated, resilient, and having a growth mindset. The implications of the finding for CE
and professional physical therapy program admissions will be suggested. Limitations and
suggestions for future research will also be addressed.

Discussion
The findings of this study are consistent with previous studies that sought to identify
desirable qualities of physical therapists’ students that would lead to success in
professional physical therapy programs. In a series of studies conducted by Cross, clinical
educators, academic faculty, and practicing clinicians were surveyed. The results revealed
qualities of students that include commitment, good communicator, knowledge, aware of
own limitations, eager to learn, empathetic, conscientious, and independent learner (Cross,
1998, 1999; Cross & Hicks, 1997).
In 2017 Jensen et al. conducted a qualitative study that investigated the attributes of
excellence across clinical and academic settings for physical therapist education. The study
resulted in a conceptual model of excellence in education that included being learner
centered and providing an environment that fostered the development of adaptive
learners. Adaptive learners are those students who engage in continuous learning, assess
and improve upon their performance through self-reflection, and seek and embrace
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feedback (Jensen, Hack, et al., 2017; Jensen, Nordstrom, et al., 2017; Schumacher et al.,
2013).
A more recent investigation studied the minimal knowledge, skills, abilities, and
professional behaviors that would deem a student ready for a first full-time clinical
experience. The American Council of Academic Physical Therapy (ACAPT) Student
Readiness Task Force executed a delphi study to illicited input from clinical instructors,
recent graduates, directors of clinical education, and academic faculty. Their results
identified 14 themes. The majority of those themes reflect professional behaviors and
include: taking initiative, engaging in self-assessment, utilizing constructive feedback,
demonstrating effective communication abilities, being prepared to engage in learning, and
recognizing professional standards (Timmerberg et al., 2019).
It is interesting to note that the participants in this study are members of the
millennial generation. Millennials are individuals born between 1980 and 2000 who have
been greatly influenced by technology and have a greater acceptance of non-traditional
families and values (Smith & Nichols, 2015). Many of the qualities associated with
millennials are similar to the traits of the exemplary students. Millennials are achievement
focused and seek out new learning opportunities. They are willing to put forth extra effort
to help an organization and enjoy working in teams. When it comes to preferred
characteristics in their supervisors, they want to work for someone who is caring,
inspiring, imaginative and with whom they can develop interpersonal relationships.
Millennials are also family focused and strive to have a better work/life balance than
previous generations (Smith & Nichols, 2015). Feedback is something millennials value and
expect, but can this be viewed as a negative trait be members of older generations and can
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be a source of frustration. Their need for continuous feedback has been attributed to
“helicopter parenting” when their parents were always present to provide coaching and
encouragement (Cahill, Sedrak, & cahill, 2012). When searching for work, Millennials desire
work that has meaning and rate that higher than financial gain (Smith & Nichols, 2015).
Although no conclusion can be drawn on the association of Millennial traits and the
exemplary student, there seems to be some shared qualities.
The literature this far has revealed related findings to the current study of the
exemplary student. However, at this time there are no published studies that have directly
interviewed exemplary students one-on-one in order to gain an appreciation for their
perceptive of CE. Using a phenomenological qualitative research design to gaining insight
into the lived experience of students who demonstrate excellence in CE, this study fills a
gap in the literature by adding a viewpoint that was once missing. The results of this study
in conjunction with previously disseminated knowledge allow those in the academic and
clinical communities to take a holistic approach to CE with input from all stakeholders.
The characteristics of the exemplary student reflect the principles of contemporary
theories on internal motivation, resiliency, and growth mindset that aim to elucidate the
relationship between personal characteristics and success. Although each theme was
discussed individually in chapter four, together the nine themes and one overarching
theme found in this study paint a picture of someone who is internally motivated, resilient
and has a growth mindset. In table 5.1, each theme is associated with one of the theories.
This chapter will discuss the findings of this study in the context of literature related to the
theories of internal motivation, resiliency, and growth mindset.
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Theories
Internal motivation

Exemplary Student
Overarching Theme: Desire to serve
1. Being empathetic
9. Coming into my own as a PT

Resilient

2. Engaging in a collaborative relationship with
their CI
5. Being adaptable
6. Being Skilled at self-care
7. Being reflective in clinical practice
8. Using past experiences to inform current
performance

Growth mindset

3. Embracing challenges and seeks opportunities
4. Being receptive to and seeking feedback
9. Coming into my own as a PT

Table 5.1 Themes Grouped According to their Corresponding Theory

Internal Motivation.
An internal motivation to serve others was a salient quality of the exemplary
student. Motivation is a goal oriented process and requires engagement in specific
activities to achieve that goal (Cook & Artino, 2016). Some people are motivated by
external forces, such as pressure to please a superior or to avoid punishment. Others
internalize their reason for action and have a sense of personal commitment or value for
the outcome of their actions (Orsini, Binnie, & Wilson, 2016; Ryan & Deci, 1985).
Psychology research has uncovered a correlation between one’s authentic, internal
motivational and performance. In a recent meta-analysis that included 40 years’ worth of
research, it was confirmed that those who are intrinsically motivated and derive a sense of
satisfaction in their work are better performers. The study also indicated that extrinsic
incentives have no correlation with performed quality (Cerasoli, Nicklin, & Ford, 2014).
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This is in agreement with what was discovered about the exemplary student. The
participants in this study expressed a personal commitment to helping others. They gained
a sense of purpose through the act of serving patients and were explicit in stating outcomes
that solely benefited them (i.e. grades, salary), although important, were not their purpose.
The internal motivation to serve was connected to the value students placed on patient
outcomes and fueled the exemplary student’s desire to learn (Knowles, Holton, & Swanson,
2015; Orsini et al., 2016).
This desire to serve others echoes the physical therapy core values of altruism and
compassion and caring. Altruism is the “primary regard for or devotion to the interest of
patients and clients, thus assuming the fiduciary responsibility of placing the needs of
patients and clients ahead of the physical therapist’s self‐interest.” Compassion is “the
desire to identify with or sense something of another’s experience” and caring is “the
concern, empathy, and consideration for the needs and values of others” (American
Physical Therapy Association, 2003). f A qualitative study conducted by McGinnis et al.
(McGinnis, Guenther, & Wainwright, 2016) revealed that the personal values of practicing
physical therapists were the foundation of their professional values. Participants of that
study that the decision to enter into the profession was largely due to their personal values
of compassion and empathy and that having these values facilitated the development of
their professional core values during academic and clinical education (McGinnis et al.,
2016). Healthcare is a “profession of the heart” (Brown, 2003). The data from this study
provides a strong argument that these students had the “heart” and personal values that
drove them into a caring profession. Their experiences prior to entering into a professional
physical therapy program were those that involved serving others. They possessed
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personal values, particularly that of empathy, that they integrated into their professional
practice in CE.
Empathy is a critical component of the therapeutic alliance. It includes
understanding the perspective of the patient, communicating that understanding to the
patient, and taking action to help (Mercer & Reynolds, 2002). Healthcare providers who
engage in a therapeutic alliance with their patients understand that there is a story behind
the illness and that story serves a valuable purpose in the care of each patient. Empathy is a
complex concept with multiple dimensions. There is the emotional aspect of empathy
where the practitioner shares in the experience of the patient. The cognitive aspect of
empathy is more objective where one has a rationale understanding of the patient
experience and this understanding is used as a component of the clinical decision-making
process (Mead & Bower, 2000). The ability of a healthcare practitioner to demonstrate
empathy has been associated with higher patient satisfaction (Schrooten & de Jong, 2017)
and better clinical performance (Hojat et al., 2002).
Exemplary students clearly stated the importance they put on being empathetic.
They found themselves emotionally involved in the patient cases, which was evident in the
words the participants used to express their experiences with patients. As Yocheved states
“It just breaks my heart…You have to meet people and hear their stories and feel their pain
with them.” They also used that feeling as a way to determine the best approach to treating
that patient. Isabel notes, ‘So, making sure you're constantly staying professional, being
empathetic, but then also encouraging them and challenging them.” This sense of empathy
fueled their internal motivation, which was the desire to serve.
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Internal motivation has been correlated with higher sense of empathy and deeper
learning approaches in medical student. In a recent study conducted by Piumatti et al.
(Piumatti, Abbiati, Baroffio, & Gerbase, 2019), 572 medical students were asked to
complete surveys related to empathy, motivation and learning approaches. The study
revealed that students who had internal motivational factors towards studying also had
higher empathy levels and used a deep approach to learning. Deep learning approaches are
those that require self-reflection and using the new knowledge to transform as a person.
For those in healthcare, it is the process of becoming more compassionate and empathetic,
learning out of curiosity and to retain knowledge for the long term rather than to pass a
test or the course in the short term (McLean, 2001). Conversely, students who reported
external motivational factors were associated with lower empathy levels and used a
surface approach to learning and were more interested in passing an exam rather than
applying the information as a way to enhance themselves (McLean, 2001).
In the visual representation of the data (see Figure .

the exemplary students’

internal motivation, “desire to serve,” is threaded through the image starting with their
past experience and running through their journey to becoming their own PT. This internal
motivation fostered an empathetic approach to CE. Students repeatedly spoke of being
concerned about the patient, not only in relation to their physical progress, but their
mental and emotional state as well. They wanted to be in tune with the experience of the
patient and how that was impacting their care. This brought meaning to their CE and
motivated them to work harder.
Resiliency.
What has been recognized in the exemplary student as being adaptable, skilled in self-care
and reflective is comparable to the quality of being resilient. There has been a recent surge
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in literature related to personal resilience in the face of challenges or adversity in the
workplace. Workplace adversity can be viewed as any “negative, stressful, traumatic, or
difficult situation” that is encountered in the occupational setting (Jackson, Firtko, &
Edenborough, 2007). Inherent to being a student, there are challenges commonly
encountered in the clinic such as interpersonal difficulties, difficult patients, constraints to
autonomous decision making, time pressure, or personal limitations. These challenges are
akin to workplace adversity. How students react those adversities and adapt to their
environment can determine if they thrive during their training or falter (Williams et al.,
2018). Building positive relationships, having a positive outlook, being reflective, and
achieving work/life balance facilitates the ability of healthcare practitioners to be resilient
in the face of adversity (Matheson, Robertson, Elliott, Iversen, & Murchie, 2016).
Resilience is “the ability of an individual to positively adjust to adversity” (Jackson
et al., 2007). Those who are resilient acknowledge the need to be flexible and adaptable in
difficult, unexpected situations (Matheson et al., 2016). This was clearly reflected in the
results of this study. The exemplary students were able to assess their situation and
determine what changes they can make to minimize adversity and promote a valuable CE
experience. They realized that they have some personal control over their clinical
experience and they exercised that control by adapting themselves to their situation
instead of expecting the situation to adapt to them. They were able to maintain a positive
outlook and found the benefit in their experience even in the face of difficult challenges.
Using good communication skills to foster healthy relationships and social support
was also described by the participants. This is considered an important aspect of being
resilient, which can minimize daily stress and improve patient care (Jackson et al., 2007;
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Matheson et al., 2016). Access to nurturing professional relationships provides the
encouragement needed to work through difficult situations with the assurance that one is
not alone in their endeavors. These relationships can also provide a source of validation for
clinical decisions, constructive feedback, and moral support (Finley, 2018; Jackson et al.,
2007). During their clinical experiences the exemplary students viewed the student-CI
relationship as a nurturing partnership. Rather than viewing their CIs as “teacher” which
implies an authoritative role, the participants in this study preferred their CI take on the
role of mentor. The participants saw that their journey in entry-level training was coming
to an end and that they were transforming from a student into a clinician. Because of this,
the nurturing relationship they were seeking from their CIs was more akin to that of peer
mentor rather than student/teacher, which was built on a foundation of good
communication and mutual respect. This echoed the finding of Jensen et al. (2000) in her
study on the expert physical therapy clinician. She found that expert clinicians valued the
contribution of their mentors and viewed them as an integral part of their professional
development.
The mentor-mentee relationship the participants described had a personal element
where the mentee benefited not just professionally but personally. Some described their CI
as a friend with who they can comfortably ask questions and learn “life skills.” The peer
mentoring relationship the exemplary students described in this study has been shown to
have many benefits for the learner. Improvements in communication, professionalism,
problem solving, reflection, leadership skills, developing a professional network, and time
management have been attributed to peer mentoring programs in medical schools (Akinla,
Hagan, & Atiomo, 2018; Frei, Stamm, & Buddeberg-Fischer, 2010).
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Another important element of this relationship was that of collaboration. Students
expected to contribute to the relationship just as much as the CI, which required the
students to demonstrated a sense of agency. Bandura ( 2001) states that agency is not just
exposure to stimulation, but it includes taking action in exploring, manipulating, and
influencing the environment. The exemplary student was confident in what they can
contribute to the relationship, which prompted them to take on an active part of the
educational experience rather than be a passive recipient of it. They provided the CI with
current research, assisted in developing clinical skills outside of the CI’s practice area, and
help with the daily operations of patient care. This is in agreement to what is found in the
literature. Medical students who were identified as ambitious and smart by their faculty
were also the students who were found to act on their own initiative and were proactive.
Over time, it was found that a reciprocal, mentorship type relationship developed between
the faculty and the ambitious student (Buddeberg-Fischer, Stamm, & Buddeberg, 2009).
Although this cannot be deduced from the data of this study, the idea that the exemplary
student themselves may have been the impetus for their meaningful relationship with their
CIs cannot be ignored. In other words, the exemplary students were not exemplary because
they had good mentors, they had good mentors because they were exemplary.
The exemplary student also engaged in reflective practice, which is a characteristic
of being resilient (Klein, Delany, Fischer, Smallwood, & Trumble, 2017; Robertson, Elliott,
Burton, Iversen, & Murchie, 2016). Reflective practice has been touted as essential to the
development of healthcare practitioners in all stages of their career from student to
practicing clinician. Through the cyclical process of reflection, students gain insight and
understanding of their experiences, thoughts and actions and develop knowledge that can
be used in future situations (Bandura 1986). This allows clinicians to expand their
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knowledge, improve their clinical competence, and positively impact patient care (Caldwell
& Grobbel, 2013). Engaging in reflection also allows a student to separate emotion from
performing an honest self-assessment or from receiving feedback from someone else that
may hurt their self-esteem (Perrella, 2017). Maggie said it best when she stated “I just
didn t take it to heart… I want to learn more while I m here and be the best that I can be as
a student at this moment.” Feedback was an essential component of the exemplary
students’ clinical experience. They expressed the need for feedback to help them clearly
understand what expectations they were meeting, what mistakes they were making, and to
plan for future performance by engaging in reflective practice.
Another aspect of being resilient is acknowledging the importance of self-care. Selfcare is the deliberate practice of activities to maintain one’s health and well-being (Grafton
& Coyne, 2012). Self-care turn the practitioner's attention from caring for the patient to
caring for one’s own biopsychosocial wellbeing which can in turn help enhance selfawareness, self-efficacy, confidence, and foster a sense of purpose and meaning (Grafton &
Coyne, 2012). The demands placed on health care professionals, including graduate level
trainees, can make it difficult to make self-care a priority. Productivity demands,
documentation requirements, work related musculoskeletal injury (APTA, 2019; Campo,
Weiser, & Koenig, 2009) and student loan debt all add to the stress felt by students and
clinicians alike and have been associate with burnout (APTA, 2019).
Although the research regarding self-care practices among physical therapist
students and practitioners is lacking, nursing literature reports that the majority of nursing
students engage in some form of exercise to manage stress and promote their health. To a
lesser extent nursing students found that a balanced diet, adequate sleep, staying hydrated
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and using complimentary therapies such as massage therapy, chiropractic care, and
acupuncture helped manage their stress (Chow & Kalischuk, 2008; Portoghese et al., 2014).
At the foundation of the exemplary students’ resiliency was their ability to care for
themselves, be reflective, and develop meaningful relationships. They respected their
patients, their CIs, and other members of the healthcare team. The exemplary students also
respected themselves enough to know that they needed to find a balance between work
and their personal life to support their mental and emotional health. Their self-directed
compassion was not entirely self-serving, however. They realized that in order to fulfill
their role as a healthcare provider and serve others, they needed to be cared for as well. In
addition to the participants statements, field notes also revealed the participants’ overall
sense of enthusiasm, positivity, honesty and compassion that exuded from the students,
which fostered the ability to be reflective (Cooley & Larson, 2018; Mantzourani, Desselle,
Le, Lonie, & Lucas, 2019). The positive relationships they described provided them with the
advice, guidance, and emotional support they needed to engage in self-reflection and
cultivate their professional identity. Being reflective, engaging in self-care and cultivating
positive relationships are valuable skills needed to confront challenges, overcome setbacks
and move forward in endeavors and are the foundation of being resilient (Finley, 2018).

Growth mindset.
The exemplary students spoke about wanting to be challenged and explore new and
interesting opportunities. Although they knew they would made mistakes, they realized
that making mistakes was part of the learning process and they continue to work at
developing their clinical skills. They had a positive sense of self-efficacy. As Bandura and
Locke state:
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“It is partly on the basis of efficacy beliefs that people choose what challenges to
undertake, how much effort to expend in the endeavor, how long to persevere in the face of
obstacles and failures, and whether failures are motivating or demoralizing (Albert
Bandura & Locke, 2003).”

During the interviews, the participants acknowledged that they will eventually be
able to achieve their goals even if they couldn’t in the present moment, which allowed them
to preserver in the face of difficulties. They exhibit a growth mindset. A growth mindset is
the belief that intelligence and skill are not fixed and with perseverance and experience one
can change and grow (Dweck, 2006). Individuals that demonstrate a growth mindset view
challenges as a necessary part of the learning process. When faced with failure, they figure
out another way to accomplish their goal rather than retreat in defeat (Dweck, 2006; Ng,
2018). Conversely, those with a fixed mindset believe that ability is static and cannot be
changed. They do not equate effort with success because being “good” at something is
related to fixed traits one is born with, leading to the notion that failure is related to lack of
ability (Barone, 2013; Dweck, 2006; Klein et al., 2017). There is evidence to suggest that
those with self-doubt or low self–efficacy give up prematurely or may not take the chance
to try a new task, whereas those who have a strong belief in their capabilities will exhibit
greater effort to master a challenging skill (Albert Bandura & Locke, 2003; Dweck, 2006).
A fixed mindset can inhibit the desire for feedback, especially when a task is
difficult. Inappropriate responses to feedback and failure to take responsibility are
indicators of poor behaviors that may cause a CI to question the clinical competence of a PT
student (Hayes, Huber, Rogers, & Sanders, 1999). The desire to preserve self-image and ego
can influence a student's willingness to received feedback, particularly negative feedback,
and can become a barrier to learning and growth, particularly in lower performing
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students (Bok et al., 2013). Those with a growth mindset, however, view ability as
something that can be acquired with effort, practice and learning from setbacks. Making a
mistake or failure is view as an opportunity to learn and improve which can motivate one
to seek feedback (Barone, 2013; Klein et al., 2017). Feedback is related to the core value of
“excellence” and has been deemed a critical component of healthcare education, yet it is not
always provided or, when given, it is not always well received (Branch & Paranjape, 2002).
The core value of “excellence” requires physical therapists to appreciate and seek feedback,
learn from mistakes, and welcome challenges so they can “consistently uses current
knowledge and theory while understanding personal limits, integrates judgment and the
patient/client perspective, embraces advancement, challenges mediocrity, and works
toward development of new knowledge (American Physical Therapy Association, 2003).”
The exemplary students repeatedly mentioned the importance of feedback and many
specifically spoke of wanting to know what they were doing wrong so they can fix it and
improve their performance. They did not shy away from negative feedback and they did
not worry about bruised egos. The exemplary students exuded the characteristics of a
growth mindset.
Table 5.2 summaries the qualities of those with a growth mindset versus a fixed
mindset (Cooley & Larson, 2018). The characteristics of a growth mindset are clearly
comparable to the characteristics of the exemplary PT student discovered in this
dissertation including being adaptable, seeking feedback, and valuing challenges.
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Growth Mindset

The exemplary
student

Fixed Mindset

Attitudes
towards
learning

Pursue challenges
Value effort
Believe mistakes
and effort are
critical to learning

Embracing
challenges and
seeking
opportunities
Being Reflective in
clinical practice

Feels “Smart” when
education comes
easily
Avoid looking foolish
or unlearned
Worry about making
mistakes
Will sacrifice learning
if it risks showing
deficiencies

Responding
to feedback

Eagerly seek out
formative feedback
Quickly implement
feedback received

Being receptive to
and seeking
feedback

Becomes
discouraged and
defensive about
constructive
feedback
Most likely to cheat
and lie about grades
and performance

Responding
to setback

Demonstrate
resilience to
setbacks
Believe setbacks
are part of the
learning process
Employ adaptive
studying methods
Adapt to increasing
challenges

Being adaptable
Being reflective in
clinical practice
Embracing
Challenges and
seeking
opportunities

Gives up easily
Believes setbacks are
indictments of self
Assume that setbacks
signal low ability and
low intelligence
Makes excuses and
blames others
Avoid similar
course/situations in
the future
Table 5.2 Common Traits of Those with a Fixed Mindset and Growth Mindset Compared to the
Traits of the Exemplary student
Note: Adapted from Promoting a gro th mindset in pharmac educators and students, b Coole JH and
Larson A, 2018, Currents in Pharmacy Teaching and Learning,10, 676. (Permission granted 7/27/2019)

Summary.
The results of this study on the exemplary student describe someone with a growth
mindset who seeks opportunities to mature as a clinician, is resilient in the face of
challenges, and is internally motivated to serve others. Consistent with the research on
high performing students in CE, the exemplary student reported that clinical tasks gave
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them a sense of satisfaction and clinical outcomes were personally important to them (de
Jong, Favier, van der Vleuten, & Bok, 2017). They also described the ability to empathize,
which has been associated with higher ratings in clinical competence (Hojat et al., 2002).
Exemplary students are vocal about their learning needs and seek feedback, which requires
risk taking, emotional stability, and maturity (Perrella, 2017). They freely accept and utilize
feedback and demonstrate resiliency in the face of criticism that has the potential to injure
the ego (Bok et al., 2013; de Jong et al., 2017; Perrella, 2017).
As the landscape of healthcare changes, physical therapy practitioners are expected
to take on additional responsibilities, serve as a primary care provider, tackle complex
problems, and keep up with productivity demands, all while maintaining excellence in
patient care. It is not enough that new graduates have the habits of head (knowledge), and
the habits of hand (skills). They need to demonstrate the qualities of the exemplary
student and have habits of heart that will provide them with the foundation to sustain a
fulfilling career in healthcare and a commitment to the profession and the patients they
serve (Finley, 2018; Shulman, 2005).

Implications
Implications for admissions.
The admissions process of any professional healthcare program is designed to
identify those students who will be successful both academically and clinically. Those
charged with determining eligibility for admissions have an ethical duty to ensure those
who enter into a healthcare program will become competent member of the healthcare
team and contribute to the well-being of their patients. The qualities of a valuable member
of the healthcare team span beyond that of academic knowledge and include non-cognitive
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skills such as the abilities to communication well, show empathy, demonstrate respect; it
would be reasonable to expect that non-cognitive skills are incorporated into the
admissions process.
It is well established that academic achievement does not predict clinical
performance (Agahi et al., 2018; Edgar, Mercer, & Hamer, 2014; Ingrassia, 2016), and
clinical performance is not correlated with academic achievement (Galleher et al., 2012). In
recent years, the gauge of an applicant’s readiness for admission into a professional
program in healthcare has shifted from focusing on GPA and standardized test scores to
giving equal weight to non-academic skills. It is unclear, however, what non-academic
skills are important to measure and how well they predict clinical performance (Koenig et
al., 2013; Patterson et al., 2016). The Association of American Medical Colleges (AAMC)
(Koenig et al., 2013) conducted an extensive investigation on medicals school admissions
and the identification and assessment of “core personal competencies” of medical school
applicants. They performed medical school site visits, interviewed admissions and
academic affairs officers, consulted with constituents of the AAMC, and administered
surveys in order to determine core personal competencies necessary for medical students.
The final list of personal competencies included: ethical responsibility to self and others;
reliability and dependability; service orientation; social skills; capacity for improvement;
resilience and adaptability; cultural competence; oral communication; and teamwork. The
next step of the project was to evaluate the tools used to assess personal competencies. The
group did not find enough evidence in the literature to provide a definitive
recommendation on the best tools to assess personal competencies, but they did suggest
that the situational judgement test, standardized evaluation of performance and
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accomplishment records are promising instruments that may prove to be valuable in the
application process (Koenig et al., 2013).
This study investigated the traits of students who were exemplary in the clinical
component of their entry-level training. The 26 participants represent the highest caliber of
students in the United States who share the same individual characteristics that have been
associated with successful people (Albert Bandura, 1991; Dweck, 2006) as well as the nine
core personal competencies identified by the AAMC. The data of this study suggests that the
participants possessed these qualities before entering a professional physical therapy
program. The findings of this study can serve as a framework from which to build
admissions criteria. At admissions, it would be prudent to identify these students who are
ready for the academic and clinical rigors of a professional physical therapy program and
live up to the core values of the profession.

Implications for academic curricular development.
Exemplary students exhibit qualities that allow them to succeed in clinical education and
provide patient centered care. As seen in the results of this study, the participants have
demonstrated skills in adaptability and self-care, and they maintain positive relationships
with their CIs, the patients, other members of the healthcare team as well as with their
friends and family. They have a positive outlook on their clinical training even when faced
with difficult challenges. This allows them to provide empathetic care, which as a result has
an impact on the patient experience. These are qualities that reflect resiliency and have
been shown to reduce the incidence of burnout in physical therapy students (Williams et
al., 2018).
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The Institute for Healthcare Improvement is a private organization whose vision is
to see that “everyone has the best care and health possible.” As part of the vision, they
developed the Triple Aim, which has three main goals: trying improve the patient care
experience, improve the health of a population, and reduce per capita health care costs
(Institute for Healthcare Improvement, 2019). As healthcare providers adopt this
framework, what has been observed is that the experience of the healthcare worker has
suffered in the process of trying to achieve the triple aim. Healthcare workers are reporting
higher rates of job dissatisfaction, stress, and burnout due to increased demands, especially
in the area of administrative responsibilities (Bodenheimer & Sinsky, 2014; Campo et al.,
2009; Kuhn & Flanagan, 2017). It has been suggested that a forth aim be added to this
framework focusing on care team well-being (Bodenheimer & Sinsky, 2014). The
argument is that if healthcare providers are dissatisfied with their jobs, patient care suffers,
errors are made, and the cost of providing care increases. The care of the healthcare
worker must be considered as important as improving patient care and reducing cost.
When taken together, the qualities exhibited by the exemplary student make up the
behaviors related to being resilient and having a growth mindset. The average student may
not enter into professional physical therapy programs with the skills of the exemplary
students, but there is evidence to support the notion that these skills can be learned
(Barone, 2013; Dweck, 2006; Klein et al., 2017; Sirriyeh, Lawton, Gardner, & Armitage,
2010). As educators, we need to prepare our students for the demands of the workforce.
This goes beyond ensuring students have the technical skills needed to perform their jobs.
Professional healthcare programs must include training on how to deal with stress and
making errors in school as well as in the workplace. Educators can teach students how to
be adaptable, learn from errors and practice self-care though resiliency training. This can
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be implemented at any stage of their education including undergraduate, graduate, and
residency education (Kreitzer & Klatt, 2017). Providing this training at the educational
level of healthcare professionals has the potential to decelerate the rate of burnout as they
enter the healthcare system by giving them the tools to manage adversity in the workplace.
The literature on resiliency training among physicians indicates that this type of training
results in clinically meaningful reductions in burnout (West, Dyrbye, Erwin, & Shanafelt,
2016), although the literature in other health professional training, including physical
therapy, is not as robust and needs further investigation (Sanderson & Brewer, 2017).
Professional programs can also play a key role in developing and supporting a
growth mindset culture and inform how feedback can be provided to trainees especially
after errors are made. Mistakes are necessary evils in learning, and students should have
ample opportunity to make errors, receive valuable feedback and learn from these errors
in a controlled, safe environments. Simulated patient encounters could be an opportunity
to provide student with this kind of feedback. During a clinical experience, the level of risk
increases making the situation more challenging for students, yet it can still be a supportive
environment with regular opportunities for shared learning experiences for the student
and the CI (Cooley & Larson, 2018; Klein et al., 2017). In order to support student growth in
healthcare training, students, faculty and CIs should have an understanding that feedback
occurs within a “safe space,” free of comparison to the performance of peers. Unfortunately,
feedback will always carry with it some level of judgment that students will need to
manage (Dutton & Ough Sellheim, 2017).
The strategies that have been show to foster a growth mindset and resiliency can
also encourage internal motivation in students. Orsini et al. (Orsini, Evans, & Jerez, 2015)
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conducted a systematic review of strategies to foster students’ self-determination. The
authors suggest educators employ a “human centered” teaching style. This includes giving
positive and constructive feedback, providing optimal challenges, promoting active
participation, providing different learning approaches, respecting students, and giving
emotional support. This is in line with National Study of Excellence and Innovation in
Physical Therapist Education (Jensen, Nordstrom, et al., 2017) that proposed a learner
centered approach to excellence in PT education. This means putting a focus on the learner
within the teaching-learning environment, rather than on the teacher and what is being
taught. Educators have an obligation to prepare students to be successful in the classroom
as well as in clinical education and to help them develop strategies necessary to sustain
their passion for patient care while continuing to be competent practitioners and
accountable to the public they serve (Finley, 2018; Orsini et al., 2016).

Recommendation for Future Research
This study investigated the lived experience of exemplary PT students in clinical education.
The data collected was garnished directly from interviews with exemplary PT students.
This limits any inference that can be made about how these students may differ from other
students enrolled in a professional physical therapy program. A study aimed at examining
the experience of students who struggle in CE would provide a valuable comparison to that
of the exemplary student and can help answer the question; “is the lived experience of
exemplary students different from that of students who struggle in CE and, if so, how?”
Having this information can assist academic faculty in recognizing the challenges faced by
those students who struggle earlier on in their training, which can then help faculty
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develop an appropriate remediation plan to target those particular challenges before
entering clinical education and ensure readiness for patient care.
Repeating the study with exemplary students from different health science
programs can give us a broader understanding of what it means to be exemplary. Are these
experiences and characteristics shared across different disciplines? Gaining an
understanding of the exemplary students in health science programs as a broader group
can provide a framework for a professional development curriculum that is applicable to
any training program aimed at patient care. Using a professional development curriculum
that is not discipline specific but is targeted at cultivating the skilled and characteristics of
the exemplary student has the potential to improve interprofessional relationships in the
clinic and ultimately lead to better patient care.
Finally, if we consider the suggestion that these students centered a physical
therapy program already having a foundation in some of these traits, it can be assumed that
these exemplary students will continue to be exemplary clinicians after they graduate and
enter into the profession by engaging in various continuing education opportunities,
advancing their careers to become supervisors and/or taking on leadership roles within
local and national professional organizations. The findings of an unpublished dissertation
of the lived experience of novice physical therapist professionals who engage in volunteer
leadership positions have some resemblance to the current study’s findings. Bordenave et
al. (2015) found that the professionals she interviewed had internal drive and passion
similar to the exemplary student’s desire to serve. The participants from each study had an
appreciation for opportunities to gain skills and knowledge even if they were not
completely confident at the time. Bordenave also noted that her participants engaging in
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leadership positions prior to and in PT school which echoes the themes using past
experiences to inform current practice found in the current study (Bordenave, 2015). It
would be interesting to conduct a longitudinal qualitative study and follow up with the
exemplary students at regular intervals during their career to continue to understand their
experience as clinicians. Do they continue to have the same mindset and approach to being
a physical therapist or do their characteristics change over time? Where does their career
take them? Do they assume leadership roles at their job or within professional
organizations? The interview guide used for this study cab be adopted to reflect their
professional practice. For example, instead of asking them to describe their relationship
with their CI, they can discuss their relationship with colleagues, supervisors or
subordinates.

Limitations and Delimitations
Limitations that could influence the results of this study include researcher bias, the
inexperience of the researcher, interviewing only PT students, limited representation of
certain minority groups, and the member check response rate.
The investigator has extensive experience as a DCE in physical therapy education.
This may be an asset to the research process because the investigator has a deep
understanding of CE. The investigator may identify opportunities for probing questions
based on the interviewees’ responses, which can lead to more robust data. Conversely, this
experience can lead to bias and create a barrier to the discovery of knowledge that is
contrary to the investigators preconceived notions. To counter this, the investigator
explicitly expressed her personal experience and biases before the commencement of the
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study. This can be found in Chapter

in the section labeled “Researcher Reflection:

Positionality as a Director of Clinical Education.” The investigator also maintained a journal
in the form of field notes throughout the study to allow her to continue to explore biases as
data is collected. Peer reviewing was also used to minimize bias introduced by the
investigator.
A peer review process was used to help identify biases imposed by the researcher,
audit the transcripts, and provide feedback on the development of themes. The members of
the dissertation committee included faculty members with experience in CE. The chair of
the committee is an expert in qualitative research design and analysis. The investigator
consulted with her committee during the research design phase as well as the data
collection and analysis phases. These experts helped identify biases imposed by the
researcher, audit the transcripts, and provide feedback on the development of themes
(Richards & Morse, 2013).
The researcher’s limited experience as a qualitative researcher could also pose an
undue influence on this study. She was a novice at conducting one-on-one interviews and
analyzing large data sets such as the one collected for this study. Two pilot interviews were
conducted prior to data collection. The pilot interviews gave the researcher a change to
practice her interviewing skills and receive feedback. The interviews were reviewed by the
Dissertation Committee Chair who is an expert in qualitative research. Through her review
of the interviews, the chair provided the investigator with valuable feedback. Moments
were identified in the pilot interview when the investigator could have probed further or
the wording of the questions could have been clearer. This feedback prepared the
investigator for the real interviews and minimize novice mistakes.
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Credibility of the data can also be impacted by the relationship between the
researcher and the student participants. The researcher is a faculty member and served as
a DCE, creating a potential power gradient between herself and the student participant
despite the fact that they were not students of the investigator. Gaining an appreciation for
the lived experience of a particular group relies on self-report. There are inherent
limitations, however, embedded in the self-report of experiences due to biases or wanting
to meeting the expectation of the researcher. By virtue of being designated as exemplary,
the participants may have felt like they have to fit a preconceived notion of what exemplary
mean rather than be honest about their experience. To help minimize this, the participants
were explicitly told that the purpose of the interview was to hear about their authentic
experience which can include both positive and negative experiences. They were reassured
that nothing their said would be shared with their academic institution or their employers
and all names will be replaced with pseudonyms. The interviews were also conducted at a
time convenient for the participants at a location of his/her choice where they have access
to a computer. This was to avoid the participants from feeling inconvenienced or rushed, so
the investigator could spend sufficient time with the participant to get a full understanding
of the phenomenon of interest (Saldana, 2011). During the interviews the investigator did
not get the impression students were reluctant to share their experiences. On the contrary,
students seemed very willing to speak to the investigator and generally demonstrated an
open, relaxed posture. By virtue of agreeing to be a part of the study that involved being
interviewed, it would be unlikely that the participants had intentions of being less than
candid.
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The data source for this study was limited to physical therapist students. Although
the aim of this study was to understand the lived experience of the exemplary student, the
inclusion of the CI and/or DCE perceptions could have enhanced the results and credibility
of the findings. Using multiple sources of information allows for the comparison of data
also known as triangulation. Triangulation allows for a broader understanding of the
phenomenon by looking at different perspectives, which may either support each other or
provide a source of discourse (Carter, Bryant-Lukosius, DiCenso, Blythe, & Neville, 2014). It
is unclear if the addition of the CI and/or DCE perspective would have completely
supported the findings or revealed a unique perspective of the phenomenon. Future
research on this topic can include interviewing the CI and the DCE of the exemplary student
which could then be compared to the results of this study.
Another limitation of this study is that there was no representation of students who
identified as Hispanic, Asian, American Indian, Alaskan Native, Native Hawaiian or other
Pacific Islander. This may not have greatly influenced the results of the study considering
these racial categories are a small percentage of the student population at large, but their
absence limits the opportunity for cultural values and beliefs to be a factor associated with
being an exemplary student. It is also important to note that the participants in this study
closely resembles the demographics of the population of physical therapist students in the
country at the time the study was conducted.
The member check conducted to support the trustworthiness of the findings of this
study included nine of the 26 participants. The research made three separate attempts to
contact each participant via email. Seven of the participants provided school email
addresses that were active after the participants graduated. Attempts were made to
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precure their current email addresses from their academic institution. Despite multiple
attempts to contact the participants, ten responded to the request and completed the
member check. Losing participants to follow up is an inherent limitation associated with
member checks (Birt et al., 2016). In this case, all of feedback provided by the ten
participants supported the researcher’s analysis. However, the current response leaves
room to question if the remaining 16 participants agreed with the findings.
Summary
The purpose of this qualitative study was to understand the lived experience of exemplary
PT students in clinical education. The study examined the reality of 26 exemplary students
from accredited programs across the United States. Building upon previous studies that
have identified ideal qualities of physical therapist students from the perspective of clinical
instructors and academic faculty, this study provided insight into the exemplary student’s
experience directly from the student themselves. Study participants provided rich
descriptions of their lived experience in clinical education which revealed nine themes with
one overarching theme.
While it is beyond the scope of this study to propose solutions to challenges that
currently confront physical therapy education, it is the author’s hope that the students’
voices represented in this dissertation will help physical therapy educators, including
clinical instructors and administrators, to reflect on current assumptions about students
and discuss how the finding of this study can inform admission, professional development
curricula, and student advisement services that will lead to student success within our
programs and beyond.
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Appendix A: IRB Approval

NOVA SOUTHEASTERN UNIVERSITY
Institutional Review Board
MEMORANDUM

To:

Laura Hagan

From:

Rose M Colon, PhD,
Center Representative, Institutional Review Board

Date:

August 7, 2018

Re:

IRB #: 2018-398; Title, “The Lived Experience of Exemplary Physical Therapist Students:
A Phenomenological Study”

I have reviewed the above-referenced research protocol at the center level. Based on the information
provided, I have determined that this study is exempt from further IRB review under 45 CFR 46.101(b) (
Exempt 2: Interviews, surveys, focus groups, observations of public behavior, and other similar
methodologies). You may proceed with your study as described to the IRB. As principal investigator,
you must adhere to the following requirements:
1)

CONSENT: If recruitment procedures include consent forms, they must be obtained in such a
manner that they are clearly understood by the subjects and the process affords subjects the
opportunity to ask questions, obtain detailed answers from those directly involved in the research,
and have sufficient time to consider their participation after they have been provided this
information. The subjects must be given a copy of the signed consent document, and a copy
must be placed in a secure file separate from de-identified participant information. Record of
informed consent must be retained for a minimum of three years from the conclusion of the study.

2)

ADVERSE EVENTS/UNANTICIPATED PROBLEMS: The principal investigator is required to
notify the IRB chair and me (954-262-5369 and Rose M Colon, PhD, respectively) of any adverse
reactions or unanticipated events that may develop as a result of this study. Reactions or events
may include, but are not limited to, injury, depression as a result of participation in the study, lifethreatening situation, death, or loss of confidentiality/anonymity of subject. Approval may be
withdrawn if the problem is serious.

3)

AMENDMENTS: Any changes in the study (e.g., procedures, number or types of subjects,
consent forms, investigators, etc.) must be approved by the IRB prior to implementation. Please
be advised that changes in a study may require further review depending on the nature of the
change. Please contact me with any questions regarding amendments or changes to your study.

The NSU IRB is in compliance with the requirements for the protection of human subjects prescribed in
Part 46 of Title 45 of the Code of Federal Regulations (45 CFR 46) revised June 18, 1991.
Cc:

Shari Rone Adams, PT
Rose M Colon, PhD
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Appendix B: Email to DCEs
Re: Invitation to participate in clinical education research study:
The Lived Experience of the Exemplary Physical Therapist Students in Clinical
Education: A Phenomenological Study

Dear _______________,
My name is Laura Hagan and I am a PhD student at Nova Southeastern University. I am
currently in the dissertation phase of my PhD, and I am conducting a research study
entitled: The Lived Experience of Exemplary Physical Therapist Student in Clinical Education:
A Phenomenological Study.

What I am requesting is for you is to help me identify exemplary PT students in
clinical education:

Think about your graduating or most recently graduated cohort and answer these
three questions:
If you could give only one student a recommendation based on their clinical
performance during clinical experiences, who would that student be?
If you had to consider only one student for a highly coveted, highly competitive clinical
placement, who would it be?
Who would you identify as a model student in clinical education?
Based on CPI Performance, did this student:
Consistently rate above the minimally required performance expectation on CPI Web
criteria (including professional practice and patient management skills) across clinical
experiences as evidenced by the comments in the CPI and feedback from CIs?
Consistently demonstrate professional behaviors consistent with the APTA's Physical
Therapy Core Values?
If you have a student that you think meets these criteria, please forward them the
invitation to join this study (See attached).
If they are interested or have any questions, direct them to contact me at the email
provided below.
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Student participation would involve a one-on-one interview via an Internet based
meeting program (i.e. zoom). The interview will last approximately 1-1.5 hours.
The student may also be asked to participate in an online focus group to provide
feedback on the data collected.
In return for their participation, they will be given a $50 amazon gift card.
Thank you so much for your time. Please contact me with any questions or concerns. I
look forward to hearing from you.
Study Summary:
The aim of this study is to understand the perspective of exemplary PT students in the clinical
education. In order to move towards a shared vision of best practice in physical therapist
Clinical Education (CE) there needs to be an understanding of how students approach
learning, construct knowledge, and what factors impact their clinical performance. This study
will highlight the experience of the exemplary PT students in CE because they have
demonstrated success beyond that of minimal expected standards in this learning
environment. Their performance serves as the gold standard of what we would want all PT
students to aim for in their clinical experiences. Understanding the CE experience from the
perspective of the exemplary students can provide valuable information in the development of
CE models for all students as the profession seeks best practice and a shared vision.

Sincerely,
Laura Hagan PT, DPT, MS
PhD Student, Nova Southeastern University
(718) 986-3892 (cell)
Laura.Hagan@Touro.edu
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Appendix C: Invitation to students to Participate in the Study
Department of Physical Therapy
Nova Southeastern University

PARTICIPANTS NEEDED FOR
RESEARCH IN CLINICAL EDUCATION
I am looking for volunteers to take part in a study of
Exceptional PT students in clinical education
You have been identified as an exceptional PT student in clinical education. The purpose of
this study is to gain an understanding of what it is like to be an exemplary physical
therapist student in clinical education.
As a participant in this study, you will take part in an interview using an Internet
based meeting service (i.e. zoom) so no travel is involved. You may also be asked to
participate in an online focus group to provide feedback on the data collected.
Your participation would involve 1-2 sessions, each of will last approximately 1 hour.
In appreciation for your time, you will receive a $50 amazon gift card.
For more information about this study, or to volunteer for this study,
please contact:
Laura Hagan PT, DPT, MS
Doctor of Philosophy in Physical Therapy Candidate at Nova Southeastern University,
718-986-3892 (Cell) Email: Laura.Hagan@Touro.edu
The study has been reviewed and approved by the
Research Ethics Review Board, Nova Southeastern University Dr. Pallavi Patel
College of Health Care Sciences
& The Touro College School of Health Sciences
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Appendix D: Informed Consent Form
Consent form for Participation in the Research Study Entitled: The Lived Experience of
Exemplary Physical Therapy Students in Clinical Education: A Phenomenological
Study

Funding Source: New York Physical Therapy Association
Principle Investigator:
Laura Hagan PT, DPT, MS
Doctor of Philosophy in Physical Therapy Candidate at Nova Southeastern University
718-986-3892
Laura.Hagan@Touro.edu

What is the purpose of this study?
You are being asked to participant in a study conducted by Laura Hagan, Doctor of
Philosophy in Physical Therapy Candidate at Nova Southeastern University, Fort
Lauderdale Fl. The purpose of this study is to gain an understanding of what it is like to be
an exemplary physical therapist student in clinical education. The results from this study
will fulfill the dissertation requirement for the primary investigator.

What will my role be as a subject in this study?
The duration and nature of the procedures associated with participation, and which, if any,
procedures are experimental.
Participants will be asked to participate in semi-structured one-on-one, interviews using an
online meeting platform. The interviews will be audio recorded to capture the exact words
used by the participants and enhance the accuracy of the data collection process. The
interview will be approximately 1 hour to an hour and thirty minutes.
Demographic data will also be collected from participants. This data will include age,
gender, ethnicity, and previous clinical experience before entering PT school, types of
clinical experiences during the DPT program, previous academic degrees, and GPA. This
information will be collected immediately before the interview using an online survey
service called Qualtrics.
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After all of the interviews have been conducted and the data analyzed, all participants will
be invited to participate in a member check panel. Those that agree to participate will
asked to review the investigators preliminary interpretation of the interviews and provide
their feedback. The member check will be conducted in a group format using an online
meeting platform allowing each participant to listen to and respond to the other
participants. The member check will be approximately one hour long.

Are there any risks involved in being a participant in this study?
There is minimal risk involved in this study. Some foreseeable risks include: data breeches
of the audio recordings or transcriptions, provocation of anxiety or discomfort due to
topics brought up in the interview, or others students sharing information outside of the
follow-up group interview. You have the right to end your participation in the study at any
point for any reason without and explanation to the investigator. There are no
repercussions for ending your participation in the study.

Are there any benefits to being a participant in this study? Will it cost me anything?
A $50 amazon gift card will be given to those who complete the interview portion of the
study. There is no cost associated with your participation in the study.

How will my information be kept private?
All data including, but not limited to, recordings, transcripts, notes, and journals be saved
on the investigator’s personal computer. All files will be password protected and will only
be accessed by the investigator. Any data that is not in electronic format will be stored in a
locked cabinet in the investigator’s office. Participant names will not be used to label the
data. Each participant will be given a pseudonym to protect this or her identity. The
transcription service uses secured web servers being and all of their transcribers sign
nondisclosure agreements.
You can contact Laura Hagan at 718-986-3892 or Laura.Hagan@Touro.edu with any
questions related to this study or your rights as a participant.
Participation in this study is completely voluntary and you have the right to refuse to
answer any questions asked by the researcher or drop out of the study at any time without
reason. You also have the right to modify or retract any statement made during the
interview or after. Please note that after the dissertation has been written, however,
statements cannot be retracted.
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CONTACT INFORMATION
If you have questions at any time about this study, or you experience adverse effects as the
result of participating in this study, you may contact the researcher whose contact
information is provided on the first page. If you have questions regarding your rights as a
research participant, or if problems arise which you do not feel you can discuss with the
Primary Investigator, please contact the Institutional Review Board at wsmith2@nova.edu

CONSENT
I have read and I understand the provided information and have had the opportunity to ask
questions. I understand that my participation is voluntary and that I am free to withdraw at
any time, without giving a reason and without cost. I understand that I will be given a copy
of this consent form. I voluntarily agree to take part in this study.

Participant's signature ______________________________ Date __________

Investigator's signature _____________________________ Date __________
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Appendix E: Demographic Survey
The following survey has been exported form on online survey tool (Qualtrics)

Q1 What is your current age?
________________________________________________________________

Q2 What is your current overall GPA or GPA at graduation?
________________________________________________________________

Q3 What gender do you identify with?
o Male (1)
o Female (2)
o Other (3)

Q4 What is your ethnic origin?
o Hispanic or Latino (1)
o non-Hispanic or Latino (2)

Q5 What race do you identify with?
o American Indian or Alaskan Native (1)
o Asia (2)
o Black or African American (3)
o Native Hawaiian or other Pacific Islander (4)
o White (5)
o Other (6)
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Q6 What is your highest degree earned prior to entering your DPT program?
o Associates (1)
o Bachelors (2)
o Masters (3)
o PhD (4)
o EdD (5)
o Other, please specify (6) ________________________________________________
o I did not have a degree prior to entering PT school (7)

Skip To: Q8 If What is your highest degree earned prior to entering your DPT program? = I
did not have a degree prior to entering PT school

Q7 What area of study was your degree in? (i.e. Biology, Massage Therapy, etc.)

Q8 What clinical encounters did you have prior to PT School? (Check all that apply)
o Volunteer experience required for entry into PT school (1)
o Paid, non-clinical, position in a physical therapy clinic (2)
o Paid, non-clinical, position in a health care facility not related to physical therapy (3)
o Paid, clinical position in a physical therapy clinic (4)
o Paid, clinical position in a health care facility not related to physical therapy (5)

Q9 What setting(s) were your clinical experience(s) in? Click all that apply
o Acute care hospital (1)
o Health system or hospital-based outpatient facility or clinic (2)
o Private outpatient office or group practice (3)
o Skilled Nursing Facility (SNF)/Long Term Care Patient's home/home care (4)
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o School system (preschool/primary/secondary) Academic institution (post-secondary)
(5)
o Health and wellness facility (6)
o Research center (7)
o Industry (8)
o Inpatient Rehab Facility (IRF) (9)
o Other (please specify) (10)
End of Block: Default Question Block
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Appendix F: Interview Guide
Hello, my name is Laura Hagan and I am a PhD candidate in the physical therapy
program at Nova Southeastern University. For my dissertation, I am interested in
investigating the lived experience of exemplary PT students in clinical education.
I have asked you to take part in this study because you have been identified as an exemplary
student by your DCE. By being here and taking part of this interview, you have consented to
being a participant in this study and to be video recorded. All recordings and notes taken by
the researcher will remain confidential and will be password protected. Participant names
will not be included in the data analysis or in the final report.
My role in the interview is to guide the discussion. I am here to listen to you talk about
your experience as a student in clinical education. Please be honest. I am here to learn from
you and your accounts as a PT student. Please do not tell me what you think you want me to
hear. I am interested in your perspective, which may include both positive and negative
experiences. Remember that nothing said here will be reported back to your institution or
clinical site and will have no impact on your standing as a student in your institution. Do you
have any questions before we start?

Grand tour (predetermined)
Interviewer: your DCE has identified you as an exemplary student. I am interested in learning
more about the exemplary student experience in clinical education.
·

Tell me about your experience in the clinic during your last experience

·

What does being exemplary mean to you? How would you define that?

Semi-structured Focused questions (pre-determined)
The student Role
·

Describe your role as a student in a clinical experience.

·

Describe your role in the CI/Student relationship.
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Perception of their Performance
·

How did you view your performance during your clinical experiences?

· Why do you think you were identified for this study? What makes you exemplary? Can
you talk about that?
· How did you come to that conclusion? What information allowed you to make that
judgment?

Challenges in the Clinic
· Did you experience any challenges with your CI during a clinical experience? If so, can
you tell me more about it? What happened? Did it get resolved? How?
· Did you experience any patient challenges during a clinical experience? If so, can you
tell me more about it? What happened? Did it get resolved?

Learning in the Clinic
·

Can you describe a situation when learning occurred in the clinic?

· Do you feel that you have an approach to learning during a clinical experience? Can you
describe it for me?
·

Is there a motivating factor that drives your performance in the clinic? If so, what is it?

· Did your experience in clinical education prepare you for entry-level practice? If so, can
you explain how?

Final Question
·

What else would you like to mention that we have not yet discussed?
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Appendix G: Interview/Data Collection Field Notes
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Appendix H: Coding Field Notes
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Appendix I: Member Check Cover Letter

First, I want to thank you for being a part of my study. I value your participation and know
that I could have never completed this project without you. For that I are incredibly
grateful.
Second, I want to make sure what you reported in your interview regarding your
experience in clinical education is represented in my qualitative analysis (this is referred to
as a member check). Although everyone had their own individual experience, there were
common themes that emerged from the interview data. Attached you will find a list themes
that emerged from the interviews along with a description of each theme, quotes taken
directly from the interviews, and a visual depiction of the analysis. Please note that all of
the names have been changed to protect the anonymity of each participant.
What I am asking you to do is read through the results and let me know if your
experience is represented in my analysis. Does this sound like your experience in
clinical education? Do you think the themes represent the exemplary student? Is there
anything that you disagree with? Do you have feedback or additional thoughts to add to the
analysis? What do you think of the visual representation of the data? Do you think the
visual reflects your experience?
There are a few things that I would like you to comment on specifically:
The title of the last theme is “Ready to be my own PT”. What do you think of that
title? Do you think it adequately represents the theme? Do you have any suggestions
for an alternate title?
What are your thoughts on the theme “Being reflective”? Do you feel that you were
reflective during your clinical experiences? If so, how?
You can participate in this member check in two ways:
1. Send an email by Monday July 29th to let me know what you think. Feel free to
type directly on this document and send it back to me with your feedback or you can
write your response in the body of your email.
2. Participant in a focus group with other participants to discuss the findings.
The focus groups will be conducted using an online meeting room on Monday July
29th at 7pm (EST) and Tuesday July 30th at 10am (EST). I expect the focus group
to last no longer than an hour. If you are interested in participating please email me
and I will send you the link.
Thank you again! I look forward to your response.
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Appendix J-: Audit Process
Based on the work of Edwards S. Halpern (as cited in Lincoln & Guba, 1985, p. 319-327)
The following audit process has been discussed and agreed upon by the auditor (Dr.
Melissa Tovin, Dissertation Chair) and the auditee (Laura Hagan, Doctoral Candidate).

The Audit Trail Documents
The following records were included as part of the audit trail
The research proposal
Reflections on the investigator’s intentions and expectations of the study
Interview guide
Pilot interview results
Transcriptions
Audio/video recordings
Process for selecting peer debriefer, member checkers, auditor
Analysis product: codes and themes
Personal reflections and field notes
Trustworthy notes including peer debriefing interactions, member check interactions
Methodological notes including decision making procedures, explanation of analytical
strategy
Findings and conclusions
Final report
The Audit Process Events
1.

Pre-Entry (Accomplished (Conducted from 4/2017-7/2018)
Auditor and auditee meet to develop and agree upon audit trail
Auditor becomes oriented to the study

2.

Auditability Phase (Conducted from 4/2017- 8/2019)
Auditor becomes familiar with the study based on the audit trail presented by the
auditee
Identify the research question, methods, and theoretical framework
Determine if the audit trail if sufficiently support the study
o Completeness of the audit (Are the components of the audit trail present?)
o Comprehensibility (Does it make sense?)
o Made modification as needed
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3.

Formal Agreement (established 7/2018)
Establish timeline, goals, roles, and format
Logistics of the audit including time and place
Determine product outcomes

4.

Trustworthy Phase (Conducted from 1/2019- 8/2019)
Determine if findings are grounded in the data
Determine if inferences are logical and trace them back to the raw data
Assess degree of bias
Determine if interpretations are credible by reviewing strategies: thick description,
pilot interviews, member checks and peer debriefing

5.

Closure Phase (7/2019-10/2019)
Present findings and assess for accuracy
Assess adherence to audit agreement
Modify report as appropriate
Write final report and complete agreement
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Appendix K: Additional Exemplars
Desire to serve

Cathy “But just seeing really quality patients in our
care, that is, one-on-one exercise skilled treatment but
not a factory running people in and out, that's something
that is just really focused on the benefit of our patients
and not really in it for monetary gain. I mean, obviously,
we have to make a living. We have to do what we got to
do, do that. But I think, for our profession, a lot of us did
get in it to help people. But I think it's definitely, for me,
more so about that-- and more so about being about other
people, and what they need, and what they want. So I
think that, yeah, just in our profession, just not being selfcentered, not being selfish, not doing it for really selfish
reasons, but more so focusing on the outside and what
others want and need, so. “
Cathy “I just love people. I have a passion for people. I
want to see people in their worst days become better, and
I want to help draw that out of them, whether that
through therapy, or if that's through even just talking to
somebody during their treatment session, or just being
willing to kind of cross those doors, or open up certain
can of worms that most people aren't willing to take
the time to do.... And I think my motivation really just
comes from getting to know people, building
relationships... just building relationships with others and
just giving them the services, I can provide to hopefully
make them the best that they can be, at that point.”
Anthony “the most rewarding days of that entire clinical
experience was being one-on-one with two kids postspinal cord injury, really, for two hours each in a pool.
Both of them, gunshot wounds to the spine. And just
getting a chance to be creative, make a kid laugh, work
with him, and-- I mean, I love geriatrics. That's where I
feel most passionate about. However, if you ever gave me
a chance to work with spinal cord injury, especially from
younger people, oh my gosh. I don't care. If you make 1
person out of 100 even a smidgen better, it's the most
rewarding feeling in the world. I've never done illicit
drugs. This is on recording, right [laughter]? But I think
that's the most addictive drug there is, is really making a
difference, a substantial difference, in someone's life. It's
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a drug that I can't get enough of. So, for the next 20 to 25
years, I hope I get to do it.”
(Amy) “And I know a lot of people could be very hard on
themselves, which I think sometimes could hinder your
experience and your performance, when you're very
worried about how you're doing personally. So, I think
when you kind of get past that or are less worried about
yourself performing and really just doing what works, I
think that also makes a world of different. So, I try to get
past myself and really get working towards the patients
and treating and learning, and I think that really made my
experience different. “
Patricia “New techniques come out, and I m always
willing to try something different, try something new.
Especially if people see results, find benefit from it. You're
in this career for the patient. You're not in it for yourself. I
mean, the reward is nice, being with patients, but really,
you're in there to help other people. So, if it's going to
help someone else, I m more than happy to learn and try.”
Chad “So just studying for the boards the last three
months, it was always like, okay, you hit the points where
it's like, "I just don't want to study today. I just don't want
to do it." And it's like, "What if a patient comes in with
whatever's on the next page in the book. What if
tomorrow I had an eval and this patient was coming in
with cellulitis. Like I should be familiar with that." I don't
want to study it right now, but I could build a lot of
patient rapport just from having an understanding of that
and I could have an easier time or a better time treating
that patient if I know everything that they're going
through.”
Sean “And actually, my current boss made a really good
point during the first time we ever met for coffee. He was
like, "The reason why I started my own business was
because I wanted to make an eternal impact on every
single patient that I see." And I was like, "Wow." That hit
me in my soul. That was a really, really big eye-opener for
me. Because before, I was like, "Yeah, I just want to make
sure that I treat everybody the way they should be
treated and do things the right way," which is not a bad
outlook to have by any means. But my motivation every
single day is, when a patient comes into PT, I don't want
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them to feel like I'm making them be there. I want them to
feel like, for this 40 minutes, you have every single bit of
my attention and you are the only thing that I'm worried
about for these 40 minutes. “
Sam “And I think the piece of that going above and
beyond is knowing what's expected of you but then doing
a little bit extra whether that's, let's say, you're at a
clinical experience and you're working with patients at
the end of the day...but there's a patient there that
showed up late. Rather than just pushing them off and
saying all right, that's all we've got today, stay, you're not
hurting anything, but making that patient-centered
experience giving that care...Or getting them backfitting a
prosthetic in and having them walk, I mean that's
extreme life-changing, right? So just being able to be
mobile for those people and they're darn near eternally
grateful for what you're doing...you really want to...get the
best results out of everybody and see that you're making
a positive difference in their life. That's one reason I got
into PT was just to serve others and make their lives
better...”
Cassidy “Actually, I would say I was surprised when I
got the email just because there are 70 students in my
class and to be chosen with 70 students in the class, I was
surprised just to read that. I guess I try really hard to be a
good student in clinical education. And I do my best, I try
to stay up to date on different schoolwork, different
research, and just provide good care to my patients, the
best way that I can.”
1. Being empathetic

Elizabeth “She s patient crying and I was like, I can t
even imagine how you feel right now. You probably feel
like we just ganged up on you. You're struggling. You're
not sure what's going on. You don't feel like you're getting
better. You're scared. So I can appreciate and understand
all of that." And I just said, "I did not mean to make you
feel that way at all and if I did, I sincerely apologize for
that, but this is what I did mean, and can we kind of work
through it and you tell me how you're feeling?"
Yocheved “It was just seeing the frustration in their
[patients'] eyes, I mean, and it just breaks my heart. Like
we're almost [their] last resort. They're like, "Why is this
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happening to me?" And I'm just like, "I don't know."
They're paying money and everything. They don't want to
be there. They're in pain and it was just-- like I said, it's
learning experience. It was a great learning experience
but like I said, it was more like I get really involved in
each case.”
(Ted “I wouldn t say as far as the treatment or the eval
itself. That wasn't the big thing. I think the bigger things
for me-- I do feel like I have a very compassionate heart
with patients. And I feel like the big thing for me is, there
are some people you can see it in their eyes, that you are
their last hope. And that's a significant amount of
pressure. So it's nothing about physical. I was like, "One
way or another we're going to find a way to stand."
Whether I've got to stairlift him and get him to standing.
Sometimes they can do it. Or whether we just get another
PT in here and do it that way. Which is what we ended up
doing. So that emotional aspect, wanting so badly to help
and being able to are totally different things.”
2. Being adaptable

Ted “Being flexible too. Flexibility is so important,
obviously. You're managing a caseload, to some extent.
You're working with a CI and the CI's license is on the line
for all the work that you're doing. So if they disagree with
something, I feel like it's really okay to voice why you're
doing the things that you're doing. It's important to do
that but at the end of the day you need to be flexible
knowing that all the decisions that the CI is making, or if a
CI steps in, it s not necessarily, You re doing this wrong.”
It’s, “My CI’s license is on the line if something bad
happens here.” Or, “Even if you’ve got it under control, if
I’m not
comfortable, it’s going to be hard for me to
be super trustworthy in the situation.” And that’s why
that’s huge for understanding kind of especially in this
one [clinical experience in acute care]. This one we had a
couple of disagreements and I’ve had that experience
with acute care. Super confident experience of stepping in
to doing things on my own. So, I think that was hard for
me to be so confident in that setting, and switch over and
be kind of take a step back and adapt to a different
personality. But that’s so important.”
Cathy “And yeah, just recognizing that you don t know
everything. I've heard some horror stories and that,
sometimes, students can overstep their boundaries and
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either downplay their CI or just not discussing
respectfully or just kind of, "Well, we didn't learn that in
school. That's not how we learned it." But instead, just
being more open to the way the CI does something, even
if you don't necessarily agree with it or think that it's best
practice, but you're willing to listen to their ideas and
reasonings behind why they do what they do. And then
you can also respectfully give your input and what you're
learning or what you think as well. I think that's kind of
the way the students should be.”
(Tracy) I think there's definitely a lot of variability in the
PT world. There's a ton of different ways to treat things.
There's a ton of different ways to diagnose people who
come in looking the same exact way. And so I think having
one way to do it is not really the right answer. I think in
this field as we're still learning - I think it's really
important to be able to learn from everyone and see both
what they have to offer and also to be able to kind of have
that clinical reasoning judgment to be like, "Not the
correct answer," but to build that toolbox I think is what's
really important.”

3. Being receptive to
and seeking feedback

Sam “You want to do well, have good feedback from
patients, office managers, people who are seeing kind of
your day-to-day interactions with people versus a
professor.”
Ted “And then there s patient feedback on top of that.
That's everything. I'd rather get good patient feedback
than almost good CI feedback [laughter]...everything
about it is uncomfortable or was uncomfortable. You're
[the patient is] away from home. You're in a bed that
doesn't belong to you. You're sharing a room with
another patient. This is probably not the best time of [the
patient's] life and if you [the patients] say, "Oh, that
wasn't that bad or that was comfortable." Or, "You really
helped make me feel comfortable with this." Or, "This
wasn't as bad--" Or any variation of that. That makes me
feel really good because this is not fun [for the patient]. It
stinks. So anything I can get on that or on that side,
whatever. That helps me to adjust and be better.”
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Emma “I learn best by feedback. Specifically, negative
feedback... I tell my instructors always, I don't mind being
called out mid-action if I'm doing something wrong, as
long as it's not going to make the patient uncomfortable.
But if I'm doing something and there's a better way to do
it, I learn better if you can just tell me while I'm doing it
so then I could fix while I'm doing it and then practice
that way "
(Terri) I really like feedback. It usually doesn't offend me.
There's sometimes where I'm like, "Ooh, okay." But for
the most part, I think I can take it and make it
constructive and know it's there to make me a better
physical therapist. So, I want all the feedback I can get.
4. Being reflective in
clinical practice

Sam “I always looked forward to my internships. It was
nice to see them towards the end it was ah, that was kind
of a long experience or it was exhausting. But at the same
time looking back it was like wow. That was a lot of
learning that went on. I feel a lot more comfortable and
confident. And looking back at those goals and seeing like
wow, I've grown a lot over that experience and it wasn't
just ah, that was really crummy. So, I think a big piece to
internship is having a positive perspective and viewpoint
on your internship.”
Isabel “I m very honest with myself and I like to do that
self-reflection and think, "Okay. Isabel, you just went
through a whole week. You didn't look at your notes once.
Let's think back. What things did you do well that you
want to continue doing?" Maybe it's with a specific
patient population... so I could kind of categorize in my
head, "Okay. This diagnosis, let's think back. What did I do
with patients that worked really well, that I want to keep
in my toolbox for later?" And then think, "Okay. I
attempted this this week. Didn't go as I thought. Maybe
that patient wasn't the appropriate patient or maybe
what I did wasn't appropriate for that diagnosis." So I
think I just have that tendency to self-reflect and
constantly question myself, "Did I do this right?" Or, "Why
did I do this?" Defend why I did something. And then just
always looking at the pros, the cons, outweighing all of
that to continue to grow as an individual.”
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Anthony “So that, to me, was what clinical education
was, a chance to really branch out. And I learned more
about myself than I did about anything clinical or
anything educational. It was who I was, who I really
didn't know I was until I got the opportunity. And for me,
that's what clinical education does, is give you that great
opportunity to-- because you may never know if you're
going to be someone who works well with kids, or
someone who can do a Berg Balance Scale without
thinking about it, or just help someone who just wants to
not fall down, or help an athlete get back to performance.
And you may not know what your niche is, but you get
that opportunity to find out."
(Yocheved “You ll definitely learn whole new things
about yourself. Like I said, even though you might not like
it, you might not enjoy initially, you're like, "This is not
me," but you'll surprise you. It'll surprise you how much
you might love it, how much you might care about it...you
learn a lot about yourself too and it helps you to really
grow inside outside... you can use the tools in any of the
setting in the future. You would be surprised what you
can learn from clinical experience definitely."
Tracy “...reflective practice, kind of being able to take a
step back and look and be like, "Am I improving?" ...that
reflective practice was something that has kind of become
part of me, and I think some of those reflective aspects
are what allowed me to kind of find those mistakes with
the amputees and a number of other patients where I can
keep doing this but doing the same thing over and over
again expecting different results is kind of the definition
of insanity. So being able to step back and make sure that
I'm adjusting and giving everything I've got. So reflective
practice I would say is a big one."
5. Using past experience (Julia) But after high school, when I went to college, I
to inform current
switched into student government. And my first year, I
performance
was just part of the outside, not really part of the E-board.
And then I got hungry, and I was like, "Oh well, I want to
be part of the E-board now." And then I was like, "Okay.
Well, I want to be a vice president." And then my last year,
I was like, "Okay. I want to be president." So, it's like one
of those things where I was like, "Okay. I've met this
challenge. What's the next step up? What's the next best
thing I can do?" Because I'm one of those people that I
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can't sit still. In class, I always have to be doodling or
flipping a pen around. I just don't like to sit still and I
don't like-- I guess mentally as well. I don't like to be
sedentary, and that challenge always keeps you hungry
for more.
Patricia “I think one of the main things was that I took a
year off in between school and undergrad and graduate
school and worked as an aide, as well as my whole senior
year I worked as a PT aide. And I think that actually
having that experience prior to going into school, just
maturity-wise. There was a lot of things that I knew that I
didn't have to focus on [in school], but I felt like none of
[the other students] had any experience, and it was the
basic things that they had to worry about that I felt like I
didn't need to. So, I was able to focus on more advanced
things earlier.”
(Sean “One thing that I would say was huge for me was,
in undergrad, I was a resident assistant and a resident
director, so I was able to be a resource to a lot of people,
on not just a small scale but also a grand scale. It's like,
"Okay, you've got this really big issue going on, and you're
coming to me to help you to fix it. Sure, we're in Indiana,
but you might be from California. You might be from
Saudi Arabia. You might be from Indiana. Who knows?"
But it's a really humbling experience, for me to be in that
position, to be able to help someone and instead of being
caught up in the whole, "Oh, I'm this mighty RA and this is
my job and blah blah blah," it's like, "Okay, this is an
honor, to be able to help someone and meet them where
they are when they really do need that assistance." And I
think that's something that I learned in undergrad and
not just PT school.”
Shira “...but one benefit for me was that I have babysat
and nannied a lot. So, I was extremely comfortable with
the preschool age as well as all the parents. And my
clinical instructor would comment on that like, "Wow,
you are so comfortable with parents." And I had had that
background before so when being in the meetings, I didn't
really feel nervous at all because it just seemed more
natural given the fact that I had this experience before. So,
I guess, that was kind of helpful, with I'll feel more
confident throughout it.”
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Anthony “I worked a lot of service industry in college.
And actually, through PT school, I still worked nights. And
so being able to relate to people outside of the patientclinician experience and bring that to the clinic, I think it-I mean, I really enjoyed my job as if it was my job, like it
was something that was a part of me every day because
that's everything. That's all you're doing. So, given what I
was doing previously and just the golden rule type
scenario, treat people the way you want to be treated, I
mean, I relate to housekeeping, to nursing, to everyone.
The little things that I didn't have to do supposedly came
natural to do them. And because of that, I was already-nursing was a fan, or housekeeping enjoyed me being
around, or just secretary work, even just greeting people
and just being friendly.”
Chad “I think I ve had good communication skills from
undergrad. I was the president of the men's volleyball
club. So being in that role I had a lot of power, as well as a
lot of responsibility. And there were things that people on
the team wanted us to do, but whether it was traveling to
tournaments, or certain fundraisers and things like that.
And then there was like the head of all the sports clubs
where I had to get approval from him. And the best thing
was just being open and transparent with both sides, so
that they knew why we weren't going to this tournament,
or if we could go to this tournament if we raised enough
money. So, everyone was kind of aware of the situation,
and it wasn't just a surprise to anyone when something
came up. But even if it was good or bad, just kind of
making people aware, this way they knew what to expect
and what was coming, if there was a tournament, or if we
couldn t make a tournament.”
Reema “I had some experience as an aide of kind of
communicating with patients and making sure they know
that I'm empathetic and I care. So, I would take that, and
then what my clinical instructor [taught me], and I just
kind of combined them.”
(Lucy “I feel like I ve always involved myself in those
situations because I'm in a way connected to those types
of people [the underserved]. Growing up I came from a
very mixed family. I have just a lot of different races,
ethnicities, religions within my family...I have this strong
connection to people that deserve more... I've never been
more motivated when I know the people that I am either
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treating, working for, doing research for are such a
deserving population. It's incredibly motivating to know
that I'm contributing to something that is helping out
people that normally wouldn't get those services or have
someone speak on their behalf because they don't have
that opportunity.”
6. Embracing challenges
and seeking
opportunities

Elizabeth “And they re a teaching hospital so they re
going to ask you questions and it's okay if you don't know
it... I felt like at first, I was excited and then all of a sudden,
I felt like I was struggling because I wasn't as confident.
And then I would say probably about halfway through, I
was absolutely loving it, ready to take on any patient. I
asked if I could do some of the inpatient brain injury units
just because I really liked brain injury. And so by the end
of the rotation, I was like, went into their director, and I
said, I want a job here. So how do I get a job here? …But
for me, I embraced [this challenging rotation] because I
knew it was going to make me a better therapist and I
knew that if I can get through something like that… it was
going to make me a better hire and a better therapist.”
Patricia “I was ready from day one to kind of jump in, I
was asking a lot more questions in the beginning. Like,
"Okay, so what do I do for this?" Or, "What do I do for
this?" And then by the time I got to my fourth, I had so
much different experience that I could kind of problem
solve and figure it out on my own. And then after, I would
go to my CI and be like, "This is what I did. It seemed to
work well." And he'd just be like, "Great. That's good.
Happy you figured it out on your own." I knew what
websites to go on for research articles, or what I needed
to research to kind of get the information. So, I would say
maybe a little more passive in the beginning, but I tried
not to be too passive. I wanted to jump in and be handson as soon as possible.”
Ralph “I kind of think, in the clinical, things are more
student-led...I think [clinical education] is really more
self-guided because, in the academic program, you're like,
"Okay, in this class, you're learning this," so that's what
you're going to learn, and that's what you have to focus
on. But in the clinical, depending on the setting, you can
say, "Okay, I'm not confident in this. I'm going to go
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research myself and kind of build off of that," versus
being told exactly what you need to learn in every
situation."

Jill “With PEDs, it was definitely communicating with,
not only the PTs but I went out of my way to talk to the
speech therapists, occupational therapists, teachers to
just how to better treat the child as a whole versus just
their physical therapy impairment. So, I was able to
incorporate speech techniques in my sessions."
(Ted) "Why not now?" I'm in this amazing place with all
these people, and varying levels of experience. You've got
students who are just now graduated on the spinal cord
team and people who've been doing it for multiple years.
You've got both ends. You've got newest evidence and
then you've got 10 years, 12 years of experience. And that
is really the best blending pot really from which to draw
from.”
Tracy “If I was watching other therapists do something,
I would go up to them at lunch and be like, "Hey. Can you
talk me through what were you doing? That looked really
cool. I'm interested. Can I check that out?" Or we had a
hand specialist at my second internship, and I asked if I
could just go shadow her one day... it's mostly just having
that initiative and having that drive. And you got to
decide you want it...it's a lot of I think having that
confidence...So don't be afraid to try things and push
yourself a little farther and see what you can do... as soon
as I could take on stuff, I was like, "Can I try this on my
own?" or, "Can I step in and try this?"
Isabel “I think, also a role of a student is to ask for
experiences besides the clinical working with the patient,
trying to get that interprofessional education if you
can...or just trying to get something out of the clinic
experience while you're there. So, my first affil was
associated with the medical center, so I jumped on the
opportunity of being able to observe surgery...Just taking
those opportunities. Never saying no to an opportunity,
even if you're so nervous and uncomfortable. I was so
nervous for that surgery because, in my head, I'm like,
"Oh, my God. I get lightheaded at the sight of blood when
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someone's trying to take blood out of my arm. How am I
supposed to sit there in a surgery?" But I said, "You know
what? However long it takes, just go in there, do it. If you
pass out, you pass out. At least you got to see something."
And I've been fine. I was of course-- worked myself up,
way more nervous than I needed to be going in, and now I
will never forget that surgery. So, taking those other
opportunities while you re there to learn.”
(Isabel “Going into a clinic, the CI has graciously offered
their time, their knowledge to help you in learning. So
your role is to go in there, absorb as much information as
you can, from not just your CI, any clinician there... So,
taking those opportunities as a student to learn from
anybody and everybody. It doesn't matter if it's a PT, PTA,
a tech. Anyone can teach you something new."

Rebecca “You should always have that hunger to learn
because you're never going to have this experience again
of being the student, and you're going to be granted with
so many opportunities where individuals are going to
want to help you. "
Tracy “All of that information and all of that resource is
so much more readily available when you're a student
when you've got these CIs and these other people. Your CI
is not the only one to learn from in these clinics. Inpatient
or outpatient, there are so many brilliant minds in there.
Go talk. Go watch. Go observe when you have downtime
some of the other PTs because everyone treats a little
differently.”
7. Engaging in a
collaborative
relationship with
their CI

Julia “... I definitely think it s important to have that
mentor/mentee relationship and not so much
professor/student relationship...we're not equals, but I
know that one day we're going to be colleagues. So come
along with me as we learn together. I learn from you and
you learn from me. With my current CI, she's a little rusty
on her ortho skills and I'm fresh out of my ortho clinical,
so she's like, "Well, can you look at his hips? Are they out
of alignment?" She's like, "Oh, can you refresh me on this
special test or that special test?" And it feels less like that,
"I am your teacher and you will sit and learn," and more
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like, "I'm here to teach you everything I know, but I'm
also here to learn from you because you're fresh from
school and you're fresh with information."
Shira “I think [of the CI] as someone to look up to in the
profession, the fact that they are wanting to teach
students. And then also, I think as a mentor not only in
that clinical aspect but just even I remember them giving
me advice on different classes or preparing for the boards
or whatnot. And it's great to have now multiple resources
to turn to if I have a question about something. I think
that overall, just like a mentor and someone to look up to.
A future colleague or what have you. It kind of depends I
guess, how willing they are to be the mentor as well as
how willing we are to be the mentee too.”
Patricia “I think that it s a mentorship, if anything. I was
lucky. [My CIs] all kind of had the same mentality where,
"We're going to be colleagues in a year or two, so I'm not
any more superior to you."...they were there to mentor
me, answer questions...some of my friends weren't as
lucky... [their CIs] kind of thought that they were, "I am
the PT. You have to listen to what I say." And they just had
a horrible experience, and they weren't able to learn from
it because they dreaded going every day, and they just
wanted to get in and get out. Where I had more of a
mentorship where people treated me as an equal, and
they listened to what I had to say and vice versa. They
told me what they thought and we could have an
appropriate conversation, be adults, and talk about it.
And to me that makes a clinical experience better, is more
of a mentorship.”
Ted “I mean, the respect is obviously a lot greater
because she's doing a lot to help me out and making a lot
of sacrifices. And trusting me with her license, like we
talked about. And that's all super meaningful. Taking time
to answer questions. But beyond that it's a personal
relationship like any other one. So you just kind of have to
take it like that, and you have to be flexible, like we talked
about. You have to be willing to give a little bit. I would
like to help more. I would like to do this or do that. It's not
my experience but it s our experience, you know?”
Jill “So the biggest role is to learn and to learn from the
CI's clinical experience. So, I think it's also like a team
relationship where we're bringing in the knowledge so
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we're also teaching them what's new and the
research...different treatment techniques and ideas.”
8. Being skilled at selfcare

(Yocheved “I would definitely have my weekend
afternoons just for me. So if I had to really, really study
something during clinical rotation, I would study with get
up really early in the morning, study until noon, and then
that was it. Afternoons are for me, for my family, for my
friends, for my boyfriend, and everything. I had to make
that certainty because, yes, you need your time. You need
your fun time. You can't just constantly be studying."
(Lucy) All my roommates are musicians. We do a lot of
things like that together. So, I always knew that when I
would come home, one, I would have my lovely
roommate who I can talk to, but we also make music
together, we create shows together with this drumline.
Yeah, I definitely have this sort of creative outlet that I'm
able to sort of take everything that I'm feeling and sort of
put it out either with-- whether it's music or movement,
because I write their choreography, yeah, I'm able to do
that. And I always feel better when I'm able to do that, so.
Yeah, I was lucky to have that in PT school, for sure.

(Terri) “...this was a problem for me in PT school as well I'll be honest - to take personal time. But I think it's really
important, and it really helped me. My first year [of PT
school] was probably the worst year, because it's just a
whole different change from undergrad, and I loved
school... I enjoy learning, and I enjoy working hard and
studying, but this was just so much quicker than anything
I'd ever done before. So that first year really felt like I
couldn't take time to be a person outside of PT school,
and I really think it affected me negatively, and I didn't do
as well as when in my second and third year, I made sure
I took time for myself, and made sure I went out to dinner
with friends, or took a dance class, or did a yoga class,
things that I really enjoyed. And I found myself doing
better and being more effective. And so in clinicals, I just
tried to make that a priority...and it's still something I'm
working on, is just making sure it's not my everything,
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because then I'm going to get burnt out, and I'm going to
lose that passion for it. And I don't want that to happen,
because then I just start going through the motions, and
then I don't think you're really going to help people that
way. So it's definitely been a learning process, and I'm
still working on it."
9. Coming into my own
as a PT

Sean “I think the role of the student is to just be a
sponge. And I think you are supposed to pick up on not
just knowledge, but also kind of hone in on who you want
to be as a professional. Right? So, you need to find that
balance between, "Am I a professional 100% of the time and I'm a robot, and I only say things that are by the book,
things that I learned in school…or do I let my personality
shine a little bit.”
Brian “So I think the student, the kind of the role of the
student is learning as much as you kind of take in without
trying to get overwhelmed. Especially once you get near
the end of your last two rotations, it's trying to be a fulltime physical therapist and figuring it out, "Heck, I can
actually do this," and trying to get comfortable doing it
how you want to do it, rather how your CI does it.”
(Layla “I mean, I think every PT is going to develop their
own preferences to different treatment style, different
treatment techniques. So many different PTs are certified
in different or have gone to different courses. So
everyone's kind of working to the same goal, but
everyone kind of has different styles. So I think that's
good for your growth as a PT that you're not just being a
cookie cutter of your teacher.”
(Liv “Students were adapting, appreciating the different
approaches to treating but finding what suites them, how
do they ultimately want to treat and be a PT. They are
finding their way. they understand that this is their time
to learn from their CIs and anyone else who is at the
clinic, take it all in, take chances, be open to opportunities
so they can become entry level practitioners and ready to
be on their own.
(Lucy)
especially in clinical, I think a big part of being
a student is finding out who you are as your own
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clinician. So for me, and that was more something in CP3
where I had a clinical instructor… who wanted me to
learn his way and towards the end we were able to work
something out where it was a little bit of a melting of the
two. But yeah, trying to find at some point in your
rotation an opportunity to make your own decisions and
treat your own way despite all these other perspectives
that you've gotten in the process."
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